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This thesis studies, implements and tests the pinna reﬂection model
applied to a user’s ear image in order to extract the relevant anthropo-
metric elevation cues for the synthesis of binaural spatial audio through
headphones. These cues are used for the selection from a database of
the best possible Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) for the user.
The thesis describes a complete psychoacoustic experiment designed
in order to test the performances of the selected HRTF and to compare
them with those recorded from the Knowles Electronic Manikin for
Acoustic Research (KEMAR) built with average anthropometric data.
The pinna reﬂection model increases the average performances of 10%
with a peak of 34% in respect to the KEMAR. It also signiﬁcantly en-
hances the externalization and reduces the up/down confusions. The
selected HRTF is then integrated in a virtual multimodal environment
together with the haptical TActile MOuse (TAMO) device, showing the
relation and the beneﬁt of audio in tasks that regard spatial cognition,
Orientation and Mobility (O&M) and education/training such as goal
reaching, reconstruction, displacement and size estimation. The results
conﬁrm that spatial audio increases the performance from 10% to 30%
in respect to only haptic explorations.
SOMMARIO
Questa tesi studia, implementa e testa il modello delle riﬂessioni sulla
pinna applicato all’immagine dell’orecchio di un soggetto con lo scopo
di estrarre le caratteristiche antropometriche rilevanti legate all’eleva-
zione, per la sintesi di audio spazializzato binaurale attraverso cufﬁe.
Queste caratteristiche sono usate per la selezione da un database della
miglior possibile Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) per il soggetto.
La tesi descrive un completo esperimento psicoacustico realizzato con
lo scopo di testare le performance dell’HRTF selezionata e comparar-
le con quelle del Knowles Electronic Manikin for Acoustic Research
(KEMAR) costruito con dati antropometrici medi. Il modello delle
riﬂessioni sulla pinna migliora le performance medie del 10% con un
picco del 34% rispetto alla KEMAR. Inoltre migliora signiﬁcativamente
l’esternalizzazione e riduce le up/down confusions. L’HRTF selezio-
nata è poi integrata in un ambiente multimodale virtuale insieme
al device aptico TActile MOuse (TAMO), mostrando la relazione e il
beneﬁcio dell’audio nei task di cognizione spaziale, Orientamento e
Mobilità (O&M) ed educazione/training come il raggiungimento di un
goal, la ricostruzione, il posizionamento e la stima delle dimensioni. I
risultati confermano che l’audio spazializzato migliora le performance
dal 10% al 30% rispetto alla sola esplorazione aptica.CONTENTS
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PREFACE
Following the incredible quick evolution of computational power, it Technology evolution
and deﬁnitions is becoming easier and easier to create low cost real time multimodal
environments. In this work we take advantage of headphones binaural
audio and haptic interfaces to tweak multimodal environments. Binaural
audio consists in providing binaural (related to two ears) hearing to
the user. Binaural hearing, exploiting frequency cues, allows a user to
determine the sound origin direction of auditory stimulus presented
to both ears. Haptic refers to the touching sensation given by forces
imposed over the skin. These forces are conveyed to the brain as
kinesthetic information. The term multimodal has been used in many
contexts and across several disciplines: in this work a multimodal
environment can be considered simply one that responds to inputs in
more than one modality or communication channel (e.g. audio and
gesture). In spite of its importance, the problem of fusing multiple
modalities is sadly often ignored [29].
This thesis ﬁrstly sets out to evaluate the performances of spatial Thesis goals
audio rendered with Head Related Transfer Functions( HRTFs) that have
been selected through the analysis of pinna images and to compare
these performances with those of generic HRTFs. Secondly, this work
presents an experimental setup to test a multimodal environment that
is just a ﬁrst step in the creation of cognitive maps for blind people
based on spatial audio and haptic devices. The experiment tries to
focus on common quality criteria such as “ease of use”, “usefulness”,
learnability, speed and accuracy of user task performance, user error
rate and subjective user satisfaction [26][ 54]. Thesis overview
Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of 3D audio and multimodal
applications in modern societies on different ﬁelds: medicine, industry,
education, entertainment, arts and blind-aid. It also provides a couple
of concrete examples of applications. Then it introduces psychological
and math background to both spatial audio rendering and haptic
perceptions, focusing on the tools used in this work and proprieties
exploited. It also provides an overview of similar previous works.
Chapter 3 provides a description of the realized experiments that are
the core of this work and that we created in order to evaluate audio
performances and multimodal environments. Chapter 4 focuses on the
implementation and technical aspects of the experiments, discussing
the choices about implementation and showing the main algorithms
developed. Chapter 5 presents the result of our work discussing them
and highlighting the key points. Chapter 6 shows the conclusions of
our works and traces possible future developments. Final appendixes
present multimodal maps and extended extracts of the source code
used in the experiments.
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BACKGROUND
This chapter shows the fundamental knowledge required to under- Chapter overview
stand our work. Section 2.1 brieﬂy shows possible 3D Audio and
Multimodal Application in our society. Section 2.2 introduces spheri-
cal coordinate systems. Section 2.3 introduces spatial audio, its clues
and simulation approaches. It also presents the details of the theoreti-
cal framework developed by the Sound and Music Computing Group1 at
the basis of this thesis. Section 2.4 introduces the haptic device TActile
MOuse (TAMO) used in our experiments and developed by the Istituto
Italiano di Tecnologia in Genua as a haptic device to help blind people.
2.1 3d audio and multimodal applications
Multimodal systems and 3D audio have a huge amount of potential Applications
overview and current applications on different ﬁelds [6].
In the industrial ﬁeld they can help architects and designers to easily
manages 3D projects with software that are nowadays an industry-
standard such as the CAD family, 3D Studio Max and Maya: the possi-
bility to efﬁciently navigate in these environments is a key features on
these working areas. Another industry application resides in testing
the manual assembly process of mechanic components before they are
physically realized [47].
In the education ﬁeld they can help kids at different instruction levels,
allowing them to touch and sense shapes in order to understand
the scale of real objects and in order to give them a concrete and
captivating feedback. Kids can also understand macro scales such as
astronomical scales and nano environments exploring virtual worlds
in a interactive way.
In the entertainment ﬁeld they can be used on video games and
simulators; avatars; augmented reality and cinema. Nowadays haptic
interfaces for playing with at least 2 degrees of freedom are massively
produced and they are relatively cheap. They can simulate particular
circumstances e.g. the device can vibrate when the player is above a
bridge in order to simulate the driving above planks or the device can
provide a sort of resistance to match a real physical conditions or also
headphones can reproduce a sound coming from a particular area.
In the arts ﬁeld they can allow the user to go inside a captivating
environment and they can help the artist to experiment new form of
art providing him or her tools to remotely play musical instruments,
virtual sculpting and so on.
In the medical ﬁeld they can be used as hospital staff training tools
with surgical simulators; as remote-assistant interfaces using micro
and macro robots; as telemedicine systems and as aids for disables.
1 Department of Information Engineering, University of Padua
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Last but not least, they can also aid blind people on the cognition
and exploration of spatial unknown maps, allowing them to easily
identify obstacles and positions. Blind people can also consider to
download maps before going to a public place in order to already
know the conﬁguration of the real place once they will be there. These
systems can also aid low-vision people. It has been proved that map
recognition and reconstruction is more holistic and comprehensive for
people that can explore a virtual environment than those who need to
explore a real space. This is because a real space exploration is mainly
linear while a virtual environment can be explored freely starting from
any possible location and moving in any of all the possible directions
with multi-sensory feedback [35].
3D audio provides a valid support to virtual environments creating a
more captivating experience. However it has other stand-alone applica-
tions such as alarms and warning messages generation, broadcasting
and the already cited cinema area. Many undiscovered uses probably
exist as well and they could entail either variations on existing system
designs or entirely new approaches [4].
To give just a couple of examples of 3D audio practical applications, Concrete examples
we would like to report a desktop PC browser that parsed an HTML
document structure and it maps it to a 3D audio space. It focuses
on key element such as anchors and links and it can improve the
effectiveness of the browsing experience performed by blind people
[23]. Another quite curious example is the use of 3D audio in a study
on the virtual reality exposure-based treatment for cynophobia. In these
applications, auditory information is not used as a way to supply
visual information: the potentiality of 3D audio is exploited in order
to increase the realism and the richness of an immersive environment
[60].
2.2 coordinates systems
Before starting to introduce the background elements of this work, it is
useful to present the conventions about coordinates systems adopted. Coordinates system
In fact we often need to place virtual spatial points around a person.
To deﬁne a point position in space, instead of the common Cartesian x
yzcoordinates system, it is a common practice in auditory papers to
use a coordinates system that is similar to the polar system. However
there are multiple adopted standard so it is critical to clarify our choice.
On ﬁgure 1 we reported the two main coordinates system. Both are
centered with their origin at the center of a subject’s head, at his or her
ear level. In the ﬁrst one (Vertical-Polar Coordinates) a ﬁrst angular value
called q(azimuth) deﬁnes the rotation, in degrees, on the horizontal
plane starting from the 0 degree position in the correspondence of
the subject’s nose. The angular value is positive for clock-wise rotations
and it is negative for counter-clock-wise rotations. Consequently q 2
[ 180,+180]. A second angular value called j (elevation) deﬁne the
rotation, in degree, on a plane perpendicular to the horizontal plane
and intersecting the line that goes from the origin of the system to the2.3b i n a u r a lp s y c h o a c o u s t i cb a c k g r o u n d 5
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Figure 1: Different coordinates systems. In this work we use the vertical
polar coordinates system.
point identify by the azimuth value. A rotation in the upper hemisphere
has a positive j value, while a rotation in the lower hemisphere has
negative one, so deﬁning j 2 [ 90,90] allow to deﬁne with (q, j) all
the points on a sphere centered on the origin. The distance from the
center of the sphere is often referred as d or r. It should be noted
that there is a similar coordinates system (and it is used by the Audio
Engine of this work) that deﬁnes q 2 [0,+360] in counter-clock-wise
and j 2 [0,360] starting in the upper hemisphere. On the same ﬁgure
1 the image on the right (Interaural-Polar Coordinates) shows a different
system. It works exactly as the previous one, but in order to reach a
speciﬁc point, position changes are performed ﬁrstly on the elevation
j and secondly on the azimuth q.
In the ﬁrst system it is possible to identify planes with constant
azimuth and cones with constant elevation, while in the second system
it is possible to identify planes with constant elevation and cones with
constant azimuth. In this work, except where different noted, we use
the Vertical-Polar Coordinates. The vertical plane with constant azimuth
q = 0 is called medial plane or sagittal plane.
2.3 binaural psychoacoustic background
2.3.1 Spatial hearing
The human ability to perceive 3D sounds is of great interest and it is Spatial sound
perception on
humans
only partially understood. It is clear that this ability is partially given
by the possibility to ear a sound on both ear and by the presence of the
head between them. In this analysis, based on the work of Avanzini
et. al. [2], we will consider that our brain elaborates the perception of
spatial sounds starting only from the two acoustic pressure signals
coming to the eardrums. It is not exactly correct because there are
other complicated factors that inﬂuence the perception of the sound
such as the visual stimuli that come to the eyes, the nature of the
sound, its timbre, and the propagation of the sound through the bone
conduction.
We said that the head has a key role in the perception of 3D sounds. The role of the head6b a c k g r o u n d
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Figure 2: ITD estimation. Assuming that the sound comes as plane waves it
reaches the ears at different instances [2].
This is because it is an obstacle to the propagation on the sound, in
particular it adds a time delay to the instants in which the sound
differently reaches the two ears. These two delays concurrent to cause
the interaural time difference (ITD). ITD can be easily calculated in an
approximated (but still useful) way. As shown on ﬁgure 2, calling q
the angle that the horizontal median line identiﬁes with plane waves
and calling a the radius of the head2, the ITD is the ratio between
the supplementary distance needed to reach the farthest ear and the
speed of sound c:
ITD ⇡
d
c
⇡
a
c
(q + sinq)
Where q is in rad. Of course ITD is zero when the sound comes
from ahead (q = 0) and it is maximum when it comes from one side
(q = ±p). For a common size of the head ITD is of the order of 10 4s.
This value gives to our brain an important information about the sound
source location on the horizontal plane (j = 0, azimuth). However ITD
does not provide the same amount of information on all frequencies.
This is because for high frequencies the sound could reach the two
ears with a totally different phase and it becomes impossible to deﬁne
the ITD between two waves that are not in phase. It is commonly
used the value of 1.5kHz as the switching point between a useful and
a no more useful information. This value corresponds to the point
where the half wavelength become equal (or shorter) than the head
size. In addition to these considerations, reverberation can also highly
inﬂuence ITD: an ambient with a high reverberation decreases the
possibility to extract ITD cues, since the ear is exposed to a huge
number of reﬂections coming all at the same time. This is one of the
main reasons for which we decided to do not insert reverberation in
2 The head is approximated as a sphere, without losing important information. This
assumption is also valid for the rest of this work, for more details see [44].2.3b i n a u r a lp s y c h o a c o u s t i cb a c k g r o u n d 7
our experiments. For more information about these aspects, Minaar et
al. talk about the role of ITD in binaural synthesis [43].
The head also works a shadow to the sound, lowering the Sound
Pressure Level (SPL) that reaches the farthest ear. The difference in
SPL is unnoticeable for low frequencies but it is signiﬁcant on high
frequencies and it is called ILD (Interaural Level Difference). This is one
of the main reasons for which high frequencies play a key roles in the
determination of sound source position. In fact, at the contrary of ITD
that works better on low frequencies, ILD provides a complementary
information on high frequencies and its effect is highly more noticeable
than ITD. The cooperation of the two effects is known as Duplex
Theory of Localization. They work pretty well in the localization on the
horizontal plane, but things become more difﬁcult when we should
try to estimate the elevation of a sound. There is a so-called cone of
confusion at about (q = ±90, j = ±30) where ITDs and ILDs are
really close and so it is difﬁcult to distinguish between these positions.
In order to correctly identify the elevation of a spatial sound, we need
to consider other components.
It is not only the head that greatly inﬂuences the perception of The role of the
external ear spatial sounds but it is also the external ear and it has a signiﬁcant
effect on the perception of the elevation. On a ﬁrst approximation the
ear canal behaves like a one-dimensional resonator while the role of
the pinna is more complicated and it is still unclear [3]. The theoretical
work that provides the basis for our experiments is a possible solution
that links the conformation of the pinna to the perception of 3D sounds
and tries to answer to some open questions. What it is clear is that
the pinna works as a resonator for some frequencies and it causes
interferences between the sounds that directly reach the ear canal and
the sounds that reﬂect on its geometric surface. All these effects are
directional/distance-dependent so in order to study their role we need
to analyze them in function of the sound origin position and this is
how the work developed at our Department moved on, see [57]. The
key assumption is that at low frequencies the sound signal reﬂected
by the pinna still arrives in phase since the wave length is signiﬁcantly
larger then the distance covered, while on high frequencies the sound
signal goes back out of phase and it causes destructive interference.
The greatest interference causes the so called pinna notch although it
is still not clear when it happens. Our studies and our experiments
suggest that this happens when the difference is of a full-wavelength
[57] even if other previous works suggest that this happens at half-
wavelength [50]. More consideration on these aspect will be presented
on 2.3.5.
Torso and shoulders also inﬂuence the sounds that reach our eardrums. The role of torso and
shoulders As it could be easily imagined, the role of these two elements could be
really hard to be considered since the geometry of the torso is quite
complicated. However, as we approximated the head with a sphere,
it is common to approximate the torso with an ellipsoidal element
placed under the head. This system constitutes what is sometimes
called the snowman model. Some consideration can be highlighted in
such a model. First of all, sounds coming from a source on the hori-8b a c k g r o u n d
zontal plane (j = 0) do not vary so much adding the torso model, in
particular this happens if their distance from the ear is larger then the
head radius. On the other hand the sound delay varies considerably
if the sound source is right above or under the subject. The role of
the torso and shoulders is not as determinant as the role of the pinna,
however it is still important since, because of the size of the torso, it
inﬂuences the sound at lower frequencies where the response of the
pinna is essentially ﬂat.
There are other factors that contribute to the spatial perception of Distance cues and
dynamic cues the sound. For example the estimation of the distance of a sound
(that is the most difﬁcult task about spatial hearing) exploits different
cues such as the intensity of the sound (even if it is often masked
by reverberation) and the nature of the sound (its familiarity with
our memories). However there are other aspects that inﬂuence the
perception of sound distances such as the atmospheric conditions and
the curvature of the the sounds waves when the sound source is really
close to the ear (at the distance of 1 meter or less in the so-called near
ﬁeld).
One should also consider the possibility of a sound to change its
position in the space both because the sound is moving or because the
head is moving. These are two different aspects but they both provide
a dynamic feedback to the user that greatly improve the localization.
It is in fact a common practice to move the head in order to try to
better understand the spatial location of the sound.
Lastly, there is at least one another aspect to be noted about human Front back confusion
spatial hearing. It is often noticeable a sort of front/back confusion in
the sound source localization: sounds that come from a front position
are sometimes identify as sounds that come from a rear position. This
phenomena (that has been conﬁrmed in our experiments) is quite
difﬁcult to be explained. Someone argue that this is an evolutionary
aspect: when we are not sure about the real sound position, we place
it on a rear position where there is a greater possibility to have an
unnoticed and not seen danger situation. Dynamic cues greatly reduce
the number of front back confusions [49].
2.3.2 3D sound rendering approaches
There are essentially two ways to simulate 3D sounds. The ﬁrst one Headhones or
Speakers? uses more than one loudspeaker placed in the ambient, while the
second one uses headphones. Both have some advantages and dis-
advantages. Of course it is quite trivial to generate optimal spatial
sounds using a large number of loudspeaker placed all around the lis-
tener, however this is a really expensive and unpractical solution. It is
widely diffuse with a smaller number of loudspeakers (usually 6 or 8)
in the home theater solutions. Some works use instead 2 loudspeaker
in a simple stereo conﬁguration and they create the impression of
the sound moving from one speaker to the other one, crossfading
the signals. However the sound is bounded in the interval from one
speaker to the other one. The advantages of these solutions are that the2.3b i n a u r a lp s y c h o a c o u s t i cb a c k g r o u n d 9
loudspeakers have a ﬂat frequency response and they do not require
the listener to wear anything. The disadvantages are that the sounds
from each speaker are received always by both ear or it is required a
cross-talk cancellation. Also, if there are more then one listener on a
quite large ambient, they will perceive the sound coming from relative
different positions and the cross-talk cancellation will no longer be
possible.
On the other hand headphones systems does not suffer from cross-
talking and allow the presence of more listener in the same ambient.
The problems with headphones regard the non-ﬂat frequency response
(they need to be compensated) and the uncomfortable sensation given
by the physical headphones themselves. The binaural headphones
synthesis is of particular interest because headphones are cheap and
they can reach optimal results. It is a great technology for distributing
spatialized music, that could be experienced with minimalistics setups
[19]. In this work we focus on the headphones approach.
2.3.3 Head-Related Transfer Functions
In 2.3.1 we presented the main cues that inﬂuence the perception HRIR and HRTF
deﬁnitions of spatial sounds. Since their effects are linear they can be summed
and described by one unique function. In order to introduce this
function we consider, for each ear separately, the response of the
eardrum to an impulse and we call this response Hear-Related Impulse
Response (HRIR). Its version in the frequency domain (that is its Fourier
Transform) is the well-known Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF).
Experimentally, we can obtain an HRIR be placing a microphone inside
the ear canal of a listener and recording the response to an impulse
sent from a loudspeaker placed at a particular position at a distance
larger than 1 meter (far ﬁeld), than we can perform a FFT on the signal
within an appropriate window size to obtain the HRTF. As previously
stated, the hearing cues proposed vary hugely with the sound source
position so it is ideally required to capture a HRIR/HRTF for each
possible sound position. Consequently the HRTF, that is obviously a
function of the frequency w, also depends from the position (q, j) of
the source and it is formally deﬁned as:
H(i)(q, j,w)=
F(i)(q, j,w)
Ff(w)
Where i could be both r and l and indicates the right (r) or left (l)
ear, and where F(i)is the Sound Pressure Level at the eardrum while
Ff is the Sound Pressure Level placed at the center of the head in a
free ﬁeld condition (no listener). Additional information about HRTF
can be found on [16], [64]. An individual HRIR/HRTF allows to create
a spatial render of a sound coming from the source where the function
has been recorded simply convolving or multiplying it with the sound
signal after adding the correct ITD. Note that the generated sound
will create a correct and perfect spatial sound only for listener who
performed the recording of the HRTF (individual HRTF).10 background
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Figure 3: Audio 3D synthesis chain. This system uses binaural rendering
with headphones to generate spatial sounds. [2].
Since the recording of an HRTF can be limited to a ﬁxed amount of HRTF estimation
discrete positions and since the procedure of placing microphones near
the eardrum is quite invasive, researchers try to obtain reliable HRTF
for a particular subject in different and more convenient ways. The ﬁrst
possibility is to use an HRTF recorded on a manikin built upon mean
anthropometric data. The most famous one is the KEMAR (Knowles
Electronic Manikin for Acoustic Research) manikin [21]. However, this
approach revealed its limits as we will show on this work (Chapter
5) and as it has been shown on previous works. Another idea is to
generate a synthetic HRTF from a physical [38] or structural model that
simulates the analyzed components: head, pinna, shoulders and torso.
The two main procedures used to achieve this results are the pole-
zero models and the series expansions. Models such these can be really
simple [59] or quite accurate and capable to reproduce all the notches
and peaks of an HRTF on median plane [58]. All these approach can
exploit the principal component analysis (PCA) [33] in order to further
tuning the HRTF on the speciﬁc subject. Another possibility consist in
extracting an HRTF for a subject from a database of existing HRTFs,
choosing the “best one” according to certain criteria. In this work we
follow this approach.
There exist free and open databases of HRIRs/HRTFs. One of the The CIPIC database
most famous is the CIPIC database [1] that we also used in this work.
CIPIC is a public domain database of HRTFs extracted from 45 subjects
(included KEMAR with small and large pinna). Each HRTF has been
recorded at 25 different azimuth positions and 50 different elevations
for a total of 1250 positions at approximately 5 degrees of angular
increment. The database also contains anthropometric measurement
for each subject, pinna images and ITD. Hereinafter we will refer to
the subject of the CIPIC database with ID 21 as KEMAR.
2.3.4 Binaural synthesis based on HRTF
When the appropriate HRTF (meaning all the discrete recorded HRTFs Rendering workﬂow
positions) has been chosen it is quite simple to generate the spatial
sound. Figure shows 3 the process. The initial anechoic signal x[n]
is delayed by the appropriate amount of time, as indicated on the
recorded ITD table (we recall that the CIPIC database provides this in-
formation). The HRTF of the required position (q, j) is then searched
on the database. If the position is not available, then the HRTF is inter-2.3 binaural psychoacoustic background 11
polated from the near positions, otherwise the available value is used.
The signal is then convolved or multiplied (time or frequency domain)
and ﬁnally the resulting signal y[n] is sent to the ear. The operation
clearly uses different HRTFs for the two ear. In this process eventually
Binaural Room Impulse Response, head tracking and reverberation can be
considered [5].
We talked about the necessity of interpolate the HRTFs when the HRTF interpolation
required position(q, j) is not available. This is because the measure-
ments of HRTF can be made only on a ﬁnite set of locations. This is
also required to avoid artifacts [2][ 19] when the sound changes its
position dynamically: since the HRTFs are measured at noticeable in-
tervals (5 degrees in CIPIC) the interpolation is a required step. There
are different interpolation techniques. The easiest one is to perform a
bilinear interpolation based on the nearest available HRTFs weighted
giving larger weight to the closest available HRTFs:
ˆ h[n]=a1h1[n]+a2h2[n]+a3h3[n]+a4h4[n]
where ai 2 [0,1]8i and ai > aj 8i, j : dist(ˆ h, hi) < dist(ˆ h, hj) How-
ever this method has been proved to give biased ITD that still produces
artifacts. Another approach uses a virtual loudspeaker environment.
One of the most effective method uses instead the decomposition of
the HRTF into a minimum phase and a all pass component [30].
2.3.5 Pinna Reﬂection Patterns and Head-Related Transfer Function
Features
After the preliminary considerations showed in this chapter, we can Preliminary
operations now introduce the main results that preceded this work. These results
have been achieved by Spagnol, Geronazzo, and Avanzini [57] and are
summarized here as an essential reference.
In order to further study the known connections between the pinna
reﬂection/resonances and the elevation cues in sound localization,
they removed from the HRTFs of 20 subjects extracted from the CIPIC
database, all but the acoustic information of the pinna. In order to
discard head, torso and shoulders contribution from the response they
mapped each HRTF in the time domain and applied to the resulting
HRIR a Hann window of 1 ms since the pinna response lasts from 0,1
to 0,3 ms in the median plane. In this way there is no remaining torso
and shoulders contribution. The head contribution to diffraction on
the median plane is not relevant so no further modiﬁcation was made.
Going back to the frequency domain gave them the Pinna Related
Transfer Function (PRTF).
Then they analyzed reﬂections and resonances as two separated
phenomena splitting the PRTF into a “resonant” and a “reﬂective”
component exploiting a separation algorithm [22]. They found that,
varying the elevation, different CIPIC subjects have similar resonant
components trends while there are no common trends on spectral
notches, caused be reﬂections. This gives the idea that for the elevation
detection on the frontal region, spectral notches play a key role [45],
and so they further analyzed the reﬂective components.12 background
Figure 4: Traced pinna of CIPIC subject 134. Black points represent the ex-
tracted notches frequencies, while the lines represents the manually
traced contours.
To do this, they analyzed the reﬂective components of the PRTF at PRTF reﬂection
analysis 17 elevations [41], starting from +45 degrees to  45° at step of 5.625
degrees. They found that for a given elevation the majority of the 20
subjects exhibits 3 notches. Two subjects lacked of one track of notches.
Then they tried to transform the central frequencies of these notches
to position on the pinna. To obtain this result they consider the sound
with a ray-tracing model instead of a wave-like phenomena. This
is possible because the wavelength of the sound is small compared
to the dimension of the pinna in the analyzed frequency band so
the ray-tracing model is a crude but valid approximation. In this
approximation, given an elevation j, they calculated the temporal
delay t(j) between the arrival at the ear canal of the direct sound and
the sound reﬂected by the pinna:
d(j)=
c · t(j)
2
Where c is the speed of the sound and the factor 2 is given by the
necessity for the sound to cover 2 times the distance between the
pinna reﬂection area and the ear canal. Substituting the time with
the frequency e.g. f(j)= 1
t(j), there should be positive destructive
interference (a notch) at half-wavelength difference between the two
signals, that means:
f(j)=
2n + 1
2t(j)
=
c(2n + 1)
4d(j)
n = 0, 1, 2, ...
And there should be negative destructive interference at a wavelength
difference between the two signals:
f(j)=
n + 1
t(j)
=
c(n + 1)
2d(j)
n = 0, 1, 2, ...2.3 binaural psychoacoustic background 13
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Figure 5: Pinna contours C2/C1 (helixes), C4 (antihelix) and C3 (concha
outer borrder).
Starting from the available f(j) they calculated the related distances
d(j) with n = 0, then for each elevation value, and for each of the
3 notches, they marked 17 points on the pinna image3, as shown of
ﬁgure 4 for negative destructive interference. They used the ear canal
position (or better a rectangular area as hereinafter explained) as the
starting point in the measurement of the distances. They calculated the
global mismatch values between the marked points and the manually
traced contours as the point-to-point sum of the minimum euclidean
distances. In doing this, they chose as ear canal position, the value
inside the marked rectangle that minimized the global mismatch.
With this mismatch computation process they found that the negative Results
destructive model is the one that better connect the position of the
notches to the traced contours. So they deﬁned a central frequency f0
regarded the negative destructive interference as:
f0(j)=
c
2d(j)
They also gave sindication on the tracing procedure about the three
manually traced contours. These contours are shown on ﬁgure 5, in
particular:
1. C2/C1: helix inner wall and helix border;
2. C4: antihelix and concha inner wall, following the jutting light
surface just behind the concha outer border up to the shaded
area below the antitragus;
3. C3: concha outer border.
These considerations highlight a connection between the three listed
contours of the pinna and the elevation notches. It is consequently
possible, given a subject who is not in the CIPIC database with his
3 They obtained the pinna images of the 20 CIPIC subjects, thanks to Professor Ralph
V. Algazi.14 background
pinna image, to try to choose the HRTF from the CIPIC database that
has the minimum mismatch between the frequencies extracted from
the three contours traced on the subject’s pinna and the f0 frequencies
of the HRTF. More formally they deﬁne the mismatch as:
m(Ti,Cj)=
1
n(Ti) Â
j
|f i
0(j)   Fi
0(j)|
f i
0(j)
i = 1, 2, 3.
where Ti is a track of notches generated from f0 on a subject in the
CIPIC database,C j is a manually traced contour on the subject who is
not in the CIPIC database, n(Ti) is the number of available notches for
the i-th tracks/contours (i = 1, 2, 3).
The psychoacoustic experiment presented in this work compare the
results performed in spatial sound localization with a generic HRTF
(KEMAR), and two HRTF chosen from the CIPIC database weighting
the mismatches of the 3 tracks/contours with different weights and
choosing the two smallest mismatches as explained in 3.2.
2.4 haptic background: the tamo device
Binaural spatial audio is one of the two proposed elements for multi- Introduction to
TAMO modal environment in this thesis; the other one is the haptic modality.
The haptic device has been chosen to be the TActile MOuse (TAMO)
device [15] that provides a minimum tactile stimulus. This device, that
is still a prototype was developed by the Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia
(IIT) at Genua as an aiding device for blind people in the exploration
and navigation in virtual environments.
The problem of providing a valid aid to blind people in the spatial Exploration systems
for blind people orientation is a crucial topic. Sighted people use the vision as their
predominant sense and all our societies are developed to convey the
vision as the central sense. Tasks that look completely easy and natural
for sighted people, could become very difﬁcult for a blind subjects,
because of their design. The more diffuse device that helps blind
people to move and explore the space is the white cane. This element
is very simple and lightweight, however it has some limitations: ﬁrstly
the user needs to effectively be in the space that he or she wants to
explore. Secondly it provides only local information about the position
and just partial global information, exploiting hearing information
in addition to the haptic stimuli. Different alternative solutions have
been proposed, however they are often invasive (big and heavy) or
they disturb other senses such as the auditory system [20][ 13]. Tactile-
vision substitution systems (TVSS) were the ﬁrst to be developed and
probably remain the most effective since they are the less invasive. One
of the most famous haptic device is the Phantom4, although it is quite
expensive, while the TAMO provides a possible future low-budget
solution for visually impaired users.
The Tactile Mouse-shaped (TAMO) device is part of the DIGEYE®System Existing experiments
with TAMO
4 Phantom’s website: http://www.geomagic.com2.5 previous works 15
Figure 6: The TAMO device (on the left), a simple virtual map (center), and
the movements of the TAMO’s lever according to the movements
on the map (right) [14]
and it is able to display the height information H at any absolute po-
sition (X,Y) of the tablet where it moves [12]. The information about
the elevation is provided by a stalk/lever, placed above the mouse-
shaped device, in the correspondence of the common position of the
mouse-wheel. The lever is progressively moved by a stepper-motor
and therefore it provides an haptic feedback to a ﬁnger placed above
it, as shown on ﬁgure 6. A single movement in elevation can be con-
sidered a taxel: it gives information by one single tactile and it is
equivalent to the pixel in the vision[55]. The just noticeable difference
in elevation for the TAMO is JND 2 [3.5, 4.3] degrees [10]. DIGEYE
provides a complete test environment for haptic experiments. It was
used to preliminary test the TAMO with encouraging results: users
were able to correctly identify simple geometric objects and a pilot
experiment was also positively concluded on map navigation: a subject
was asked to freely explore the virtual map of a room and then to
navigate through, avoiding obstacle. The subject succeeded in his task
[15]. However, it has been proved that is difﬁcult to reconstruct un-
known shapes and to distinguish between them e.g. it is very difﬁcult
to discern between a cylinder and a parallelepiped with triangular
base, using TAMO.
In this work we would provide preliminary experiments in order to
understand the role of audio feedback as an aid to an haptic system
based on TAMO, for map recognition and orientation. Instead of using
DIGEYE we developed a completely new experimental interface based
on Matlab5.
For more technical and implementation-wise information about the
TAMO, see 4.2.2.
2.5 previous works
The last decade registered an increase in the number of psychoacoustic Psychoacoust
previous works experiment related to HRTFs and binaural audio.
In 2001 Begault et al. [5] performed individual HRTFs extraction,
and they tested these functions with head tracking, reverberation sim-
ulation (early reﬂection, full auralization, anechoic) and headphones
compensation. They used an input GUI interface quite similar to the
one developed by us but their interface looks ambiguous for the choice
5 Matlab® home page. http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/, Available:
October 2013.16 background
of elevation, a problem that we tried to ﬁx in this work. The achieved
results are comparable with ours as shown on chapter 5.
In 2003 Seeber et al. [52] introduced an experiment in order to
evaluate the performances of HRTFs extracted from a non-individual
group. The aim was to select an HRTF in a two steps process according
to multiple criteria such as externalization, mean error and variance.
The ﬁrst step selects the best 5 (on 12) HRTF that achieve greatest
spatial perception in the frontal area. The second step does a ﬁne-tune
based on 6 direction criteria.
The next year Zotkin et al. [64] performed a complete HRTF selection
experiment. However, in a different way from us, they selected the
HRTFs by anthropometric data (27 measurements per subject – 17 for
the head and the torso and 10 for the pinna). They found an increased
performance on 5 subjects out of 6 using selected HRTFs, but they
tested only the elevation range from -45 degrees to +45 degrees and
bounded the user’s selection to the front hemisphere.
In 2008 Shin [53] proposed a procedure for the customization of
HRTF based on extraction of median HRIRs, isolation of pinna re-
sponses, PCA personal tuning, extraction of pinna responses, head
shadow, structural decomposition on median plane to extract shoul-
der/torso response and individualized ITD. This work achieves really
remarkable results in the median plane.
The same year Hwang et al. [28] performed an experiment on
modeling HRIR on median plane and comparing them with measured
HRIR. The results show that HRIR can be modeled with a reasonable
accuracy. This experiment implement an user’s input slider interface
that is very similar to the one used in our experiments.
In 2009 Douglas et al. [18] presented a method to enhance localiza-
tion abilities by increasing the spectral contrast of the acoustic features.
The ﬁnal optimized HRTF scores performances that reaches also an
increment of 33% on vertical polar localization, compared with the
Kemar.
In 2012 Katz et al. [32] proposed a method to reduce the size of
a 46 subjects database exploiting the quality of binaural synthesis.
They found a curious lack of reciprocity in HRTF preferred by the
subjects (given 3 subjects a, b and c, if the best HRTF for a is the one of
subject c, it does not imply that this is also the best for b). They used
LIMSI: a spatialization engine on Max/MSP based on full-phase HRIR
convolution. The experiment used an hand user input exploiting a
position tracked ball.
Also multimodal systems saw an explosion in the number of pro- Multimodal previous
works posed works. We try to focus on experiment similar to our and to
propose an overview of the existing works.
One of the most famous multimodal virtual environment system
for map exploration is HOMERE [36] that simulates a white cane: it
is used by the subject during the exploration process. However this
system does not work with headphones, it uses instead four speakers
in a surround system and the subject must explore a predeﬁned path.
The system is also quite large and expensive.2.5 previous works 17
Another existing system is BlindAid [51] based on the already citied
Phantom. This system is designed to allow blind people to explore
unknown environment through the interaction with a virtual environ-
ment in such a way that is not possible in real worlds. The system is
speciﬁcally designed to accelerate the user’s exploration and learning.
This system is able to provide a visual display and record the user’s
actions in the virtual environment for later review by researchers and
O&M instructors. An interesting aspect is that the haptic device Phan-
tom has the ability to simulate textures. However the system does not
use HRTF selection but uses a generic HRTF (KEMAR) in order to
generate spatial sounds. The authors of BlindAid afﬁrm that a future
development will consist in the possibility to render accurate sounds
in elevation and consequently moving the spatial sound generation
from 2D to 3D. The complete haptic system looks quite complex and
it may require a long training process.
Lahav et al. [35] studied the development of a haptic-based multi-
sensory virtual environment that enables the exploration of an un-
known space . They also studied the cognitive mapping process of the
space by people who are blind working with the multi-sensory virtual
environment.
The same authors also performed another similar and preliminary
study on map exploration by blind subjects [34]. The main goals of
this study were the development of tan haptic virtual environment.
The results of the study showed that the participants mastered the
navigation in the unknown virtual space with a short time compared
to the ones in the control group who had to explore a real space.
Signiﬁcant differences were found concerning the use of exploration
strategies, methods, and processes by participants working with the
multi-sensory virtual environment, in comparison with those working
in the real space. The results were that multi sensory virtual environ-
ments are a robust system for the exploration of unknown spaces and
for the creation of cognitive maps.
Lederman and Klatzky [37] performed two experiments trying to
understand the link between the hand movements and the exploration
of objects with haptic feedback and blindfolded subjects. The results
establish that in free exploration, the procedure used to explore the
object is not just merely sufﬁcient but it is also optimal or even nec-
essary. They also showed that haptic exploration is really efﬁcient in
order to explore 3-D objects while it needs to be further developed in
order to perceiving spatial layout and structure, presented in the form
of raised two-dimensional environments [39].
Walkers et al. [61] analyzed the effects of a nonspeech sound bea-
con in navigation concluding that the learning of the aiding system
improved both speed and accuracy in the navigation.
Since these works obtain different results and since the proposed se-
lection techniques are often long and complex, we decided to perform
our experiments in order to test the pinna reﬂection model that consists
of a fast and low-cost selection technique.3
EXPERIMENTS DESCRIPTION
In this chapter we present an overview of our experiments explaining Chapter overview
our choices and motivations. Section 3.1 presents the taxonomy of our
experiment and it focuses on the database system that we developed
in order to mange subjects. It also presents preliminary auditory
tests performed on almost all the subjects. Section 3.2 introduces
and describes psychoacoustic experiments while section 3.3 presents
multimodal experiments. All the details about the implementation and
utilization of the elements described in this chapter, will be presented
on chapter 4.
3.1 experiments overview
The experiments designed in order to evaluate the effectiveness of
binaural rendering and multimodal environments have been split into
two main groups:
• Psychoacoustic experiments;
• Multimodal experiments.
The ﬁrst group contains the experiment created in order to evaluate
and to understand the potentials of 3D binaural audio rendered for
headphones using a subset of HRTFs extracted from a database. In the
second groups there are three experiments evaluate the role of spatial
sound in the exploration of virtual multimodal maps.
Both groups of experiments share a common subjects database Subjects Database
created exploiting the Matlab .mat standard. This approach allows us
to create a logical continuity for a subject from the ﬁrst psychoacoustic
experiment to the second group of experiments. The database, that is
easily accessible both through a Matlab GUI (see ﬁgure 7) and through
the Matlab IDE, has been also used in other experiments developed at
our Department. Even if it actually contains a small amount of subject,
it is designed to be easily scalable in order to contain new data for
existing subjects. Now it can manages basic information such as age
and gender and it can also manage an image associated to the subject
that is his or her pinna image.
3.1.1 Environments
The environments used on psychoacoustic and multimodal experi-
ments are quite similar between them and are based on some shared
elements such as (but not only) the common subjects database, im-
plemented in Matlab. Figure 8 shows the psychoacoustic experiment
environment while ﬁgure 9 shows the multimodal’s one. The only
differences are the portions related with the TAMO device and the
1920 experiments description
Figure 7: The database GUI containing all subjects. This GUI also manages
psychoacoustic experiments and it is really similar to the one that
manages multimodal experiments.
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Figure 8: Psychoacoustic experiment chart setup
way of how the subject interacts with the system. On the psychoacous-
tic environment he or she interacts in a quite intuitive way: giving
feedbacks/answers on a graphic interface on the screen and using a
common mouse, while on the multimodal environment he or she must
actively interact using only the TAMO device. On both experiments
audio signals are processed by Pure Data1 using the Cw binaural au-
dio engine and sent to the subject through headphones. Sound to be
processed are sent to Pure Data by Matlab using the OSC2 protocol.
The experimenter manages and coordinates the whole systems from
Matlab. This section describes these software and mechanisms.
1 Pure Data website: http://www.puredata.info
2 OSC webiste: http://opensoundcontrol.org3.2 psychoacoustic experiments 21
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Figure 9: Multimodal experiment chart setup
3.1.2 Auditory test
In order to perform our multimodal and psychoacoustic experiments, Preliminary auditory
test approach we need to certiﬁed that all our subjects are able to properly hear
sounds at all frequencies until 8 kHz (standard audiometer range) ac-
cording to a reference dB level. To achieve this result, Sandro Scaiella3
developed a preliminary test based on “MLP: A MATLAB toolbox for
rapid and reliable auditory threshold estimation”[ 24]. This test has been
proved to reach a good degree of accuracy and in a short time. It al-
lows auditory threshold estimation via the adaptive maximum likelihood
(ML) procedure proposed by David Green [25]. The ML procedure
is largely known, used, and appreciated by the auditory community
because it can exploit yes-no questions instead of forced-choice proce-
dures. The main advantage of yes-no questions is that they are more
intuitive and the subject does not need to know all the possibilities
before giving an answer. This is really effective in our context where
we already have a large amount of tests to perform and we do not
want to tire the subjects. As reported by Green, the standard deviation
obtained in these tests using 12 trials4 (we used 20) is 2-3dB, that is
enough to identify any hearing problems. Subjects with these sort of
problems have been rejected. It could happen to ﬁnd subjects who do
not know that they a problem hearing sounds in a particular range of
frequencies. As an example and reference we reported on ﬁgure 10
the results of an auditory test. Please note that there is a deterioration
of performances at around 2000 and 3000 Hz due to headphones non
linearity above and at these frequencies (see 4.2.1 for more details).
3.2 psychoacoustic experiments
This group of experiments could be consider as just one large ex-
periment that evaluates 3D binaural audio rendered using an HRTF
database.
3 MS Thesis Student, Department of Information Engineering, University of Padua
4 In this context a trial is an audio stimulus at a particular dBA level.22 experiments description
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Figure 10: An example of an audiogram output.
As explained in 3.1 each subject inserted into the database is asso- Pinna image
manipulation ciated with the image of his or her external left ear. We developed a
GUI that allows the experimenter to manipulate this pinna image. On
chapter 2 we said that pinna contours greatly inﬂuence the way we
perceive spatial sounds (in particular the elevation) so it is critical for
us to be able to efﬁciently extract important data from these images.
In particular we need to:
• Crop and scale pinna images;
• Rotate pinna images in order to horizontally align the tragus
point to the most external point of the subject nose;
• Manually trace the three critical contours using a pen tablet;
• Pick a focus point (ear canal);
• Deﬁne a scale factor from a ruler impressed on the image.
In order to achieve these results, we created an effective GUI that
allows to draw the three contours using a pen tablet: since tracing
good contours require a bit of practice, we tried to minimize the
difﬁculty of this operation providing an intuitive input interface on
a really large tablet. Also GUIs were created to graphically straight
the image (drawing a reference line between the tragus and a nose
point) and to pick up a scale factor just drawing a line one centimeter
long above the ruler on the image. The traced contours are then used
to calculate scaled distances from the focus point and consequently
reﬂection patterns and frequencies as previously described. These
frequencies are then stored in our database.
3.2.1 Pinna images acquisition and trace
Pinna image acquisition is the ﬁrst step performed in order to add a Environment setup
for pinna acquisition new subject to the database. We created a controlled setup in order to
capture pinna images on different days. The setup is shown on ﬁgure3.2 psychoacoustic experiments 23
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Figure 11: Pinna acquisition setup
11 with the element relative positions involved in the process. We
asked the subject to sit down on a chair and to center his or her head
on a mirror placed parallel to the subject. In the center of the mirror,
we placed a straight vertical line: we ask the subjects to alternatively
close one eye and to move their head in order to superimpose the other
eye to the vertical line. In this way we avoid unwanted head rotations
on one dimension (left and right head pan). The second dimensions
(tilt of the head up and down) is ﬁxed on post-production aligning
the image according to speciﬁed parameters (see 3.2). The remaining
dimension is checked using a level. The mirror is placed on a support
on a table. The image of the pinna is then captured using a camera
placed on a tripod. The camera CMOS sensor is perpendicular to the
pinna of the subject. Even if it is not shown on the image, the setup is
symmetrical so there is the possibility to capture both pinna images.
We ask the subject to move his or her hairs in order to clearly shown
the entire ear/pinna. We also place a ruler near the ear of the subject
in order to have a ﬁxed pixel to meter conversion factor. The images
were captured using a Canon Digital IXUS 85IS at 18.6mm of focal
length (35mm equivalent: 105mm). Each image is 10 MegaPixels in
format 4:3. The camera at 18.6mm is using its maximum optical zoom
factor, in order to reduce as much as possible the lens distortions.
The captured image is then processed in Matlab as previously Image processing
described. All the processing operations can be performed using an
ad-hoc created GUI that exploits some of the main feature of the
Matlab library from both standard and image processing toolboxes.
The ﬁrst operation performed on captured images is scaling. We Scale24 experiments description
Figure 12: Pinna tracing. The experimenter is tracing the second contour.
actually scale the image at 50% of its original resolution (recalling it is
a 4:3 10MP image) using bicubic interpolation: the output pixel value
is a weighted average of pixels in the nearest 4-by-4 neighborhood.
Then we proceed rotating the image: the experimenter traces a line Rotate
from the most external point of the subject’s nose to the tragus of
the pinna image and we extract the rightmost angle between this
line and an arbitrary horizontal line. If the angle is larger than 90
degrees, the image is rotated in CCW, while if it is smaller the image is
rotated in CW. On both cases the rotation is performed using bilinear
interpolation. Finally the experimenter simply crops the image in
order to contain just the pinna and a small amount of the ruler.
The last step is to acquire the pixel to meter factor. Since we have no Pixel to Meter factor
way to capture images with a 1:1 reproduction factor lens, placing a
ruler on the image is the easiest way to measure real absolute distances.
The experimenter must trace a straight line on the image covering
the distance of 1 cm on the ruler. The software then computes the
euclidean distance between the endpoints of the traced segment, in
pixels, and deﬁne a pixel to meter factor as 0.01/distance. This value
is automatically stored on the clipboard and it is asked at the end of
the contour trace phase. Image tracing
The experimenter must now trace the three critical contours of the
pinna image. This operation requires some practical experience and
it is critical in order to correctly match the HRTFs from the CIPIC
database. We implemented a GUI showed on ﬁgure 12 that allows an
easy tracing process. The experimenter starts tracing the most external
contour, then he or she continues with the middle one and ﬁnally the
most internal one. Then the experimenter must place the ear canal3.2 psychoacoustic experiments 25
position with a single click from the GUI above the image. The last
step is to paste the pixel to meter factor previously stored. Contour
trace operations use the library function imfreehand.
The experimenter, instead of the mouse, traces using a large (more
then 50cm) Wacom tablet that allows precise movements. The ﬁnal
data are stored in a .mat ﬁle associated to the subject’s image name.
It contains: Cx and Cy, two 3 columns vectors containing the raw
traced points of the 3 contours, starting from the most external one;
earCanal that is the position coordinates (x and y) of the ear canal; F0:
a 3x17 vector that contains the frequencies extracted from the image
as described a pagina 53. Each row corresponds to a contour, again
starting from the most external one, while each column corresponds to
a angle value from +45° to -45°; dist, a vector the same size of F0 that
contains distances instead of frequencies; and pixelToMeterFactor
that is the conversion factor calculated as described in this paragraph.
Images are always stored as .jpg ﬁles in the img directory, keeping
a backup copy of the original unedited image. Contours are stored as
.mat ﬁles in the img directory.
3.2.2 HRTF selection
The stored frequencies values are then used to select HRTFs for the HRTFs selection
experiment. Actually we store 17 values per contour for a total of
51 values (there are 3 contours). Each value is associated with the
distance between the focus point and a contour for a particular angle
(elevation) value, starting from +45º to -45º at step of 5.625º. Then
for a particular subject we choose the two HRTFs that minimizes
the frequencies gap (mismatch) with the subject stored frequencies
values. These two HRTFs are chosen from a database weighting with
different weights the frequencies values associated to the counters
and avoiding duplicates. The database used in our experiment is the
CIPIC database (see [1]). We also choose a ﬁxed third HRTF that is
the one associated with the KEMAR5 test subject (CIPIC ID 21). The
idea is that the two chosen HRTFs should render better spatial sounds
than the KEMAR’s one due to the relation between spatial sounds
and pinna cues. The mismatch is calculated in the following way: for
each CIPIC subject we calculate the differences (element by element)
between the 17 frequencies values of the current CIPIC subject and the
17 values of our subject, then we sum them. We repeat the operation
for each contour and then we sum the 3 mismatches with different
weights: for one criteria we use the weights 1
3, 1
3, 1
3 (criteria 2) and for
the other one (criteria 3) we use the weights 1, 0, 0. The ﬁrst criteria
(criteria 1) is bounded to choose the subject from CIPIC with ID 21
(KEMAR), as a reference and comparable subject. The previously listed
weights corresponds to the weight of each contour in the sum of the
mismatches, starting from the most external contour. For example,
calling mismatch1 the mismatch of contours C1/C2, mismatch2 the
5 Knowles Electronics Manikin for Acoustic Research, see [1]26 experiments description
Figure 13: The GUI for the psychoacoustic experiment.
mismatch of contour C4 and mismatch3 the mismatch of contour C3,
the total mismatch is computed as:
mismatch = weight1·mismatch1+weight2·mismatch2+weight3·mismatch3
Then the lowest mismatches are selected, avoiding duplicates. In 4.3
we described this algorithm.
Apparatus
The experiment apparatus is described in chapter 4. It should be
noted that we decided to provide an experimental setup on average
and not-optimal conditions e.g. we do not use personal headphones
compensations. This is because we would like to simulate a possi-
ble application scenario where it is impossible to measure personal
compensations.
Procedure
After the selection phase of HRTFs, the real experiment can start. Running the
experiment The subject is instructed on how the experiment works, giving him
or her the less possible amount of information needed in order to
complete the experiment with success. In particular the subject is
instructed on how the experiment GUI interface works and a brief
tutorial of the experiment is run. This tutorial is run both to allow
the subject to become familiar with the interface and to allow the
experimenter to control that the subject correctly understood the
protocol and that everything is working as expected. During the
tutorial some trials (usually from 10 to 15) are presented with a generic
HRTF. The experiment metaphor and protocol are explained with the
following standard sentences:3.2 psychoacoustic experiments 27
Figure 14: The silent booth during the psychoacoustic experiment with a
subject.
• “Spatialized sounds will be played on your headphones”;
• “You should try to identify the sound source location”;
• “Move this slider and place it on the upper half of the bar if you
think that the sound comes from above you, otherwise place it
on the lower half”;
• “Placing the slider in the upper position represent a sound com-
ing from above your head; placing the slider in lower position
represent a sound coming from under your body. Note that you
can also leave the slider at its original position when you think
that the sound comes from the level of your ears. You can also
check the current selected position watching the reference image
on the left”;
• “Then place a point on this circle, in the direction where you
think the sound is coming from”;
• “Finally specify if you hear the sound coming from inside or
outside your head”;
• “Press continue and repeat until the experiment completes or a
pause pops up”.
The experiment take place in a silent booth, see ﬁgure 14. During the Experiment GUI
experiment a spatialized sound noise impulse trains are generated
and sent to the subject headphones. These sounds are generated
convolving the impulses with 3 chosen HRTF, as explained in the next
paragraph. The subject must choose on the GUI (see ﬁgure 13) what
he or she thinks that is the real source of the sound (both in elevation
and azimuth). We decided to place the elevation slider before the
azimuth graph since for us elevation results are more important than
azimuth results. This is because for a subject it is harder to identify the28 experiments description
Figure 15: The GUI for the psychoacoustic experiment (old version).
elevation than the azimuth [19][ 7], and we also expected that HRTF
selection signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the elevation results. The subject
must also choose the sound source position with radio buttons: did
he or she hear the sound inside or outside his or her head? In this
way we also collect data on externalization. We would also like to
underline that the current GUI is the result of a continuous series of
changes as a consequence of sequential evaluation which goal was
to iterate towards a better user interface for a particular application
[9]. At the beginning there were two graph in which the subject could
choose the azimuth (in the ﬁrst one) and the elevation (in the second
one). This brought to a series of possible incoherent and no intuitive
entries for elevation: see ﬁgure 15. That interface was really similar
to the one used on [5]. We performed some pilot experiments with
experts subject in order to identify the best possible input interface.
A slider looks like an intuitive way to choose an elevation value. The
slider maps all possible elevation values from a minimum of -90° to
a maximum of +90° using the arcsin() function. As an additional
graphic conﬁrmation we added a point that moves on a semi-circle
and that corresponds to the current selected elevation. In addition on
the ﬁrst version of the GUI there were the possibility to choose from a
radio button a value from 1 to 5 that represented how much the subject
was sure about his or her choice. Also the externalization was deﬁned
as a value in a scale from 1 to 5. However, the experiment resulted
too long and challenging so we decided to gradually simplify the
interface. The ﬁnal interface provides the possibility to freely decide
all possible positions on an virtual sphere where the subject is the
center of the sphere. This is the main reason for which we decided to
do not use a ﬁnger point tracker system that does not easily allow to
point positions on the back hemisphere.3.2 psychoacoustic experiments 29
Stimuli
Each stimulus is a train of 3 sequences of white noise impulses at
60 dbA measured at the pinna level on the headphones. Each single
sequence consists of 3 impulses which last 40 ms per impulse. The
impulses are separated by a pause of 30 ms. Each sequence is separated
from the next one by a pause of 320 ms. This type of stimulus has
already been proved to be effective and better than a simple white
noise [32]. It is known that “sounds having energy for all of their
frequency bands, such as white noise, are easier to localize than
sounds having a sparse spectral content (sine tone)” [19]. The order of
sound stimuli can be decided before the beginning of the experiment
and it can be set to “random” or “latin square” order. See 3.4 for
more informations about this aspect. The experimenter can also set
the number of repetitions of each stimulus that is the number of time
that a particular stimulus is presented at the same position. Since the
experiment could be quite long we decided to add pauses at regular
intervals between trials.
In our experiments we presented to the subject 85 sound positions
per HRTF. Each position is repeated 2 times. Since we use 3 HRTFs
there is a total of:
85 positions · 2repetitions · 3 HRTFs = 510stimuli
The positions are generated using all possible combinations of these
values of azimuth: [0, 30, 60,- 30,- 60] and these values of elevations:
[-45,- 30,- 15, 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 135, 150, 165, 180, 195, 210, 225]
both expressed using vertical polar coordinates. In order to provide
some rest to the subject, we added 1 pause of 3 minutes after a single
block of 85 positions. We measured the length of an experiment and it
is of about 70 minutes, pauses included. The order of the stimuli is
widely discussed on 3.4.
A compensation was performed on headphones as described in
4.2.1 so the ﬁnal stimulus is therefore the convolution of the train of
impulses, headphones compensation and selected HRIR.30 experiments description
Subjects
ID Age Gender Lat. Sq.
17 24 M 3
29 29 M 1
30 28 M 2
36 40 M 1
43 26 M 1
44 31 F 2
46 22 M 3
48 22 F 2
50 27 - -
51 27 - -
Table 1: Psychoacoustic Subjects. Subjects with ID 50 and 51 are ﬁctitious
subjects created as a reference as explained in 5.1.1. The latin square
value was assigned as explain in 3.4.
Table 1 contains the list of all the subjects who performed our psy- Subjects overview
choacoustic experiment. There is a total of 8 real subjects, 6 male and
2 female. The age varies from a minimum of 22 years to a maximum
of 40 years with a mean value of 27 years. Three of these subjects (ID
29, 30 and 36) had already sustained psychoacoustic experiments, the
other was naive subjects. These considerations are important because
we found a learning curve in the experiment as explained in chapter 5.
We provided the subject with the minimum amount of the required
information in order to perform the experiment. After the brief tutorial
section, they were left alone in the silent booth in order to allow them
to focus on the task, without distraction. The experimenter was able
to monitor the experiment from outside the booth, without to be seen.
Some subjects preferred to close their eyes during the experiment.
Some preferred to turn off the light, some preferred the light turned
on.
Results
The results are then stored in the database and they are automatically
parsed in order to extract signiﬁcant data. In particular the perfor-
mances of the 3 different HRTFs are parsed in different spatial ranges.
Results are presented in chapter 5.
3.3 multimodal experiments
In these experiments we analyzed how 2D and 3D sounds could help Multimodal protocol
introduction the exploration of virtual spatial maps. With 2D audio we consider
only variation on azimuth with respect to the position of the subject,
while with 3D audio we also consider elevation changes on the virtual
map. This group of experiments uses the HRTF that scored the mini-
mum mismatch between real sound positions and chosen positions
extracted from the previous experiment. The HRTF is used in order3.3 multimodal experiments 31
to generated the best possible spatial sound for the particular subject.
Note that in order to perform these experiments it is not needed to
perform the psychoacoustic experiment as a whole: we just need to ac-
quire the pinna image of the subject and to calculate mismatches with
the contours, then minimize them according to a particular criteria
as explained on 3.2.2. The psychoacoustic experiments evaluate the
quality of this minimization criteria and we reputed it sufﬁcient for
these experiments.
This group of experiments is composed by 3 experiments:
• Goal reaching (experiment 0);
• Object recognition (experiment 1);
• Spatial map reconstruction (experiment 2).
In all of these experiments the subjects are unable to see (congenital or Multimodal
experiment metaphor forced using an eyes-mask). They are told to explore a virtual spatial
map and to obtain a particular result: reach a position, reconstruct an
object or memorize the map. In order to achieve these results, they
can explore the map using the TAMO device and they can exploit the
presence of a global sound source generator placed on a particular
spot. The audio can be both 2D and 3D rendered. The experiments
are also repeated without the sound in order to evaluate multimodal
and mono-modal contributions. The subjects must think to be the
mouse-pointer (TAMO) even if they do not see it. The spatial sound
is rendered according to the relative position of this pointer to the
position of the sound marker. The TAMO reacts to the presence of
an object by moving its stepper (lever): when the subject (the mouse
pointer) is above an object on the map, the stepper goes up and vice
versa. . When the subject places the devices outside the map, the lever
repetitively moves up and out in order to signal an error situation:
this simulates a virtual wall. The experiments are explained to the
subjects with particular standard sentences that describe the metaphor
of the experiment itself. These metaphors are listed below, one for
each experiment. Maps are very simple rectangular spaces containing
one geometric ﬁgure such as a cube (see ﬁgure 16). Some maps are
surrounded by a virtual wall that corresponds to the higher position
of the TAMO lever. This wall works as a reference point for the end
of the map in the experiments where there is no sound. In fact in
the experiments with audio, the sound stops when the subject goes
outside the map.
Apparatus
As for the previous group of experiments, the experiment apparatus
is described in chapter 4.
Stimuli
Subjects can receive two stimulus: the haptic one, that is a lever that
moves up and down creating a pressure on a subject’s ﬁnger. The lever32 experiments description
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Figure 16: This is a sample map for multimodal experiments. It is a 2D top
view of a cube at the center of the rectangular map. It is possible
to recognize the sound marker source position at the center of the
map.
is placed at the middle of the TAMO device, in the same position of
a common mousewheel. The lever moves from a ground position of
horizontal 0 degrees (TAMO surface) to the maximum position that
is near the vertical position and correspond to a rotation of about 80
degrees.
The second stimulus is the sound reproduced by the headphones
that corresponds to the spatial sounds generated by the audio marker.
It is a series of continuous white noise impulses that last 40 ms each
one at a default level of 60 dbA measured at the pinna level on the
headphones. At the beginning of the experiment the subject can decide
to increase or to decrease the volume of the sound in order to reach
a comfortable level. Noise stimulus has been proved to be the most
efﬁcient in these experiments [61]. The sound pressure level is the
same for all experiment but it can be further lowered on the last one.
The reason for this is to increase the focus ability of the subject on his
or her main task. When the TAMO device is moved outside the virtual
map, all sounds stop as a warning condition.3.3 multimodal experiments 33
Subjects
ID Age Gender Lat. Sq.
29 28 M 2
30 28 M 2
36 40 M 3
43 37 M 1 (pilot)
44 26 M 1
50 30 F 1
51 23 F 2
52 24 M 3
53 27 M 3
54 26 M 3
55 21 F 2
56 28 F 1
Table 2: Multimodal Subjects. The latin square value was assigned as explain
in 3.4.
Table 2 contains the list of all the subjects who performed our multi- Subjects overview
modal experiment. There is a total of 12 subjects (pilot included), 8
male and 4 female. The age varies from a minimum of 21 years to a
maximum of 40 years with a mean value of 28 years. Two of these
subjects (ID 29 and 36) had already sustained multimodal experiments,
the other was naive subjects. These considerations are important be-
cause we found a learning curve in the experiment as explained in
chapter 5. We provided the subject with the minimum amount of the
required information in order to perform the experiment. After a brief
tutorial section, the experimenter drove them through the experiment
remaining inside the silent booth.
3.3.1 Goal reaching (experiment 0)
Procedure
This is a preliminary experiment created in order to verify the attitude Experiment
description of subjects to reach a speciﬁc position: the center of the map. The
sound marker is placed at the center of the map and the pointer is
place on the border of the map as shown on ﬁgure 17. The subject,
following the sound generated by the marker, should try to reach the
exact position of the marker, placing himself or herself above it and to
hold the position until the experiment automatically completes. The
subject must remain near the marker for 1.2 seconds. The minimum
distance to trigger the timer is 25px (recalling that the map is 640x480
pixels). The experiment is introduced with the following statements:
• “In this experiment you will use headphones that play sounds
coming from a ﬁxed source”;
• “You will be blindfolded and you should try to explore a map
and to reach the sound source as fast as you can”;34 experiments description
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Figure 17: Multimodal Exp 0 starting positions. This ﬁgures shows the start-
ing position for the ﬁrst multimodal experiments.
• “In order to explore the map, you have to move this device, as if
it was a mouse”;
• “Try to think that you are the mouse: your position on the map
is the mouse position”;
• “Keep you head ahead”;
• “On the top of mouse there is a lever that will move up touching
your ﬁnger. The more you will go closer to the center, the more
the lever will move up”;
• “You can think as there was a hill at the center of the map: the
lever goes up as you go up on the hill”;
• “You will repeat the experiment with both audio and lever, with
only the lever and with only audio”.
The map is generated with the haptic elevation that grows near the
center with an inverse square law as shown on ﬁgure 18. The experi-
ment is repeated 8 times (one for each starting position) for each of
the 3 audio/haptic conditions (only TAMO, only Audio, TAMO and
Audio) in order to compare the different performances and to see if
the two modal systems work well together.
3.3.2 Object recognition (experiment 1)
Procedure
The subject must explore the map trying to identify the object created Experiment
description in the virtual map in the less time he or she can. The object is placed in
the center of the map and so the sound marker. There is a maximum
amount of time of 150 seconds. For each object, the experiment is re-
peated two times: one with 2D sound and one without the sound.This
experiment is presented in the following way to the subject:
• “In this experiment you have to explore a virtual map”;
• “In order to explore the map, you have to move this device, as if
it was a mouse”;3.3 multimodal experiments 35
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Figure 18: Multimodal Exp 0 map. Haptic elevation is shown in color and it
increases near the center.
• “Try to think that you are the mouse: your position on the map
is the mouse position”;
• “There is a geometric object placed in the map.You must try to
identify this object as fast as you can”;
• “When you will place yourself (the mouse) above the object, the
mouse lever will move up, otherwise it will go down”;
• “You will repeat this experiment both with and without audio
and with different geometric objects”;
• “When you will hear the audio, it is coming from a sound source
placed at the center of the object”;
• “It is important that you understand that, at the contrary of the
previous experiment, your objective is not to reach the sound
source: audio only helps you to understand where you are on
the map”;
• “As soon as you identify the object, tell me your guess: the
experiment will complete when you correctly identify the object
or after a maximum ﬁxed amount of time”;
• “When you give an answer, you must be quite sure about it”.
With this experiment, we tried to understand if the sound effectively
helps exploring the map. The objects are:
• Parallelepiped with square base;
• Parallelepiped with triangular base;
• Cylinder.36 experiments description
The subject can try to guess the shape of the object multiple times and Experiment outcome
the experimenter does nothing when the answer is incorrect and he
or she stops the experiment when the answer is correct. With the last
4 subjects we also noted the times and the wrong answers given by
the subjects. We also see that in this type of experiments it is quite
common to ask to the subject “Are you sure?” before conﬁrming
the correctness of the answer: sometimes the subject continues the
exploration a bit more. However we are not able to interact with the
subject while he is hearing sounds and since we are interested in
performance times, removing the headphones during the experiment
or lowering the volume is not an acceptable solution. If the subject
is not able to identify the object on a large ﬁxed amount of time, the
experiment is concluded with a negative outcome.
An important aspect of this experiment is the virtual objects size on Object sizes
the map. Using pilot experiments we found out that the objects should
occupy a large amount of the map so they consequently also occupy a
large amount of the physical tablet. This was also conﬁrmed by [11].
In order to achieve this result the TAMO device should physically
move from about 10cm to 15cm remaining above the virtual object.
With this constraints the shapes must be larger then 50% of the tablet
e.g. we created the cube a side of 380px (recalling that the map is
640x480 pixels). However these values depend both from the screen
resolution (in pixels) of the computer and from the video card of the
running machine and from the mouse/device speed. Additionally, the
height of these objects is set to 18 degrees of the lever of the TAMO
device calculated from the horizontal zero level (TAMO surface).
Appendix A contains all the map used in this experiment.
3.3.3 Spatial map reconstruction (experiment 2)
Procedure
The subject must explore the map trying to understand the position Experiment
description and the size of a cube randomly created in the virtual map. The sound
source is placed in the center of the map.This experiment is introduced
in the following way to the subject:
• “In this experiment you have to explore a virtual map”;
• “In order to explore the map, you have to move this device, as if
it was a mouse”;
• “Try to think that you are the mouse: your position on the map
is the mouse position”;
• “There is a cube on the map: it could have different sizes”;
• “You have to explore the map and search for this cube. Try to
memorize its position on the map”;
• “You have also to try to guess the size (length) of the cube”;
• “When you will place yourself (the mouse) above the cube, the
lever of the mouse will move up, otherwise it will go down”;3.4t r i a l so r d e r : latin square and random 37
• “You will repeat this experiment both with and without audio
and with cubes of different sizes”.
• “When you will hear the audio, it represents a sound source
placed at the center of the map”;
• “It is important that you understand that, at the contrary of the
ﬁrst experiment, your objective is not to reach the sound source:
audio only helps you to understand where you are on the map”;
• “You have 1 minute to explore the map. When the time ends up,
you will have to choose one of these 5 cubes and to place it on a
rectangular space as large as the explored map according to the
memorized position and size”;
• “It is possible that on the entire experiment there are not all the
5 cubes sizes”.
For each cube size, the experiment is repeated three times: one with
the 3D sound (exploiting the HRTF selection), one with 2D sound and
one without the sound. We tried to understand if the sound effectively
helps exploring the map. The experiment is also repeated with cubes
of 2 different sizes: small (80px) and big (150px). The subject must
choose between the following 5 sizes: 45px, 80px, 115px, 150px, 185px.
Each cube/audio conﬁguration is repeated two times for a total of:
2sizes· 3audioconditions· 2repetitions = 12stimuli.
3.4 trials order: latin square and random
The order of the trials is really important in these experiments be-
cause the learning curve for a subject who has no experience with
multimodal application and 3D binaural audio can be dramatically
fast-growing at a ﬁrst stage. In order to reduce this effect, as previ-
ously described, a tutorial is performed in order to give the subject
a ﬁrst contact with the interface and the metaphor. However the real
experiment introduces a lot of practical experience so we must take
into account this aspect. If we want to compare performances in dif-
ferent situations (selected HRTFs against KEMAR, and audio against
no audio) we must present these situations both to the same subject
and to different subjects with different orders.
The ﬁrst and most intuitive way to obtain this result is to present Random order
stimulus in a total random order. On multimodal experiments this
approach could be quite effective with a large number of subjects
that minimizes the probability to present a group of similar stimuli
or the same stimulus all together for all the subjects. However these
experiments are not planned to be performed on a such large number
of subjects so a random order may not be the best choice. On psy-
choacoustic experiments a total random order would mean to present
sounds with different HRTFs shufﬂed together. This could causes a
lot of confusions to the subject affecting the ﬁnal results.38 experiments description
Exp Object Legend ID Order
0
1
2
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8    9  10 11 12 13 14 15 16   17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
1=TAMO 1 A1 B3 H3 C2 G2 D1 F3 E2   B2 C3 A2 D3 H1 E1 G3 F1   C1 D2 B1 E3 A3 F2 H2 G1
2=AUDIO 2 B1 C1 A3 D2 H1 E2 G3 F3   C2 D1 B2 E3 A1 F1 H3 G2   A2 B3 H2 C3 G1 D3 F2 E1
3=TAMO+AUDIO 3 C3 D3 B2 E1 A2 F2 H3 G1   A3 B1 H2 C1 G2 D2 F1 E3   B3 C2 A1 D1 H1 E2 G3 F3 
Parall square base A 1 A F B E C D
Parall triangular base B 2 D B F C E A
Cylinder C 3 C E A D B F
Parall square base no PD D
Parall triangular base no PD E
Cylinder no PD F
1  2  3  4  5  6     7  8  9 10 11 12   
Small   No Audio   Rep 1 A 1 A I F G C D    R M L O P J
Medium  No Audio   Rep 1 B 2 R M L O P J    I A F C G D
Big     No Audio   Rep 1 C 3 A I F G C D    L P J O M R
Small   Audio 2D   Rep 1 D
Medium  Audio 2D   Rep 1 E
Big     Audio 2D   Rep 1 F
Small   Audio 3D   Rep 1 G
Medium  Audio 3D   Rep 1 H
Big     Audio 3D   Rep 1 I
Small   No Audio   Rep 2 J
Medium  No Audio   Rep 2 K
Big     No Audio   Rep 2 L
Small   Audio 2D   Rep 2 M
Medium  Audio 2D   Rep 2 N
Big     Audio 2D   Rep 2 O
Small   Audio 3D   Rep 2 P
Medium  Audio 3D   Rep 2 Q
Big     Audio 3D   Rep 2 R
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Figure 19: Multimodal Latin Square Order. Trial order is shown for each of
the 3 possible latin square order. Note that “medium” size on exp0
is not used.
It is better to present the sounds grouped by HRTFs with pauses Latin square in
psychoacoustic between each block. The pauses insert a break when the HRTF is going
to change. Since all sounds in the same block belongs to the same
HRTF, they (their positions) are presented at a total random order.
However groups are not presented at a random order but they exploit
the Latin Square approach. There is a pletora of articles about latin
squares in experiment design and setup, see as a reference Mandl
[40]. On a latin square we consider the subjects as one dimension of
the square and the blocks as the other dimension. The only effective
limitation to this approach is that the number of tested blocks must be
the same for all subjects but this is not a problem in our experiment.
This approach in used in different disciplines in order to differentiate
the effects of previous experiments on different subjects.
For example, suppose that there are 3 new medicines to be tested
on different subjects. These medicines could have different effects on
a subjects according to the type of previous medicines given to that
subject. In order to test these medicines with all possible interactions
they are given to the subjects in a different non random order. At the
same manner, previous heard HRTF groups could modify the response
to the successive groups since there is a strong learning curve and
increasing fatigue during the experiment.
As an example consider the situation of 3 HRTF blocks to be re-
peated 2 times on the same subject (for a total of 6 groups). If we
call the 3 blocks A, B and C we will present the blocks in the order
reported on table 3:3.4t r i a l so r d e r : latin square and random 39
Subject
Latin Square Order (ﬁrst
repetition)
Latin Square Order (second repetition)
1 ABC BCA
2 BCA CAB
3 CAB ABC
Table 3: Latin square psychoacoustic block order. Each block corresponds to
a HRTF.
For the fourth and successive subjects (with ID number n), the experi-
ment is performed with Latin square order corresponding to the one
used by the subject with ID nmod3. The subject is not aware at all
of the Latin Square order. He or she also does not known that the
stimulus are grouped by HRTF. Also note that two blocks containing
the same HRTF are never presented one near each other. Pauses are
introduced in order to further reduce fatigue and to attenuate this side
effect.
A similar approach is followed for the multimodal experiments Latin square in
multimodal with the objective to give the same positive effects. Each subject is
associated with a latin square number (1, 2 or 3) exactly as in the psy-
choacoustic experiment. Then ﬁgure 19 shows how trials are presented
to a particular subject according to the latin square order.4
IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPONENTS
Our experiments are based on different software and exploit differ- Chapter overview
ent hardware interfaces. In order to understand our work, real time
constraints and tools, and in order to be able to set up a similar en-
vironment, it looks useful to analyze the environment that we used
and developed. The chapter begins showing software environments
(Matlab and Pure Data) and the communication protocol between them.
It also shows the main features of the audio engine. Then it moves on
giving an overview of the hardware components and consequently real
time constraints. The third section of this chapter explains pinna image
acquisition and tracing. The chapters concludes with an overview of
the main algorithms/code portions that have been implemented.
4.1 software and environment
4.1.1 Matlab
Our test system is based on Matlab that is the core application of the Matlab advantages
entire environment. For this reason, we decided to base the work on
Windows™7 that currently offers the best support for Matlab. Because
of its features, the famous Mathworks software appeared as a natural
solution for us, in particular:
• It allows fast creation of graphic interfaces both with program-
matic and GUIDE approach. GUIDE is the Matlab solution for
the visual creation of interfaces and it is perfectly integrated
with the Matlab IDE. It saves us tons of time since the main
alternative was to base the entire system on C++ libraries and
graphic interfaces on QT;
• It provides functions to easily analyzes data;
• It has powerful computational libraries with a pletora of toolbox
for statistics, image manipulation and audio;
• It is a standard in data processing and plotting, especially in the
academic world.
On the other hand Matlab generally shows poor performances on Matlab weak point
intensive computing operations since it is Java-based and an inter-
preted language. However this is not a problem for these experiments:
psychoacoustic experiments have some quite intensive computations
but they are all ofﬂine i.e. mismatch computation and results analysis.
The real time section computes single audio stimuli and send them to
Pure Data so there is no overhead.
Multimodal experiments are more intensive because they have to
compute in real time the TAMO device position, audio source and
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update the virtual map exploration path. We had to test the perfor-
mance of this system as described in 4.2.2. The generation of virtual
spatial maps (that is sometimes quite intensive) is generated ofﬂine
when required.
Our experiment system has been tested on Matlab 2010, 2011 and
2012 and it works without any problems. We also tested it on Matlab
2007 and it does not properly works.
Psychoacoustic management
Psychoacoustic environment in Matlab is organized as follows: the Psychoacoustic
Matlab workﬂow main application is launched by startMain.m that calls subject.m.
This script, linked to a subject.fig GUIDE ﬁgure displays the database
of all subjects and provides callbacks for all functions: database edit-
ing, adding new subjects, loading images, image manipulation, image
tracing, experiment parameter setup, results viewing and results plot-
ting. Some of these callbacks are just functions, while others start new
GUIDE ﬁgure, such as image tracing and experiment.m. This ﬁle is
run during the experiment and it completes the following operations:
1. Read input parameters and data from subject.m, in particular
frequencies values extracted from the pinna image;
2. Use the frequencies values to calculate weighted mismatches
with CIPIC subjects;
3. Choose CIPIC subjects according to desired parameters. Actually
we choose KEMAR (ﬁxed subject) and the smallest mismatches
according to criteria 2 and 3 (see 3.2.2) avoiding duplicates. The
algorithm used is described in 4.3;
4. Compute stimuli order (this could be totally random or latin
square using blocks. In the latter case, there is the possibility to
run only one half of the experiment - the ﬁrst or the second);
5. Prepare subject’s interface;
6. Load Pure Data and load HRTFs in the central memory;
7. Run the experiment, managing pauses;
8. Save the results. Also partials results are saved after each pause.
Data are sent between GUIs using the setappdata(..)and getappdata(..)
functions. Results are always stored as .mat ﬁles in the results direc- Psychoacoustic
results analysis in
Matlab
tory. Results can both be showed on Matlab console or analyzed and
auto-plotted by parseResults.m. This script computes:
• front/back confusions;
• updown confusions;
• average response time;
• externalization;4.1 software and environment 43
• mean azimuth error;
• mean elevation error;
• mean sphere error;
• linear regression values.
And it plots results comparing the 3 criteria. There is also another ﬁle
called parseResultsTwo.m that calculates the same value calculated
by the previous script (except those regarding azimuth and sphere)
and split the results by azimuth ranges: front, left, back and right.
There is also the possibility to plot the results of the ﬁrst half of the
experiment or just the second half. Results can also be plotted enabling
and disabling up/down confusion correction.
Multimodal management
Multimodal environment in Matlab is organized as follows: the main Multimodal Matlab
workﬂow application is launched by startMain.m that calls subject.m. Even
if this is a different script from the one described in the previous
paragraph, it has some common features and it has been implemented
in order to be fully compatible with the database of psychoacoustic
experiments so there is the possibility to share a common database of
subjects. This script, linked to a subject.fig GUIDE ﬁgure displays
the database of all subjects and provides callbacks for all the functions:
database editing, adding new subjects, experiment parameter setup
and results viewing. This main interface provides the access to the 3
multimodal experiments (experiment 0, 1 and 2). Once an experiment
has been selected and launched, the experimenter can choose the map
to use. Finally startMapFigure.m is launched. This ﬁle is run during
the experiment and it completes the following operations:
1. Read input parameters for the experiment;
2. Start Pure Data for audio computation (when needed);
3. Create or load the required map;
4. Start a refresher that samples the TAMO device position at a
conﬁgured refresh frequency;
5. Send elevation values to the TAMO device using a COM port
and wireless device;
6. Use the sampled position to compute sound marker position,
distance and send the data to Pure Data. Also use the position
to update the exploration path;
7. Check the exit conditions (such as the reaching of a particular
point or a key pressing), exit and save the experiment.
The distance calculated by Matlab is needed to be converted to a sound Distance
considerations attenuation level before be sent to Pure Data. In order to achieve this
result we used the Inverse Square Law to compute the sound level. This44 implementation and components
is required because we are simulating a spatial map, where the sound
level decays with this law. The experimenter can set the minimum
sound level for the farthest position. No near ﬁeld calculation are
performed, in particular when the subject’s position is really close the
sound marker position, the sound level reaches a maximum constant
level. The level and the threshold distance from the marker can be
tuned by the experimenter. Some works propose a methods for syn-
thesizing near-ﬁeld HRTF from far-ﬁeld HRTFs and they should be
considered in further developments [56][31].
Results are always stored as .mat ﬁles in the results directory. Results Multimodal results
analysis in Matlab contain the exploration path, the execution time, as other useful data
such as the position of the cube on exp 2. They can be graphically
shown using showResult.m.
4.1.2 Pure Data and OSC packets
Pure Data is one of the most famous free software (modiﬁed BSD Pure Data overview
license) visual programming language that allows to easily compute
and generate real-time audio. There are a pletora of book about this
software, as reference see [17]. The software works linking blocks
(patches) between them. Each block has a particular function and it
can be connected using its inlets (inputs) and its outlets (output).
A common Pure Data program is a graph on nodes (the blocks)
connected between them from inlets to outlets.
Pure Data generates train impulses of white noise and it sends them Pure Data tasks
to the audio engine cw_binaural that still ﬁgures as Pure Data block.
The block used to generate the train is vline~ that accepts as input a
message (a list of strings: each string is a number separated from the
previous one by a space) containing the instants of raising and decay
of each impulse. Pure Data also manages the headphones compen-
sation (see 4.2.1) using patches hp_equalization and hp_selection.
In addition, since the audio engine cw_binaural works with azimuth
and elevation coordinates in the range [0-360] and since we are using a
different and most diffuse coordinate system with azimuth in intervals
[0-180], [-180,0] and elevation in interval [-90, 90], we implemented a
code portion in Pure Data to convert the data coming from Matlab to
the different coordinates system.
The data are sent between Pure Data and Matlab using OSC (Open OSC protocol
Sound Control), a modern message passing protocol used in multi-
modal environments to send data. More information about OSC can
be found on the ofﬁcial website or in [62]. In multimodal experiments
we send a OSC packet from Matlab to Pure Data each time that the
TAMO position is sampled and the relative sound source position
is computed. In order to manage the possibly huge amount of data
sent, we use the UDP protocol that does not assure reliability but it
guarantees better performances than TCP. Psychoacoustic experiment
does not have problems since it simply sends sporadic single packets
(one for each stimulus) to Pure Data.
It is Matlab that starts Pure Data and open the UDP socket on Matlab and Pure
Data cooperation4.1 software and environment 45
Figure 20: The Pure Data patch that receives OSC packets
localhost:
dos(’start audio\receiveData.pd’);
addpath(’../mex’);
pnet(’closeall’);
handles.socket = pnet(’udpsocket’, 3455);
pnet(handles.socket, ’udpconnect’, ’127.0.0.1’, 3456);
The ﬁrst line starts Pure Data. The second line added required Matlab
ﬁles used in order to create OSC packets for PureData. The third line
closes eventually unproperly managed sockets. Last lines open the
new socket on a not-reserved port. Then Matlab can start to send
packets to Pure Data with the following syntax:
pd_packet = [single(idHrtfCIPIC) single(thetaHrtfCIPIC)
single(handles.phiHrtfCIPIC)];
[~, datastring]=cstruct(pd_packet);
[~, zerostring]=cstruct(single(0));
string=char([’/pd_packet’ zerostring(1:2) ’,fffffffff’
zerostring(1:2) datastring]);
pnet(handles.socket, ’write’, string);
pnet(handles.socket, ’writepacket’);
The Pure Data packet pd_packet contains 3 ﬁelds: the ID of the chosen
CIPIC HRTF used to compute the 3D sound, the azimuth (theta) and
the elevation (phi). On multimodal experiments the packets also con-
tain another ﬁeld: the sound attenuation level. The single() function
forces single precision data to be sent to Pure Data instead of double
values. . Pure Data receives the packets using an ad-hoc patch: it listens
to an UPD port with the block dumpOSC #port, it extracts data using
the block OSCroute, then it separates the received values, processes
them as described above and it sends them to the audio engine. See
ﬁgure20
On the ﬁrst period of pilot experiments, we noted a certain delay
(quantiﬁed as 10-20 seconds) between the moment when the packets
was sent by Matlab and the moment when the sound feedback was
received. This only happened on the ﬁrst packet sent for each CIPIC46 implementation and components
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Figure 21: Sennheiser HDA 200 Frequency Response with replacement
HRTF. The problem is that the CIPIC HRTF needs to be loaded into
the central memory by Pure Data and this could require some time.
In order to avoid this problem, we added a loading phase in which all
HRTFs are loaded before that the experiment can start.
4.1.3 Cw binaural engine
The audio engine used in our experiment is the CW Binaural engine CW Binaural
overview developed as a Pure Data external called cw_binaural~, as described in
[19]. It is a powerful engine that supports multiple databases (LISTEN
included), in particular it supports the CIPIC database and it offers
tools to convert the database to a proper format compatible with
the external. For more information see [8]. The main features of this
engine are the support of simultaneous different HRTFs, the possibility
to choose the interpolation method for intermediate positions (no
decomposition or HRTF decomposition in all pass/pure delay in
order to better estimate ITD), the possibility to choosen the length of
the HRIR considered and the ﬁltering method. At the moment CW
Binaural does not support distance computation so we implemented
this aspect on Matlab and we modulate the audio signal in Pure Data.
The audio engine is responsible of the interpolation of intermediate CW Binaural
parameters positions between the sampled values of the CIPIC database. For more
details about the interpolation see [30]. We set up CW Binaural to
use the following parameters: length of impulse response used for
ﬁltering : 128; ﬁltering mode RIFF (it works in the temporal domain
and it has no latency but it costs huge computation); interpolating
ﬁlter Hermite64. CW Binaural has been tested in order to achieve real
time performances with a 2009 mid-range laptop (CPU Intel Pentium
T2330 at 1600 MHz) so in our environment, eve if it has a longer chain,
the entire audio synthesis chain has a contained delay of just a few
milliseconds as explained in 4.2.2.4.2 hardware 47
Figure 22: The headphones compensation Pure Data interface.
4.2 hardware
4.2.1 Audio devices
In all our experiments we used the Sennheiser HDA 2001 because Headphones speciﬁcs
they have a very effective passive ambient noise attenuation and they
are also able to reproduce very well high frequencies: these dynamic
closed circumaural headphones are suitable for audiometry tests as
stated by the manufacturer. The frequency response is 20-20000 Hz
(see ﬁgure 21) with an impedance of 40 Ohm. They are also quite
comfortable to be used for a large amount of time, as we need in
our psychoacoustic experiment. The only inconvenient that we found
using them is that after some time it could happen to hear the beats
of your heart. In order to further tune the response of the headphones
we added an ad-hoc headphones compensation (see ﬁgure 22). This
implementation in Pure Data, written by Ing. Michele Geronazzo2.
Headphones playback usually introduces different types of distortions,
in particular the headphones work as a band-pass ﬁlter (at 150Hz and
9KHz), modifying the sound frequencies and so highly inﬂuencing the
3D sound perception. This effect is particularly visible at frequencies
above 7KHz and drastically changes the ILD (Interaural Level Differ-
ence): the difference is of about 4dB on 3KHz but is also reaches 12dB
on higher frequencies. In order to remove this side effect, Pure Data
must compensate these levels, calculated ad-hoc for these headphones.
Headphones compensation in these experiments is a common practice,
see [51] and [64]. It should also be noted that the Sennheiser HDA 200
frequency response as been calculated on the KEMAR subject without
pinna so it is not computed for each single subject of our experiment.
This is because in order to calculate personal HpTF (Headphones
Transfer Function) it is needed to place microphones on the ear and
this is quite difﬁcult and expensive on human subjects. Consequently
headphones compensation data evaluated for the KEMAR just offer
1 Headphones website: See http://en-us.sennheiser.com/audiometers-high-frequency-
testing-closed-dynamic-ear-protector-headphones-hda-200
2 http://www.dei.unipd.it/~geronazzo/48 implementation and components
a partial mean compensation on frequencies under 10KHz (for more
information see [46]).
Headphones are plugged to the system through the external audio External audio card
card Roland Edirol AudioCapture UA-1013 that uses an High-Speed
USB 2 interface and it is capable of playback 44.1/48/88.2/96/192
kHz.
All experiments have been performed on an silent booth (anechoic Silent booth
room) Sound Station Pro 45 by Puma s.r.l.4. It has a normalized
acoustic insulation of 40dB in the bandwidth interval of 100-3150 Hz.
4.2.2 Haptic device TAMO
The TAMO device introduced in 2.4 is easily conﬁgurable with Matlab TAMO
conﬁguration on Windows systems. It is sufﬁcient to connect both the wi-ﬁ trans-
mitter and the tablet to an USB port and then search for the related
COM ported in the system control panel. Drivers are automatically
installed. Then the experimenter must insert the COM port on the
Matlab conﬁguration script:
serial_port = ’COM3’;
start_byte = hex2dec(’FF’);
device_ID = hex2dec(’0F’);
The start_byte and device_ID are ﬁxed values and they should no be
modiﬁed. Now the connection with the TAMO device can be opened
on the COM port:
a=i n s t r f i n d ;
delete(a);
serialPortHandler = serial(serial_port);
fopen(serialPortHandler);
The ﬁrst lines remove eventual previously not properly managed
sessions. And ﬁnally we can send the packet containing the elevation
data for the TAMO lever:
data = 90; %lever elevation
data_send = [start_byte device_ID data];
fwrite(serialPortHandler, data_send);
The TAMO moves its lever according to the received data and it sends
its position to Windows as a common input pen device moving on the
tablet. The tablet has the size of the international paper A4 (210mm
x 297) even if the area effectively usable by the TAMO is smaller.
The lever is moved by a stepper motor that works at 500 hz. The
stepper motor is quite noisy and this noise could give important side
information to the user, so all experiments (also those without audio)
3 UA-101 website: http://www.roland.com/products/en/UA-101
4 Puma website: http://www.pumasrl.it4.2 hardware 49
have been performed with the circumaural headphones, capable to
signiﬁcantly attenuate the noise. Since TAMO works as a pen device,
we sometimes experienced a wiggle noise on the pointer position but
it is negligible so we do not add any code in order to compensate this
because any additional code would be executed in real time and it
could be another signiﬁcant computational step in an already long
processing chain. The elevation data sent to the TAMO depends on
the particular TAMO device and should be measured on the physical
device in order to convert it to an angular values. This is because the
TAMO is still a prototype and different motor could give different
elevation values. However data values in the interval 60-130 are often
safe values: these values assure a movement range from the ground
level (horizontal 0 degress) to about 80 degrees. The TAMO device
position is sampled by Matlab on a ﬁgure with a refresh rate that can
be set up by the experimenter as explained in 4.2.2 and in 4.3.
We tested the TAMO devices on Windows 7 systems and the ﬁrst TAMO ﬁnal
considerations time that the w-ﬁ adapter and tablet are plugged, Windows auto-
matically installs the required drivers so no further installation are
required. Wi-ﬁ is managed by an XBee module with the ZigBee proto-
col5. Finally it should be noted that the TAMO devices we used are
still prototypes but they already provide a solid and affordable test
element.
Stimulus delay
Since the environment uses different software and hardware interfaces Delay measurement
(e.g. COM ports, wi-ﬁ adapters, mouse devices, software interpolation,
audio engine and so on) it is critical to verify if it satisﬁes real time
constraints, in particular if multimodal stimuli (audio and haptic) are
synchronized within a coherent perceptual integration time window.
In order to verify this condition, we measured the delay between the
two stimuli. We placed a microphone between the headphones and a
microphone near the engine that moves the lever of the TAMO device,
then we run an experiment at full load. Since the TAMO’s engine is
quite noisy it was easy to measure the impulse peak of the movement.
We also tracked the corresponding audio train impulse and calculated
the time different of the two events as tT   tA. See ﬁgure 23 for an
example of recorded tracks. Audio was recorded on different tracks
using a Tascam 680 at 192KHz and two condenser microphones. The
calculated delay varies according to the refresh rate used in Matlab to
extract TAMO’s position. We calculated the values listed on table 4.
5 XBee website: http://www.digi.com/xbee/50 implementation and components
Figure 23: Audio and haptic delay
Refresh rate
(s)
Delay (ms)
0.08 68
0.04 53
0.02 61
Table 4: Calculated delays values.
Reading the results we can state that a low refresh rate (0.08s) has
a 68ms delay that is larger than the delay for a double refresh rate
(0.04s). If the refresh rate is too large (0.02s) software and hardware are
not able to manage the huge amount of data required and the delay
starts to increase again. However all conditions tested provides results Known real time
constraints that guarantee real time perception for the ﬁnal subject as reported
in [27]: information from different senses occurring at approximately
the same time most likely come from the same physical event. Since
signals coming from different sensory systems often take different
amounts of time to be processed and arrive at a given brain area, there
is a relatively wide ‘temporal window’ of multisensory integration
that may last several hundred milliseconds. There are other works
conﬁrming the same results, see for example [42] where it is stated that
delays of hundreds of milliseconds still enhance the perception, while
delays above 200ms start to add a sense of depressions, disorienting
the subject. Multisensory interactions can take place over surprisingly
long periods of time.
4.3 code overview
The code that allows the experiments to be executed is mainly written
in Matlab. Some code has been visually written in Pure Data and some
audio libraries are written in C. Even if the experimental software con-
tains thousands of lines, we would like to show the main algorithms
and code portions to allow the reader to better understand the main
procedures of our work.4.3 code overview 51
Modular approach
Matlab allowed us to develop the code in a modular way, using func- A time-saver
modular system tions as .m ﬁles. The main procedures of our experiments have been
deﬁned as functions so it is very easy to add new modules, experi-
ments and so on. Just to give an example, the psychoacoustic database
of subjects (subject.m) implements a button with a callback that sends
conﬁgured values of the selected subject to the ﬁle experiment.m, that
is a Matlab GUIDE function. It is immediate to replace this ﬁle with
a different experiment function or to add a new one: the user does
not need to rewrite the entire subject management system and he or
she can just focus on the implementation of new experiments. This
possibility has already been exploited in our Department on other
similar experiments that need to implement features similar to these
experiments.
The multimodal map generator is also modular. Multimodal exper-
iments have been tested using a huge number of maps. Each new
map can be added in a modular way as a new function. The system
automatically recognizes new maps from their name and it correctly
handles the pre-running and post-running (saving operations) with
the new map.
Finally, the multimodal environment actually supports three ex-
periments called experiments 0, 1 and 2. In order to add new ex-
periment it is sufﬁcient to add a new start button from the GUIDE
interface of subject.m and to create a conﬁguration .m ﬁle called
experiment<Number<.m., where <number> is the number of the new ex-
periment, written as a word e.g. experimentFour.m. The conﬁguration
ﬁle can be easily written copying (and editing as needed) the current
content of the existing conﬁguration ﬁles e.g. experimentOne.m.
Global database and result ﬁles
The database is a very simple Matlab ﬁle called subjects.mat. It Database overview
contains a cell array with 6 columns. The cell array is required in order
to properly store string data. The columns are organized as follows:
1. Subject Last Name;
2. Subject First Name;
3. Subject Gender;
4. Subject Age;
5. Subject Pinna Image Path;
6. Subject ID.
The only unique ﬁeld is the last one (subject ID) and it works as
primary key for the database. The entire system identiﬁes and sends
data about the subject using its ID. It is possible to associate the same
pinna to different stored subjects. This feature is particularly useful
in order to perform multiple experiments with the same subject: it is
sufﬁcient to add a new subject to the database with the same name52 implementation and components
of the previous subject and then to associate the same pinna image.
All contours and traced information are automatically linked, while
results ﬁles are kept divided. The database is compatible to both
psychoacoustic and multimodal experiments developed in this thesis.
The subject ID is also used to identify and store results in the Psychoacoustic
results format results directory. In psychoacoustic experiments, this directory con-
tains result ﬁles sorted by subject ID. All ﬁles that regard the same
subject ID start with the preﬁx ID_. These ﬁles are:
• ID.mat that contains all the tested stimulus and subject’s an-
swers;
• ID.pdf ﬁle6 that contains the main plots of the experiment re-
sults;
• ID_autosave.mat that contains partial results of the experiment:
these results are update at each experiment pause;
• ID_mismatch_criteria.pdf ﬁles that contain the scores of the
CIPIC subjects (mismatches);
• ID_other.pdf ﬁle that contains other plots results divided by
azimuth ranges;
• ID_part[1-2] ﬁles (both .mat and .pdf) that contain the results
of the ﬁrst and second half of the experiment.
In order to provide the possibility to generate other plots and to
analyze results in different ways it looks useful to analyze the contents
of ID.mat ﬁles. These ﬁles contains a matrix where each row represents
a single stimulus and the columns are:
1. CIPIC ID;
2. Matched criteria (1, 2 or 3);
3. Chosen azimuth ([-180,0], [0,180]) ;
4. Real azimuth ([-180,0], [0,180]);
5. Chosen elevation ([-90,0], [0,90]);
6. Real elevation ([-90,0], [0,90]);
7. Externalization (1: inside, 2: outside);
8. Distance ([0..1]) from the center on azimuth plot;
9. Useless (backward compatibility);
10. Time to answer in ms (single stimulus);
In multimodal experiments, results directory contains results ﬁles Multimodal results
format sorted ﬁrstly by experiment number and secondly by subject ID. In
particular a single result has the following format:
6 Note that you need to generate .pdf ﬁles by going to edit, parse result in the main
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Figure 24: Pinna tracing with angular value. Angle phi is shown.
exp[num]_sub[ID]_[map]_enablePD[0-1][_rep[0-9]].mat
Where num is the number of the experiment (currently 0, 1 or 2), ID
is the subject’s ID, map is the name of the map, enablePD contains
0 (Pure Data disabled - no audio) or 1 (Pure Data enabled) and rep
eventually contains a number that represents the current trial on
multiple experiment on the same map. Each result ﬁle contains three
values:
• A that is a matrix containing the map with elevation values;
• totalTime that is the total execution time of the experiment, in
ms;
• explorationPath that is a struct with four ﬁelds called x, y,
soundMarker and iterations.
x and y are the coordinates of the exploration path on the matrix
A, soundMarker is a vector containing the spatial coordinates of the
sound marker on the A matrix and iterations contains the number
of calls to the refresher’s callback of the TAMO position.
Contour trace algorithm
Contour trace algorithm extracts frequencies values from the con-
tours of the pinna image in psychoacoustic experiments. It is a core
algorithm of this work and it is shown on the following code list:
Listing 1: Contour Trace
1 dist = zeros(3,17);
2 F0 = zeros(3,17);
3 for i = 1:3 % cycle contours
4 phiIndex = 1;
5 for phi = 45:-5.625:-45 % cycle elevations
6 minDiff = 360;54 implementation and components
7 j=1 ;
8 while ( Cx(j,i) ~= 0 ) % cycle points
9 angle = radtodeg( atan( (Cy(j,i)-earCanal(2)) / (
Cx(j,i)-earCanal(1)) ) );
10 if ( angle >= -45 && angle <= 45 )
11 angleDiff = abs(phi - angle);
12 if ( angleDiff < 1 )
13 if ( angleDiff < minDiff )
14 xChosen = Cx(j,i);
15 yChosen = Cy(j,i);
16 minDiff = angleDiff;
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 j=j + 1 ;
21 end
22 if ( minDiff ~= 360 )
23 dist(i,phiIndex) = pdist([earCanal(1), earCanal(2)
;x C h o s e n ,y C h o s e n ] )* pixelToMeterFactor;
24 F0(i,phiIndex) = 343.2 / (2*dist(i,phiIndex));
25 else
26 dist(i,phiIndex) = 0;
27 F0(i,phiIndex) = 0;
28 end
29 phiIndex = phiIndex + 1;
30 end
31 end
It works in the following way: for each contour, and for each angle
value phi from +45º to -45º at step of 5.626 degrees, ﬁnd the point
P(xChosen, yChosen) on the contour that creates with an horizontal
line the angle closest to phi (see ﬁgure 24). Then calculate the distance
between the earCanal and P. Finally convert the distance to frequency
using the sound propagation speed and saved it on a vector called F0.
There is a threshold thr value used in order to calculate the closest
angle to phi: if the angle is larger than thr, the point is not considered.
If we set a larger thr value, more points on the border (near +45º and
-45º) are considered, while setting small thr value causes the presence
of more missing values on the F0 vector. If no angles are found, value
zero is used instead.
In order to ﬁnd the closest angle, the algorithm scans all points of
the contour and keep trace of the current closest match point and its
angular value. The distance is scaled using the pixel to meter factor as
described in 3.2.
Mismatch values computation
This algorithm stored in the ﬁle calculateWeightedMismatch.m com- Algorithm analysis
pares the F0 frequencies of the CIPIC subjects to the frequencies of the
required subjects and computes a rank for the mismatches according
to a weighted criteria. Figure 25 shows a plot with a possible out-
put of this algorithm as explained on 2.3.5. The algorithm is used by
experiment.m in order to select the CIPIC subjects to use in the ex-4.3 code overview 55
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Figure 25: Mismatch values example extracted with the criteria 1
3, 1
3, 1
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periment. The algorithm has different sub cases and support multiple
weights. It works as follows:
calculateWeightedMismatch(F0, weight1, weight2, weight3)
for each CIPIC Subject id
for each contour
if empty contour
mismatch(id, contour) = -1
else
mismatch(id, contour) = |F0 - F0_CIPIC(id)|
end
end
for each CIPIC Subject id
if weight1 or weight2 or weight 3 == 0
mismatch(id, contour) = -1
for each contour
if mismatch(id, contour) != -1
contourNumber++;
end
if contourNumber == 1
weight(contour not null) = 1
if contourNumber == 2
the two contours get half the weight of the third
contour
if contorNumber == 3
use weight1, weight2 and weight3
sumMismatch(id) = mismatch(id, contour1)*weight1 +
mismatch(id, contour2)*weight2 +
mismatch(id, contour3)*weight3
end
sort sumMismatch
plot sumMismatch(x=id, y=mismatch)
done
In the ﬁrst section of this algorithm (ﬁrst for loop) we calculate the
difference (mismatch) between the current CIPIC subject and our
subject. We check both for empty contours and for eventually null F0
values (this second checking operation is not reported in the pseudo-
code). The second for loop calculates the number of available contours
and eventually split the weight of a non-existing contour to the other
two. If there is only one contour it gets all the weight and the other56 implementation and components
contours are ignored. Finally a weighted mean is performed and then
the values are sorted.
A simpliﬁed Matlab version of this code can be found in appendix
B.2.
Multimodal map generation
Even if we did not perform complete multimodal experiments on a Map generation
procedure step by
step
huge number of maps, we tested them as debug, piloting and probing
experiments so it looked natural to ﬁnd out a way to easily generate
new maps. Maps are generate by the ﬁle startMapFigure.m. There is a
global variable A that is a matrix containing the map. For each x value
and for each y value (column and row) there is a z value stored in the
matrix that corresponds to the elevation on that point of the map. A
map must be conﬁgured giving the following parameters:
map.xMin = 1;
map.xMax = 640;
map.yMin = 1;
map.yMax = 480;
map.zMin = 60;
map.zMax = 120;
map.soundMarkerX = 320;
map.soundMarkerY = 240;
map.soundMarkerZ = 90;
They are self-explained: x, y and z contains the minimum and maxi-
mum available values on the map. z values starts from 60 because this
is the minimum elevation value supported by the TAMO device (see
4.2.2) and a similar argument is valid for zMax. Then the map can be
initialized with the following line:
A=c r e a t e E m p t y M a p ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,m a p . y M a x ,
map.zMin, map.zMax);
There is also a similar function to create an empty map with a perime-
ter wall:
A=c r e a t e E m p t y M a p W i t h W a l l ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,m a p .
yMax, map.zMin, map.zMax, wallSize);
Finally the map is ﬁlled with the required ﬁgures, for example a
cylinder:
A=c r e a t e C y l i n d e r ( A ,m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,m a p . y M a x ,
map.zMin, map.zMax, xCenter, yCenter, height, radius);
Where the last four parameters refer to the cylinder. The createCylinder
(..) function must set the values of the A matrix:4.3 code overview 57
if (height > zMax - zMin)
height = zMax - zMin;
end
xDim = xMax - xMin + 1;
yDim = yMax - yMin + 1;
IN = zeros(yDim, xDim);
for y=1 : y D i m
for x=1 : x D i m
if (p d i s t ( [ x C e n t e ry C e n t e r ;xy ] )< =r a d i u s)
IN(y,x) = 1;
else
IN(y,x) = 0;
end
end
end
A=A. * (~IN);
A=A+I N. * (zMin+height);
Some map are CPU-intensive to be generated and the operation could
require some seconds on modern PCs, so we decided to save and
store the most CPU-intensive maps as .mat ﬁles in the maps directory.
In order to add a new map the experimenter needs only to create
the function that generates the map A = create[Name](...), to add
a new switch case on the function generateMap(A, inMap, map) on
the same startMapFigure.m ﬁle and to add the map to an experiment
conﬁg ﬁle experiment[Number].map.
Multimodal refresher
In order to sample the position of the TAMO device, there are two Tamo sampling
approaches possibilities:
1. Listen on the Matlab map ﬁgure and capture all pointer move-
ments;
2. Sample the position of the pointer with a ﬁxed frequency.
The ﬁrst approach has the advantage of capturing all pointer move-
ments but it is not guaranteed that Pure Data will be able to process
in real time all the packets sent by Matlab: the subject could quicly
move the TAMO on the tablet and Matlab will compute and send a
huge amount of OSC packets to Pure Data to be processed by the CW
Binaural engine. Since we need to guarantee real time performances,
we preferred the second approach, testing a valid refresh rate (see
4.2.2). We created a Matlab timer that extracts the pointer position at
deﬁned instants:
refresher = timer(’Name’, ’Refresher’, ’TimerFcn’,{
@refresherCallback, map, socket},
’ExecutionMode’,’fixedRate’,’Period’,
refreshRateSeconds);
start(refresher);58 implementation and components
And once the pointer position has been extracted, its callback com-
puted the position and distance of the sound source and it sends the
data to Pure Data. It also extracts the elevation from the map and
sends it to the TAMO device:
function refresherCallback(~,~, map, socket)
cp = get(gca,’CurrentPoint’);
id_x=r o u n d ( c p ( 1 , 1 ) ) ;
id_y=r o u n d ( c p ( 1 , 2 ) ) ;
%C a l c u l a t ed i s t a n c ef r o mt h es o u n dm a r k e r
dist_2D = norm([id_xi d _y] - [map.soundMarkerX map.
soundMarkerY]);
intesity_scale_factor = inverseSquareLawScale(dist_3D,
soundIntensityScale, map);
%c a l c u l a t ea n g l e s
azimuth = getAngle(id_x, id_y, id_x, id_y-1,m a p .
soundMarkerX, map.soundMarkerY);
elevation = radtodeg(atan((map.soundMarkerZ-id_z)/dist_2D))
%s e n dd a t at oP D
pd_packet = [single(cipicID) single(azimuth) single(0)
single(intesity_scale_factor)];
%s e n dd a t at oT A M O
data = round(A(id_y,id_x));
data_send = [start_byte device_ID data];
%u p d a t ee x p l o r a t i o np a t h
explorationPath.x(end+1) = id_x;
explorationPath.y(end+1) = id_y;
%C h e c kexit conditions
if (e x i t D i s t a n c e>0& &d i s t _2D <= exitDistance )
saveResults();
closeExperiment(map.figure);
end
end
The code has been dramatically simpliﬁed to be reported here as a
reference: do not use it in any real application. The complete callback
function can be found on startMapFigure.m. A simpliﬁed version of
this ﬁle can be found on appendix C.1.
Helper parsing tools
In order to process the large amount of results, we developed some
parsing tools that can automatically extract key data from the results
themselves. In particular:
• parseResults.m (psychoacoustic) automatically merges and ex-
tracts data from the ﬁrst and the second part of the psychoa-
coustic experiment and plots it as shown on chapter 5. It ﬁxes4.3 code overview 59
front back confusions, calculates externalizations, mean errors
for azimuth/elevation and linear regressions curvers.
• parseResultsTwo.m (psychoacoustic) works as parseResults.m
but it splits the results for azimuth ranges as shown on chapter
5.
• showResults.m (multimodal) plots virtual maps for all the 3 mul-
timdal experiment (all maps are plotted on the same ﬁgure).
There is the possibility to add the exploration path and to save
the map as PDF. There is also the possibility to choose the num-
ber of rows and columns in which the subplots shuld be divided,
all from a easy GUI-guided procedure.
• showResultsCubeMerger.m (multimodal) works as showResults.m
but it also allows to add the position of the cube placed by the
subjects on exp2 with the three parameters: x that this the dis-
tance from the left margin, y that is the distance from the top
margin and size (in pixels).
• collectDataExpTwo (multimodal) allows to easily process in batch
multiple results from exp2 and to associate them with a particu-
lar latin square order. Results coming from this script are ready
to be imported in a spreadsheet.5
RESULTS
This chapter presents the quantitative and qualitative results of our Chapter overview
work. On section 5.1 we present the results and plots regarding our
psychoacoustic experiment, including some preliminary observations.
We also analyze step by step and emphasize some points of particular
interest. On section 5.2 we present the results of multimodal experi-
ments, with some preliminary considerations. It should be noted that
these results are mainly qualitative and they work as a reference and
as a start point for further developments. They are also a background
for possible practical application of the HRTF selection developed
in the ﬁrst step of this work. The results are divided in groups by
experiment number.
5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results
Before showing the results of our experiments, we would like to General preliminary
considerations present some considerations emerged during the analysis and the
afterthoughts on the results.
First of all, we reverted the front/back confusion on azimuth values,
ﬁxing them. It has been proven that using non individualized HRTFs
may increase front-back confusion, as well as non externalization of the
sound sources [19] and ﬁxing front/back confusions is a common and
accepted practice. All azimuth values placed in the back hemisphere
and that should be on the front hemisphere, are mapped with an
axial symmetry to the front hemisphere before calculating azimuth
and elevation errors, and vice-versa. We also check (as a reference)
but do not correct the number of up/down confusions that is the
number of stimuli perceived above the eye-level and that was under
and vice-versa. We noted that front back confusions are larger with
generic HRTF (KEMAR) as conﬁrmed in [32].
It should also be noted that a not negligible amount of azimuth and
elevation error is caused by the HRTF interpolation (see chapter 2).
CW Binaural engine reports a possible error of 5 degrees in azimuth
and 5.6 degrees on elevation. We do not mathematically take into
account these values in the ﬁnal results.
We also tested the results of completely random elevation values
inserted by a random number generator in the interval [-90 +90] de-
grees, with uniform linear distribution. The mean error converges to
45 degrees so subjects with elevation error of about 45 degrees are not
reliable. We found only 1 subject in the ﬁrst half of the experiment
with these large elevation error values. We generally saw increase per-
formances in localization between the ﬁrst repetition and the second
one proving that maybe future experiments should consider a longer
training sessions.
6162 results
It is renown that personal HRTFs inﬂuences mainly elevation, in
fact we was a large improvement on elevation but no improvement on
azimuth localization tasks using selected HRTF instead of KEMAR.
We also performed short informal interviews to the subjects asking
them their opinions about the experiments. One of the most interesting
response is that a signiﬁcant number of subjects perceived a large
part of the sounds coming from the back, in accordance with the
experiment results.
Analyzing the results, it is also clear that externalization is a re-
ally subjective perception: it works very well for some and it works
very bad for others. There could be other factors that can improve
externalization such as reverberation, individualized headphones com-
pensation and ear canal compensation.
Previous works provide interesting results to be reported here as a Results of previous
works reference in the successive analysis. Some of these works have already
been mentioned in 2.5.
Blauert et al. [7] found localization blur on the horizontal plane
between 3 degrees (front sources), 10 degrees for lateral sources (prob-
ably due to the cone of confusion), and 5 degrees back sources. On
the median plane, the localization blur calculated reached values up
to 22 degrees. This is not a localization error but a localization blur:
the minimum angle difference in order to identify a different source
location.
Douglas et al. [18] afﬁrm that with their system they can reduce the
elevation error as much as 33 degrees compared to KEMAR.
Zotkin et al. [64]talk about an increase performance of 20-30% be-
tween a generic HRTF and a chosen HRTF with biometric parameters.
They used only 6 subjects and placed all sound sources ahead with
elevation in interval [-45,+ 45], also they only presented 20 stimuli.
They used head tracking but no headphones compensation . As input
they used an hand pointer so it is impossible (or quite unnatural) for
such a system to test back position on the horizontal plane. In our
experimenter the choice is completely free. We also allow to choose an
elevation point on the range from -45 degrees to -90 degrees where
effectively there are no sounds presented.
Begault et al [5] calculated a mean error from 18 to 25 degrees on
azimuth and reversal rate from 28% (head tracking) to 60% (not head
tracking). Externalization on anechoic condition was of 40%. Their
absolute elevation error is comparable to the values that we are going
to present.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 63
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Figure 26: Psychoacoustic Results. The criteria 1
3, 1
3, 1
3 is deﬁnitely the best
one.
5.1.1 Results overview
ID Elev. err. (KEMAR) Elev. err. (1/3) Elev. err. (100) Improvement Kem./100 Lat. Sq.
17 34.7 37 26.7 23.1% 3
29 25.4 20.4 21 17.3% 1
30 34.9 31.8 30.4 12.9% 2
36 27.1 29.6 18 33.6% 1
43 32.5 30.5 29.3 9.8% 1
44 37.1 36.9 39 -5.1% 2
46 29.3 27.6 29 1.0% 3
48 39 38.7 41.1 -5.4% 2
50 32.6 31.4 29.3 10.1% -
51 30.88 29.8 25.2 18.4% -
Table 5: Psychoacoustic Summary Results. Errors are expressed in degrees.
Subject 50 is a ﬁctitious subject that contains the values of all the
other subjects so it contains mean values of all the previous subjects.
Subject 51 is deﬁned as subject 50 but it does not contain the two
outliers with IDs 44 and 48. Standard deviation of the error is 25.3
degrees.
Table 5 contains a summary of the results of the entire experiment. The Criteria (1, 0, 0)
next pages will show accurate and extensive results for each subject,
showing both azimuth and elevation values. They will present the
results both in a global form and split by azimuth areas. Since vertical
localization is the most relevant task for the pinna reﬂection cues (the
model that we used in the HRTF selection) this short table just report
the elevation error between the simulated audio 3D positions and
positions chosen by the subject. Figures 26 and 27 are two plots of the
results. These are divided by HRTF according to criteria 1 (KEMAR),
criteria 2 (weigths 1
3
1
3
1
3) and criteria 3 (weights 1, 0, 0). It is clear that
the reference KEMAR has the average worst performance. Criteria (1,
0, 0) scores the best results and it could be considered the best criteria
at the moment. It gives an average improvement on the performances
of 10% with a peak of 33.6% compared to the KEMAR, conﬁrming that
the most external contours (C2/C1: helix inner wall and helix border)64 results
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Figure 27: Psychoacoustic Increment (percent) in results comparing the KE-
MAR with the criteria 1
3, 1
3, 1
3.
are the most signiﬁcant and information-rich for elevation cues with
this setup (generic headphones compensation and using this selection
criteria). There are 2 outliers who slightly decrease their performances
of 5% with this criteria. One of these subjects, however, gave results
comparable to total random answers in the ﬁrst half of the experiment.
Furthermore both subjects increased their performance in the second
half of the experiment. Subjects 51 contains the global results without
these outliers. It is quite curious to be observed and it surely requires
more studies the fact that the 2 outliers are the 2 female subjects. It
should also be noted that with criteria (1, 0, 0) the KEMAR is a good
chosen HRTF for both subjects (it has a mismatch smaller than the one
computed with half of the remaining CIPIC subjects).
At a quick look, criteria 1
3
1
3
1
3 seems unreliable since it sometimes of- Criteria 1
3
1
3
1
3
fers better performances than KEMAR while sometimes it shows poor
performances. This could be related to the non-individual headphones
compensation. On the other hand, a deeper analysis shows that the
poor performances compared to the KEMAR are smaller (-6% subject
ID 46 and 48) than the better performances (+39%, subject ID 36)
compared to the KEMAR. Additionally the 2 worst poor performances
are achieved by the 2 outliers and the best performance is greater than
the best performance of the criteria (1, 0, 0). In conclusion this crite-
ria offers a huge amount of possible improvements but it is actually
not enough safe and tuned. Maybe one of the biggest problem is the
fact that headphones are not individual-compensated and this could
cause problem above 10kHz, where the two most internal contours
are more effective. Furthermore another possibility is that the weight
of the two internal contours is too large compared to the weight of
the most external one. An interesting point is that it is more common
to insert errors in the tracing process of the most internal contours
since they are closer to the focus point and therefore the distances are
smaller introducing a possible noise in the selection criteria. Future
developments proposed on chapter 6 contain a possible solution that
consist in choosing the HRTF according to the 3 criteria in different
steps.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 65
It is also signiﬁcant to compare the results considering latin square Latin square
order. The two outliers performed the experiment with latin square
order number 2, that presents the criteria (1, 0, 0) on blocks 2 of 6 and
4 of 6. This latin square presents the criteria earlier compared to the
other latin square orders. Since we noted a learning curve during the
experiment (as explained in the following of this chapter) for these 2
subjects, the effects on criteria (1, 0, 0) were smaller.66 results
5.1.2 Global results
In this paragraph we analyze detailed global results for all the subjects
except the 2 outliers. However, as we already said, these 2 outliers
show an increasing trend between the ﬁrst and second half of the
experiment.
Figure with Subject ID 51 reports the global results. In the ﬁrst
row there are the azimuth results divided by criteria (KEMAR and
selected HRTF). These plots should be read in a circular vertical way
e.g. azimuth of about 180 degrees is closed to -180 degrees. In the
second row there are the elevation results divided by criteria whom
results have already been discussed in the previous paragraph. The last
row of plots is calculated in the following way: each tested 3D point is
mapped on a sphere and at the same manner it is mapped the point
chosen by the subject, then the distance vector between these 2 points
(error) is calculated and plotted. This third criteria combines both
azimuth and elevation errors. The red lines report linear regressions.
At the bottom there are some useful data summarized.
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Sphere Error Criteria 1 (Kemar)
Subject ID 51
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 409  410  405 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 114  106   46
Average response time: 6.9509s
Trials inside head: 324  271  254
Trials outside head: 526  579  596
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   17.2362   18.2738   18.785 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  30.88   29.7988   25.2014 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.63835  0.62709  0.57042 (relative)
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As we can see, HRTF selection does not modify the performances on
front/back confusions and also it does not affect azimuth values. This5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 67
is totally correct and an expected result because the contours extracted
from the pinna only inﬂuence elevation cues, as discussed in 2.3.5.
On the other hand it dramatically decreases the number of up/down
confusion e.g. the number of times that a sound coming from above
the eye-level is perceived under the eye-level and vice-versa. It also
signiﬁcantly increase the quality of externalization. On both these
aspects the criteria (1, 0, 0) is the best one. As previously stated,
the criteria (1, 0, 0) increases the average performances on elevation
by 18.4% compared to KEMAR. On the new plot of spherical error
that consider both azimuth and elevation, the average performances
increase of 11%.
Elevation of +90 degrees is the most difﬁcult to be recognizes since
the sound comes exactly from above the head. Results further increases
removing this angular value. In the results presented here +90 degrees
value was not removed.68 results
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The plots above presents the elevation results (as stated they are the
most signiﬁcant for us) split by azimuth range. We tried to understand
how the performances vary according to the azimuthal position of
the sound source. The best performances are achieved on the back
sector (improvement of 28% compared to KEMAR) in accordance to
the fact that we perceive in a better way the sounds backward coming,
as stated on chapter 2.3.1. This ﬁnding highlights that the HRTFs
selection criteria developed in the front median plane (as explained on
paragraph 2.3.5) is robust and positively effective also in the posterior
listener space. Increased performances compared to KEMAR can also
be found on the front section and in the two lateral sections (left and
right).5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 69
Since we captured images from the left pinna, we compared the
results from the left and from the right portion. They are really close
so we can afﬁrm that the particular ear chosen in the tracing operation
is not signiﬁcant. With high probability this is because there is a strong
symmetry on our head.70 results
5.1.3 Single Subject’s results
Subject 17
This subject increases elevation performances of 23% in respect to
KEMAR.
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Sphere Error Criteria 1 (Kemar)
Subject ID 17
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 84  81  69 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 48  55  23
Average response time: 5.4459s
Trials inside head: 14  12   6
Trials outside head: 156  158  164
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   21.1768   21.8842   26.6853 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  34.6958   37.0454   26.684 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.72811  0.76545  0.66865 (relative)
0 50 100 150
0
1
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3
Sphere Error Criteria 2
0 50 100 150
0
1
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3
Sphere Error Criteria 3
With increased results of 23% in respect to KEMAR, this subject
achieved the second largest increment of performances showed by
criteria (1, 0, 0). He or she is also the quickest subject of the entire
test with an average response time of 5.4s. It is also interesting to note
how nearly the totality of sounds are perceived as outside the head
by this subject. He or she does not score a good performance with the
second criteria (1
3
1
3
1
3). The linear regression of the elevation for the
third criteria is clearly the best one. however, with all criteria a large
amount of sounds are perceived in the interval [-45°,+ 45°] suggesting
that the highest elevation are not correctly perceived. There is also
quite a large variance around zero degrees. Azimuth errors are larger
than other subjects but still valid and coherent.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 71
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3
In the front area the second criteria is deﬁnitively the worst, as
clearly showed by the linear regression. Best results are in the back
area, with an increased performance of 38% using criteria 3 in respect
to KEMAR. Surprisingly there is a sort of unsymmetrical situation
between the left and the right side, with a difference of about 20% in
vertical localization on the third criteria.72 results
Subject 29
This subject increases elevation performances of 17.3% in respect to
KEMAR.
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Subject ID 29
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 76  72  86 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 26   8   7
Average response time: 6.3068s
Trials inside head: 86  75  91
Trials outside head: 84  95  79
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   16.2301   12.333   13.8035 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  25.4453   20.4257   21.0051 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.5357  0.42592  0.46657 (relative)
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0
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Sphere Error Criteria 2
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Sphere Error Criteria 3
Even if this subject has not one of the largest percent increment, the
absolute error values are quite small both for elevation and azimuth:
the average azimuth error is of just 14 degrees, while the elevation
error with the third criteria is of 21 degrees, just 1 degree more than
the second criteria that works pretty well for this subject. The average
response time is under the mean value. Externalization seems to do not
work very well for this subject: half sounds are perceived as inside the
head and the other half as outside the head. The third criteria reduces
(and almost removes) up/down confusions. Linear regressions are
really close to the real 45 degrees line both for criteria 2 and 3 and
both for azimuth and elevation.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 73
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This subject scores almost identical results in the rear area with the
three criteria, while there is a signiﬁcant increment of performances
(14%) for the third criteria on the front area, near the median plane,
where the elevation cues have been studied. There is also a larger
increment of performances on the two side areas, on the left and on
the right. This subject is one of the few with the rear area of the third
criteria containing a linear regression entirely above the reference 45
degrees line.74 results
Subject 30
This subject increases elevation performances of 12.9% in respect to
KEMAR.
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Sphere Error Criteria 1 (Kemar)
Subject ID 30
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 90  90  91 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 31  11   7
Average response time: 7.5463s
Trials inside head: 142  131  124
Trials outside head: 28  39  46
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   11.1064   11.2382   12.9345 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  34.8877   31.7604   30.4589 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.64617  0.59549  0.59 (relative)
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0
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Sphere Error Criteria 2
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Sphere Error Criteria 3
After the experiment completion, the subject told us that he or she
heard just a few sounds coming from the front area: he perceived
almost all sounds coming from the back area. This is conﬁrmed by the
fact that there are about 90 front/back confusions for each criteria for
a total 271 front/back confusions that are about half the number of
the total stimuli. However the absolute azimuth error of this subject is
deﬁnitely the smallest of the entire experiment. Externalization does
not work very well for this subject and the average response time is
really high. As an interesting point, on elevation there is not one single
sound perceived above 22 degrees.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 75
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In the front area there is not a signiﬁcant improvement thanks to
HRTF selection. This could be related to the small amount of sound
rendered in the front area and perceived coming from the front area.
In fact, on the back area, there is a greater improvement (25%) between
the KEMAR and the criteria (1, 0, 0). The second criteria seems to
perform as (or a bit worse) the third criteria.76 results
Subject 36
This subject increases elevation performances of 33.6% in respect to
KEMAR.
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Sphere Error Criteria 1 (Kemar)
Subject ID 36
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 94  91  84 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 6  20   8
Average response time: 9.2469s
Trials inside head: 69  37  19
Trials outside head: 101  133  151
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   17.3857   22.1734   20.4341 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  27.1232   29.5523   18.0099 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.59145  0.65332  0.48295 (relative)
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0
1
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3
Sphere Error Criteria 2
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1
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Sphere Error Criteria 3
This subject shows the larger increment in the performance using
the criteria (1, 0, 0) in respect to KEMAR. While front/back confusions
are quite large (and comparable with the previous subject), the exter-
nalization is working pretty well, in particular with the third criteria.
The average response time for this subject is one of the largest, maybe
according to the fact that this subject is the eldest taking part at our
experiment. The absolute elevation error for the third criteria is one of
the smallest (18 degrees). It is interesting to note how, while the third
criteria is perfectly working, the second criteria is even worse than the
KEMAR. However the HRTF selected with the second criteria is in the
4th position using the third criteria. The KEMAR is still in the ﬁrst
quarter. This is a prove that the mismatch computation cannot be used
as a total ordering criteria.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 77
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As expected, in each of the four section, the third criteria is the
best one. However on this criteria (and only on this) there is a strong
asymmetry between the left and the right areas. The improvement
in the front area in respect to KEMAR is signiﬁcant (22%), moreover
it is very large in the back area where it reaches 43%. The linear
regression of this criteria in the back area is also the only one of the
entire experiment with an angular coefﬁcient larger than 1 (larger than
45 degrees with x axis).
The linear regression for the azimuth in the second criteria has
negative angular coefﬁcient. The HRTF selection with the third criteria
increases the performances in respect to KEMAR more in the front78 results
area than in the back area, that is quite interesting because we usually
observed an inverse trend.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 79
Subject 43
This subject increases elevation performances of 9.8% in respect to
KEMAR.
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Sphere Error Criteria 1 (Kemar)
Subject ID 43
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 75  78  81 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 9  14   5
Average response time: 6.2085s
Trials inside head: 13  16  14
Trials outside head: 157  154  156
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   19.8168   23.163   19.5998 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  32.5351   30.4718   29.9314 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.68889  0.69329  0.63942 (relative)
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0
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3
Sphere Error Criteria 2
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Sphere Error Criteria 3
This subject does not show any additional particular key points.
Results are positive and they conﬁrm the usefulness of HRTF selection
with pinna reﬂection patterns. Externalization is nearly perfect and
the average response time is low. With the sphere criteria (and also
only on azimuth, that is not our interest) the second criteria is a bit
worse than the KEMAR.80 results
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The linear regression in azimuth for the second criteria has negative
angular coefﬁcient. The HRTF selection with the third criteria increases
the performances in respect to KEMAR more in the front area than in
the back area, that is quite interesting because we usually observed an
inverse trend.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 81
Subject 44
This subject decreases elevation performances of 5.1% in respect to
KEMAR.
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Subject ID 44
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 39  40  40 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 30  25  26
Average response time: 5.9352s
Trials inside head: 39   8  37
Trials outside head: 46  77  48
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   36.6686   51.3646   44.0376 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  37.89   38.4696   40.7355 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.88559  1.0487  1.0135 (relative)
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Since the results of the entire experiment for this subject are not of
great interest, we decided to report here the results of the ﬁrst half of
the experiment (image above) and the results of the second half of the
experiment (image below). This is because the results of the ﬁrst half
are nearly random. As stated at the beginning of this chapter, giving
random responses provides results comparable to the ﬁrst half of this
experiment. There is an incredible error of 50 degrees in elevation for
the second criteria and about 40 degrees of elevation error for the third
criteria (near the 45 degrees value of random answers). Keeping these
results in mind, the second half of the experiment is really interesting:82 results
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Subject ID 44
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 43  41  45 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 16  26  23
Average response time: 5.4666s
Trials inside head: 22  24  34
Trials outside head: 63  61  51
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   34.0942   32.3482   28.5404 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  36.3833   35.3203   37.2734 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.85769  0.824  0.82617 (relative)
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Results exhibit a better trend in the second half of the experiment.
This subject was completely naive to 3D audio experiment and proba-
bly his or her learning curve is very slow-growing. The fact that some
subjects possibly have such a slow learning curve must be carefully
considered in future experiments. In the second half of the experiment
performances dramatically increased of 40-50%. Even if the three cri-
teria have about all the same error, the absolute value is deﬁnitively
smaller in this second half. In ordert to obtain a beneﬁt from HRTF
selection, further training should be done, and this could certainly be
an interesting future development.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 83
Subject 46
This subject increases elevation performances of 1% in respect to
KEMAR.
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Subject ID 46
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 85  89  87 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 33  24  30
Average response time: 5.5375s
Trials inside head: 48  60  39
Trials outside head: 122  110  131
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   14.8957   15.3734   17.7317 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  29.3125   27.6338   29.0818 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.57919  0.56302  0.60529 (relative)
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This subject has one of the lowest response time and he or she
is also one of the most accurate on azimuth: this is quite particular
because we generally noticed that it requires a bit more time in order
to precisely place the azimuth. However he or she is also the youngest
subject taken part at our experiment so the response time could be
related to this aspect, as the eldest subject had the higher response
time. Externalization works very well for this subject but there is not a
signiﬁcant improvement on performances with the third criteria. The
second criteria has a better increment of the 6%.84 results
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3
Results split by sectors conﬁrm the good performances of the second
criteria for this subject. However it is interesting to note how the
KEMAR is signiﬁcantly better (33%) than the third criteria in the back
area. Another interesting point regards how there is a complementary
situation between the left and the right section: while the azimuth is
better on the left, the elevation is better on the right. This could conﬁrm
that there is no correlation at all between azimuth and elevation cues.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 85
Subject 48
This subject decreases elevation performances of 5.4% in respect to
KEMAR.
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Sphere Error Criteria 1 (Kemar)
Subject ID 48
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 85  81  79 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 50  44  51
Average response time: 6.5268s
Trials inside head: 22  36  23
Trials outside head: 148  134  147
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   20.3716   26.7334   20.6819 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  39.0325   38.6911   41.1439 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.75706  0.80376  0.79946 (relative)
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This ﬁrst plot does not indicate a particular HRTF as the best one
in elevation tasks for this subject. As previously stated for subject 44,
this is also a naive subject and maybe he or she has a slow-growing
learning curve for this type of tasks. Response time is in average
and externalization is good. However, the second plot could help to
understand why the third criteria is globally a bit worse than the other
two.86 results
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It is easy to be captured by the strange trend of the third plot of
the third row (criteria (1, 0, 0), rear area). This plot has an error of
45 degrees in elevation that means completely random answers. If
we consider only the second half of the experiment (the plot is not
shown here) the results have still large absolute errors but they are
relatively smaller. However also the second half of the experiment
conﬁrms a completely outlier trend for the back region of the third
criteria meaning that the selected HRTF is totally inappropriate for
that subject but only on the back area. The chosen position of the focus
point during the tracing operation or the particular most external
contour traced on the pinna could have caused this result.5.1 psychoacoustic experiment results 87
Subject 52
This subject increases elevation performances of 24% in respect to
KEMAR.
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Sphere Error Criteria 1 (Kemar)
Subject ID 51
Front back confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 78  77  80 (correction enabled)
Up down confusions (criteria 1, 2, 3): 39  22  14
Average response time: 10.0244s
Trials inside head: 78  89  67
Trials outside head: 92   81  103
Mean azimuth errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):   17.6176   16.8567   14.5783 (degrees)
Mean elevation errors (criteria 1, 2, 3):  37.3746   32.4337   28.3208 (degrees)
Average sphere errors (criteria 1, 2, 3): 0.7224  0.65449  0.57801 (relative)
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This subject was not planned to be included in this work and conse-
quently his or her results are not included in the summarized results.
This is because the experiment was performed at a late stage of the
work. However the very interesting outcome drove us to add him or
her here. In fact there is a signiﬁcant improvement on elevation be-
tween the KEMAR and criteria (1, 0, 0). The KEMAR linear regression
is an horizontal line, while the linear regression of (1, 0, 0) is dramati-
cally better. The third criteria also decreases up/down confusions and
increases externalization. Azimuth results are also really coherent and
precise.88 results
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The same highlighted trend is also visible splitting azimuth on dif-
ferent ranges. The poor performances of the KEMAR are particularly
visible in the rear area, where the linear regression shows a completely
reverse trend with almost random results. Even if the KEMAR gives
the worst performance in the rear area, criteria (1, 0, 0) gives the best
performance in the same area.5.2 multimodal experiments results 89
5.2 multimodal experiments results
We would like to present these test results as a starting points for future General preliminary
considerations works. These works may consider the Testbed evaluation method. This
is based on taxonomy, outside factors (task, users, environment and
system) and performance metrics that gives quantitative performance
results and heuristics/guidelines to produce user centered applications
[9]. However costs and beneﬁt of this evaluation approach depend on
the complexity and maturity of the application.
As another preliminary consideration, previous haptic exploration
tests showed as users performances have a better success rate when
they exploit a more regular exploration strategy than the other users
[11].
Another important point is that the orientation of the haptic device,
with respect to the tablet orientation and to the head orientation, is fun-
damental. While PC users can quickly and intuitively ﬁx uncorrected
orientation of the mouse, this is not possible for blindfolded or blind
subjects. For this reason we told the subject to maintain the head in a
ﬁxed frontal position and placed tablet and mouse on a comfortable
and straight position just on the right (or on the left depending on
right or left handed preference) of the subject’s head. Previous works
cited above show as an object can be perceived as rotated when the
device is not aligned to the tablet.
Our results show micromotion (small precise movements) and
macromotion (macroscopic quick changes on the map) TAMO move-
ments. Micromotion in usually performed in order to maintain a level
of stimulation to the receptors and macromotion in order to seek
features of interest and orient objects. This difference has been origi-
nally discovered on eyes movements [63] but it is also valid in haptic
exploration.
5.2.1 Experiment 0
ID Time (only TAMO) Time (only Audio) Time (TAMO + Audio) Improv. TAMO/TAMO+Audio Improv. Audio/TAMO+Audio
29 10.8 12.6 8.1 25% 36%
30 8.7 10.6 6.5 25% 39%
36 8.4 8.4 7.5 11% 11%
43 11.7 10.4 6.2 47% 40%
44 13.4 11 7.9 41% 28%
50 10.4 20 8.4 19% 58%
51 9.1 8.2 7.2 21% 12%
52 11.2 10.6 8.2 27% 23%
53 13.5 11.4 8.3 39% 27%
54 13.8 13.7 11.9 14% 13%
55 12.7 9.7 10.8 15% -11%
56 18.9 8.8 7.8 59% 11%
Table 6: Multimodal Exp 0 Summary Results. The combination of TAMO
and Audio dramatically increases the performances.
Table 6 summarizes the results of the ﬁrst experiment (exp0). Their Results analysis of
exp 0 are also shown on ﬁgure 28. We decided to compare the absolute
time needed to reach the marker goal, at the center of the virtual map
as a ﬁrst metric. We found an average improvement between TAMO90 results
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Figure 28: Multimodal Exp 0 times. This ﬁgure plots the results shown on
table 6.
and Audio + TAMO of 28% with a peak of 59% and a minimum
improvement of 11%. Standard deviation calculated on improvements
is of 15%. There is also an average improvement with Audio + TAMO
of 27% in respect to only Audio. As shown on the ﬁgure, only Audio
usually performs better than only TAMO but this could be related to
the particular elevation increment used on the TAMO device i.e. the
elevation decreases with the square of the distance from the center.
Additionally there could be a different law capable of a better control
of the haptic feedback.
These results are signiﬁcant conﬁrming a strong and effective multi-
modal integration between TAMO (haptic device) and spatial audio.
This could be related to the audio capability on providing a con-
stant global information about the position on the map, while TAMO
provides just a local information. Combining the two feedback, the
subjects can easily reach the goal. This possible explanation is con-
ﬁrmed by those trials with only haptic feedback: the subject can hardly
reach the central area of the map and when it is reached, he or she
can easily complete the experiment. On the other hand, on trials with
only audio feedback, the subject can easily reach the central area of
the map but he or she needs some time in order to properly place
himself or herself above the marker. Appendix A contains all the trials
performed on all the subjects, with each exploration paths. Additional
and more rigorous analysis will be performed on this data, however it
is clear that the exploration paths with both TAMO and 2D Audio are
less tangled, at least by a ﬁrst qualitative inspection.5.2 multimodal experiments results 91
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Figure 29: Multimodal Exp 1 times. This ﬁgure plots the results shown on
table 7.
5.2.2 Experiment 1
ID Time (only TAMO) Time (TAMO + Audio) Improvement/Decrement
29 31.2 29 7%
30 53 23.9 55%
36 112 91.5 18%
43 92.4 75 19%
44 30.1 28.9 4%
50 78.7 92.2 -17%
51 26.3 44.7 -70%
52 44.7 77.3 -73%
53 115 130 -13%
54 116.2 119.9 -3%
55 60.8 27.6 55%
56 62.4 29.6 53%
Table 7: Multimodal Exp 1 Summary Results.
Table 7 summarizes the results of the second experiment (exp1). Their Results analysis of
exp 1 are also shown on ﬁgure 29. The average reconstruction time is of
68.6s without audio and of 64.1s with audio, with a difference of
6.6%, that is probably not so relevant since the standard deviation
of data is really high (36s). Note that failed reconstructions gets the
maximum execution time of 150s although failed reconstructions are
really sporadic: for a complete list of results see appendix A. As a
general consideration, the prism with triangular base is the easiest
ﬁgure to be reconstructed while the cylinder is the most difﬁcult one.
The most effective exploration approach consists on exploring the map
moving on a grid with vertical and horizontal lines. A large number
of subjects preferred instead to follow the contour of the ﬁgure but
it is not easy to understand if the current movement is on straight
direction or on a diagonal one. These results probably suggests that
there is not a strong role for audio in reconstruction tasks. However92 results
it is still interesting to analyze the exploration paths followed by the
subjects and try to understand if they changed with or without audio
feedback. Additionally it is interesting to correlated changes in the
exploration strategies according to the instants in which subjects give
wrong answers. For the last 4 subjects we collected these data (subjects
ID 53, 54, 55, 56) and they are shown on table 8. It is interesting that
the subjects proposed the rectangle quite often as a possible answer.
This could be related to a different perception of x and y dimensions.
In addition, subjects always refer to ﬁgures as 2D shapes instead of
3D shapes: TAMO seems not able to provide an elevation feedback as
large as an horizontal movement.
ID Square no audio Triangle no audio Circle no audio Square audio Triangle audio Circle audio
53 1.30 rhombus - 1.21 rectangle - 1.16 circle 1.55 square
1.40 ellipse 1.34 square
2.18 triangle
54 0.32 circle - 1.18 square - 1.58 rectangle 1.10 triangle
1.55 trapezoid
55 - 0.45 circle - - - -
1.42 square
1.53 rectangle
2.03 exagon
56 0.58 rectangle - 0.34 rectangle - - 0.42 square
Table 8: Multimodal Exp 1 Wrong Answers with times in mm.ss.
5.2.3 Experiment 2
ID Error px (TAMO) Error px (Audio 2D) Error px (Audio 3D) Num size err (TAMO) Num size err (Audio 2D) Num size err (Audio 3D)
29 60.25 62.5 75 4 2 1
30 33 54.25 29.5 3 3 1
36 57.75 50.75 59.25 1 2 2
43 - - - - - -
44 98.25 68.25 43.5 2 4 2
50 86.5 80.25 85 4 2 4
51 62 61.25 27.5 4 3 1
52 66 25.75 25.5 3 3 0
53 125.25 82.75 45.5 3 3 2
54 56.5 61.25 71.75 2 2 2
55 88.75 127.75 169.25 4 2 3
56 65.75 47.75 48 2 2 3
tot 800 722.5 679.75 32 28 21
mean 72.7 65.7 61.8 2.9 2.5 1.9
Table 9: Multimodal Exp 2 Summary Results. Audio 3D helps both on local-
ization and sizing tasks.
Table 7 summarizes the results of the third experiment (exp2). These Results analysis of
exp 2 data are also shown on ﬁgure 30 (displacement error) and on ﬁg-
ure 31 (size errors). The improvement on displacement task between
only TAMO and TAMO + 3D Audio is of 15.0%. Improvement on
displacement error between TAMO and TAMO + 2D Audio is of 5.9%.
Regarding the number of size errors with 3D Audio it decreases of
35% in respect to only TAMO. It is notable to see how 3D audio dra-
matically decreases the number of size errors since the subject was not
aware of the presence of 2D or 3D audio and all the subjects afﬁrmed
that they did not consciously note the difference between the 2 audio5.2 multimodal experiments results 93
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Figure 30: Multimodal Exp 2 displacement error. This ﬁgure plots the results
shown on table 9 regarding the displacement of the cubes.
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Figure 31: Multimodal Exp 2 size error. This ﬁgure plots the results shown
on table 9 regarding the sizes of the cubes.94 results
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Figure 32: Multimodal Exp 2 Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric One-way
ANOVA. The plot shows the localization error with the 3 cri-
teria plotted using the Kruskal Wallis test. Percentiles (25 and 75)
are also shown. Signiﬁcance level is p = 0.0664.
modality. This is also proved seeing as they always refers to the ﬁgures
as 2D ﬁgures (“squares”) instead of 3D ﬁgures (“cubes”). It should
also be noted how the subjects usually tend to underestimate the size
of the squares/cubes: the smallest proposed size (45px) was chosen
30 times, while the largest size (185px) was chosen only 9 times on a
total of 132 trials, recalling that both sizes were not really proposed:
the only two sizes proposed were 80px and 150px as explained in 3.3.
This could be related to the relative TAMO size compared to the tablet
size: a minimum physical movement of the TAMO correspond to a
large virtual movement on the map
Audio (2D and 3D) also reduces the time of the ﬁrst contact with
the square/cube: from an average of 8.7s (no audio) to 7.7s (audio)
with a decrement of 11.5%.
As a ﬁnal analysis on ﬁgure 32 we show a Kruskal Wallis non-
parametric one-way ANOVA1. The test does not reach a complete
signiﬁcance level (p = 0.0664) however it shows a trend where the
displacement error decreases from the Only TAMO condition to the
TAMO + Audio 2D and to the TAMO + Audio 3D condition.
1 This plot was kindly provided by Luca Brayda and Claudio Campus from IIT.6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
In the ﬁrst part of this work, the use of pinna reﬂection pattern analysis Psychoacoustic
Conclusions as an HRTF selection method looked promising and our experiment
conﬁrmed these expectations. Compared to the use of a generic HRTF
with average antropometric data, the pinna reﬂection approach in-
creases the average performances of 10% with a peak of 34%. The
system also signiﬁcantly enhances the externalization and reduces the
up/down confusions.We also showed as the most external contour
(C1 or C2) is the most important and robust in elevation localiza-
tion tasks with this setup. The entire experiment was conducted on
mean conditions (e.g. with non-individual headphones compensation)
in order to create a possible future scenario for practical applications.
We did not only show the results of this psychoacoustic experiment
but we also discussed a reliable and tested environment to conduct
similar experiments, providing the code and the main algorithms to
perform them. The system is also capable to automatically plot the
data in order to quickly revise them after the experiment. It runs just
on a single PC with Matlab, Pure Data and headphones. Since the
signiﬁcant amount of beneﬁt introduced by such a low-cost tracing
method, future works should consider the role of pinna reﬂection
patterns in the HRTF selection for elevation localization tasks.
On multimodal experiments we discovered different integration Multimodal
Conclusions levels according to the speciﬁc required task.
In the ﬁrst experiment (reaching task) we observed a perfect multi-
modal integration since there is a combination of a global feedback
(audio) and of a local feedback (haptic). All subjects signiﬁcantly in-
crease their performance with both haptic and spatial audio with an
average of 27.5% proving that this combination is really effective for
these kind of tasks. Since the required devices for this application are
low-cost and since it is easy to create virtual maps (also extracting
them from existing CAD planimetries), real application as helpers for
blind people should be considered.
The second experiment (object reconstruction) does not seem in-
stead to receive a particular beneﬁt from the presence of audio and
additionally the TAMO device does not seem adapt for these tasks.
Further investigation must be performed on the available data, differ-
ent devices should be considered and additional experiments should
be conducted on larger tablet.
The third experiment (object displacement and size estimation) re-
ceives a signiﬁcant beneﬁt from the presence audio feedback: spatial
audio reduces the ﬁrst contact time, increase the localization perfor-
mances and 3D audio also decreases the number of size errors. This
system is therefore a good starting point to simplify the orientation in
complex virtual maps for blind people.
We would conclude this work providing some future developments. Future developments
9596 conclusions and future developments
One of the most relevant aspect of this work is the pinna extraction.
We saw that the position of the focus point signiﬁcantly inﬂuences
the computation of the f0 values. Our current solution locates the
focus point as a single position and it does not take into account a
rectangular area with the idea to repeat the calculation of f0 varying
the focus point position inside the rectangular region. A really similar
minimization problem has also be presented in [57]. For each position
we could calculate the mismatch with CIPIC subjects and then we
could select the subject that minimizes all the mismatches calculated
with the different focus point positions. Alternatively we can use
a reverse approach and extract contours form the CIPIC database,
starting from the f0 values. Then we can try to match the manually
traced pinna contours with those extracted from the HRTF. We can
also try to use the three different contours in a tuning process: one
contour could be used to select a subset of HRTF and the remaining
contours could be used to select smaller subsets starting from the ﬁrst
one. Contours have different weights and they could play different
roles in the selection. It should be also interesting to develop a tool
that automatically traces the contours from a pinna image. The entire
tracing systems currently works on a 2D image: a 3D representation
of the ear would open to new opportunities since the pinna does not
lean on a plane parallel to the median one. This is particular important
for subjects with protruding ears. Different input method for subjects
in the psychoacoustic experiment could also be considered e.g. a sort
of joystick or helm in order to insert azimuth and elevation values.
Finally the role of training session that we found in this psychoa-
coustic experiment should be further explored and understood. One
different but still interesting research area could be the adaptive HRTF
selection and the adaptive map exploration modality addressed using
machine learning: rather than using a priori rules to select HRTF we
can potentially exploit user’s results watching his or her behaviors in
the sensed context [29][ 48].
On multimodal experiments a pletora of possible developing paths
could be explored: different maps with a different number of ﬁgures,
different number of sound markers and obstacles to be avoided. In
general we can think about including high-level cognitive, problem-
solving tasks that are speciﬁc to the application domain [9] such as
the creation of a path from a starting point to an exit point. It could be
interesting to ask the subject to walk blindfolded in a real room after
an exploration session. There is also the possibility to constrain the
haptic exploration only on certain directions or areas [37], conﬁguring
the experiment as a navigation task. It should be also interesting to see
performance comparison in multimodal environments between blind
people and blindfolded. Additionally, the multimodal environment
could be tested with the TAMO device and a larger tablet area or
with a different haptic device such as the already mentioned Phan-
tom. However, before moving on these research aspects, the already
collected data must be further analyzed in order to better identify
possible future directions.7
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MULTIMODAL MAPS
In this appendix we report the maps explored during the multimodal
experiments with the exploration paths. Maps are divided by subjects.
For each subjects, the ﬁrst 3 ﬁgures shows the results of exp 0 with
the three conditions:
• Only TAMO
• Only Audio
• TAMO + Audio
The 4th ﬁgure contains the results of exp 1. The ﬁrst column refers to
the exploration without audio, while the second column refers to the
exploration with audio.
The last three ﬁgures of each subject refer to exp 2. The ﬁrst one
refers to the experiment with only the TAMO. The second one refers
to the experiment both TAMO and audio 2D, while the third one
refers to the experiment with both TAMO and audio 3D. The chosen
position for the cube is shown on white with the relative localization
error in pixel.
For all ﬁgures, titles allow to identify the particular trial performed.
They also reported the total execution time.
105106 multimodal maps
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SOURCE CODE OF PSYCHOACOUSTIC
Source codes presented in this appendix have been dramatically short-
ened in order to be placed here. These codes work just as a reference
and tutorial and it can not be used on real experiments. B.1 contains
an adapted version of the source code of experiment.m that manages
the psychoacoustic experiment while it is running. B.2 contains the
algorithm already explained as pseudo-code in 4.3.
b.1 experiment.m
Listing 2: Experiment source code
1 function varargout = experiment(varargin)
2 %E X P E R I M E N TM - f i l ef o re x p e r i m e n t . f i g
3 %E X P E R I M E N T ,b yi t s e l f ,c r e a t e san e wE X P E R I M E N To r
raises the existing
4 %s i n g l e t o n *.
5
6 gui_Singleton = 1;
7 gui_State = struct(’gui_Name’,m f i l e n a m e ,. . .
8 ’gui_Singleton’,g u i _Singleton, ...
9 ’gui_OpeningFcn’,
@experiment_OpeningFcn, ...
10 ’gui_OutputFcn’,
@experiment_OutputFcn, ...
11 ’gui_LayoutFcn’,[ ],. . .
12 ’gui_Callback’,[ ] ) ;
13 if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
14 gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
15 end
16
17 if nargout
18 [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State,
varargin{:});
19 else
20 gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
21 end
22 %E n di n i t i a l i z a t i o nc o d e-D ON O TE D I T
23
24
25 %- - -E x e c u t e sj u s tb e f o r ee x p e r i m e n ti sm a d ev i s i b l e .
26 function experiment_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles, varargin)
27
28 %E n a b l eP u r e D a t a( d e b u gp u r p r o s e )
29 experimentConfigHandler = getappdata(0,’
experimentConfigHandler’);
30 handles.pureData = getappdata(experimentConfigHandler,’
enablePureData’);
161162 source code of psychoacoustic
31
32 %T r i a l so r d e r
33 handles.trialsOrder = getappdata(experimentConfigHandler
,’trialsOrder’);
34
35 %P a r tv a l u e
36 handles.part = getappdata(experimentConfigHandler,’part’
);
37
38 %C h o o s ed e f a u l tc o m m a n dl i n eo u t p u tf o re x p e r i m e n t
39 handles.output = hObject;
40
41 %A z i m u t ha n g l e
42 handles.azimuthRadius = 0.3;
43
44 %U p d a t eh a n d l e ss t r u c t u r e
45 guidata(hObject, handles);
46
47 %I m p o r ts h a r e dd a t a( c u r r e n ts u b j e c tI D )
48 subjectsHandler = getappdata(0,’subjectsHandler’);
49 id = getappdata(subjectsHandler,’sharedID’);
50 repetitions = getappdata(subjectsHandler,’repetitions’);
51 handles.repetitions = repetitions;
52 pauseInterval = getappdata(subjectsHandler,’
pauseInterval’);
53 handles.pauseInterval = pauseInterval;
54
55 %L o a ds u b j e c tl i s ta n de x t r a c td a t a
56 subjectsStruct = load(’subjects’);
57 subjects = subjectsStruct.subjects;
58 handles.subjects = subjects;
59
60 if ( isempty(subjects(:,1)) ),
61 disp(’Database empty. Abort. ’);
62 close();
63 end
64
65 numOfRecords = length(subjects(:,1));
66 for i = 1:numOfRecords,
67 if ( subjects{i,6} == id )
68 lastName = subjects{i,1};
69 firstName = subjects{i,2};
70 gender = subjects{i,3};
71 age = subjects{i,4};
72 [~, earDataFile, ~] = fileparts(subjects{i,5});
73 earDataFile = [earDataFile ’.m a t’];
74 cd img;
75 earDataFile = load(earDataFile);
76 cd ..;
77 %disp(earDataFile);
78 break;
79 end
80 end
81
82 %E x t r a c ts t o r e dF 0v a l u ef r o me a rt r a c e .
83 F0 = earDataFile.F0;B.1 experiment.m 163
84 clear earDataFile.F0;
85 %disp(F0);
86
87 %L o a dd a t af r o mC I P I CD a t a b a s ea n dc a l c u l a t em i s m a t c h
values
88 handles.cipicIDs = listCipicIDs();
89 handles.numCipicSubjects = size(handles.cipicIDs,2);
90 numOfTests = 3;
91
92 sumMismatchCriteria_1=c a l c u l a t e W e i g h t e d M i s m a t c h ( i d ,F 0
,1 / 3 ,1 / 3 ,1 / 3 ,1 ) ;
93 sumMismatchCriteria_2=c a l c u l a t e W e i g h t e d M i s m a t c h ( i d ,F 0
,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ) ;
94
95 %B e f o r es o r t i n gw ec h o o s eK e m a r( C I P I CI D = 2 1 ,i d N u m=
12) as HRTF.
96 sumMismatch = [sumMismatchCriteria_1(12,1) 12];
97
98 sumMismatchCriteria_1=s o r t r o w s ( s u m M i s m a t c h C r i t e r i a _1);
99 sumMismatchCriteria_2=s o r t r o w s ( s u m M i s m a t c h C r i t e r i a _2);
100
101 %N o ww ec h o o s et h eb e s tm a t c hH R T Ff r o mb o t hc r i t e r i a ,
avoiding
102 %d u p l i c a t e s
103 for i=1:handles.numCipicSubjects
104 if ( ~ismember(sumMismatchCriteria_1(i,2), sumMismatch
))
105 sumMismatch = [sumMismatch; sumMismatchCriteria_1(i
,1) sumMismatchCriteria_1(i,2)];
106 break;
107 end
108 end
109
110 for i=1:handles.numCipicSubjects
111 if ( ~ismember(sumMismatchCriteria_2(i,2), sumMismatch
))
112 sumMismatch = [sumMismatch; sumMismatchCriteria_2(i
,1) sumMismatchCriteria_2(i,2)];
113 break;
114 end
115 end
116
117 %I M P O R T A N T :o ns u m M i s m a t c ht h ef i r s tl i n ei sK e m a r ,
second line about
118 %t h ef i r s tc r i t e r i aa n dt h et h i r dl i n ea b o u tt h es e c o n d
criteria.
119 disp(’Mismatch   IDNUM’ )
120 disp(sumMismatch);
121
122 %W ea d dan e wc o l u m n ,a sr e q u i r e df o rt h en e x ts t e p .
This column is
123 %u s e do no u t p u tr e s u l t si no r d e rt of i n do u tt h em a t c h
criteria used to
124 %s e l e c tap a r t i c u l a rH R T F .
125 newColumn = zeros(3,1);
126 newColumn(:,1) = 1:3;164 source code of psychoacoustic
127 sumMismatch = [sumMismatch newColumn];
128
129 idStr = handles.cipicIDs(sumMismatch(1:numOfTests,2)); %
convert idNum to CIPIC IDs
130 handles.idHrtfCIPIC = zeros(0);
131 for i = 1:numOfTests
132 handles.idHrtfCIPIC(end+1) = str2num(idStr{i});
133 end
134 handles.idHrtfCIPICMatching = (sumMismatch(1:numOfTests
,3))’;
135 disp(handles.idHrtfCIPIC);
136 handles.toBeLoadedCipicIDs = handles.idHrtfCIPIC;
137
138
139 %P r e p a r e a r r a y sw i t he x p e r i m e n td a t a, c a l c u l a t e t e s t
number and random
140 %s h u f f l e t e s t o r d e r .
141
142 choosenIDs = handles.idHrtfCIPIC;
143 choosenIDsMatching = handles.idHrtfCIPICMatching;
144 load( ’positions.mat’);
145 [numPositions, ~] = size(positions);
146
147 %S o r t t h e t r i a l s a c c o r d i n gt o t h er e q u i r e do r d e r .
148 %S t i m u l o u s a r e d i v i d e d i n t o b l o c k s. E a c hb l o c k i s
created using
149 % 1 HRTF and a l l positions . Each block i s repeated 2
times.
150 %C a l l i n gb l o c kw i t hc a p i t a l l e t t e r s, p o s s i b l e o r d e r s
are:
151 %
152 %L a t i ns q u a r e1:A B C B C A
153 %L a t i ns q u a r e2:B C A C A B
154 %L a t i ns q u a r e3:C A B A B C
155 %T o t a l l yr a n d o m :n ob l o c k s .
156 %
157 %T h et w os a m e l e t t e r s o n t h es a m er o wh a v ea d i f f e r e n t
position permutation.
158 %I n t h ef o l l o w i n g l i n e s,Ai s t h e f i r s t r o wo f t h e
matrix, B the
159 %s e c o n da n ds oo n...
160
161 handles.numOfTests = 3 * numPositions * 2;
162 blockSize = numPositions;
163 block_A_idHrtfCIPIC = zeros(1,b l o c k S i z e )+c h o o s e n I D s
(1);
164 block_A_idHrtfCIPICMatching = zeros(1,b l o c k S i z e )+
choosenIDsMatching(1);
165 block_A_thetaHrtfCIPIC = positions(: ,1)’ ;
166 block_A_phiHrtfCIPIC = positions(:,2)’;
167 block_B_idHrtfCIPIC = zeros(1,b l o c k S i z e )+c h o o s e n I D s
(2);
168 block_B_idHrtfCIPICMatching = zeros(1,b l o c k S i z e )+
choosenIDsMatching(2);
169 block_B_thetaHrtfCIPIC = positions(: ,1)’ ;
170 block_B_phiHrtfCIPIC = positions(:,2)’;B.1 experiment.m 165
171 block_C_idHrtfCIPIC = zeros(1,b l o c k S i z e )+c h o o s e n I D s
(3);
172 block_C_idHrtfCIPICMatching = zeros(1,b l o c k S i z e )+
choosenIDsMatching(3);
173 block_C_thetaHrtfCIPIC = positions(: ,1)’ ;
174 block_C_phiHrtfCIPIC = positions(:,2)’;
175 permutations_1 =r a n d p e r m ( b l o c k S i z e ) ;
176 permutations_2 =r a n d p e r m ( b l o c k S i z e ) ;
177 permutations_3 =r a n d p e r m ( b l o c k S i z e ) ;
178 permutations_4 =r a n d p e r m ( b l o c k S i z e ) ;
179 permutations_5 =r a n d p e r m ( b l o c k S i z e ) ;
180 permutations_6 =r a n d p e r m ( b l o c k S i z e ) ;
181
182 if ( strcmpi(handles.trialsOrder, ’latinSquare1’) )
183 handles.idHrtfCIPIC = [block_A_idHrtfCIPIC(
permutations_1)b l o c k _ B _ i d H r t f C I P I C ( p e r m u t a t i o n s _ 2
)b l o c k _ C _ i d H r t f C I P I C ( p e r m u t a t i o n s _ 3). . .
184 block_B_idHrtfCIPIC(permutations_4)
block_C_idHrtfCIPIC(permutations_5)
block_A_idHrtfCIPIC(permutations_6)];
185 handles.idHrtfCIPICMatching = [
block_A_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_1)
block_B_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_2)
block_C_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_3). . .
186 block_B_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_4)
block_C_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_5)
block_A_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_6)];
187 handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC = [block_A_thetaHrtfCIPIC(
permutations_1)b l o c k _ B _ t h e t a H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_2)b l o c k _ C _ t h e t a H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_3). . .
188 block_B_thetaHrtfCIPIC(permutations_4)
block_C_thetaHrtfCIPIC(permutations_5)
block_A_thetaHrtfCIPIC(permutations_6)];
189 handles.phiHrtfCIPIC = [block_A_phiHrtfCIPIC(
permutations_1)b l o c k _ B _ p h i H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_2)b l o c k _ C _ p h i H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_3). . .
190 block_B_phiHrtfCIPIC(permutations_4)
block_C_phiHrtfCIPIC(permutations_5)
block_A_phiHrtfCIPIC(permutations_6)];
191 elseif ( strcmpi(handles.trialsOrder, ’latinSquare2’) )
192 handles.idHrtfCIPIC = [block_B_idHrtfCIPIC(
permutations_1)b l o c k _ C _ i d H r t f C I P I C ( p e r m u t a t i o n s _ 2
)b l o c k _ A _ i d H r t f C I P I C ( p e r m u t a t i o n s _ 3). . .
193 block_C_idHrtfCIPIC(permutations_4)
block_A_idHrtfCIPIC(permutations_5)
block_B_idHrtfCIPIC(permutations_6)];
194 handles.idHrtfCIPICMatching = [
block_B_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_1)
block_C_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_2)
block_A_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_3). . .
195 block_C_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_4)
block_A_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_5)
block_B_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_6)];166 source code of psychoacoustic
196 handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC = [block_B_thetaHrtfCIPIC(
permutations_1)b l o c k _ C _ t h e t a H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_2)b l o c k _ A _ t h e t a H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_3). . .
197 block_C_thetaHrtfCIPIC(permutations_4)
block_A_thetaHrtfCIPIC(permutations_5)
block_B_thetaHrtfCIPIC(permutations_6)];
198 handles.phiHrtfCIPIC = [block_B_phiHrtfCIPIC(
permutations_1)b l o c k _ C _ p h i H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_2)b l o c k _ A _ p h i H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_3). . .
199 block_C_phiHrtfCIPIC(permutations_4)
block_A_phiHrtfCIPIC(permutations_5)
block_B_phiHrtfCIPIC(permutations_6)];
200 elseif ( strcmpi(handles.trialsOrder, ’latinSquare3’) )
201 handles.idHrtfCIPIC = [block_C_idHrtfCIPIC(
permutations_1)b l o c k _ A _ i d H r t f C I P I C ( p e r m u t a t i o n s _ 2
)b l o c k _ B _ i d H r t f C I P I C ( p e r m u t a t i o n s _ 3). . .
202 block_A_idHrtfCIPIC(permutations_4)
block_B_idHrtfCIPIC(permutations_5)
block_C_idHrtfCIPIC(permutations_6)];
203 handles.idHrtfCIPICMatching = [
block_C_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_1)
block_A_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_2)
block_B_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_3). . .
204 block_A_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_4)
block_B_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_5)
block_C_idHrtfCIPICMatching(permutations_6)];
205 handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC = [block_C_thetaHrtfCIPIC(
permutations_1)b l o c k _ A _ t h e t a H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_2)b l o c k _ B _ t h e t a H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_3). . .
206 block_A_thetaHrtfCIPIC(permutations_4)
block_B_thetaHrtfCIPIC(permutations_5)
block_C_thetaHrtfCIPIC(permutations_6)];
207 handles.phiHrtfCIPIC = [block_C_phiHrtfCIPIC(
permutations_1)b l o c k _ A _ p h i H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_2)b l o c k _ B _ p h i H r t f C I P I C (
permutations_3). . .
208 block_A_phiHrtfCIPIC(permutations_4)
block_B_phiHrtfCIPIC(permutations_5)
block_C_phiHrtfCIPIC(permutations_6)];
209 elseif ( strcmpi(handles.trialsOrder, ’randomOrder’) )
210 handles.numOfTests = length(choosenIDs) * numPositions
* repetitions;
211 handles.idHrtfCIPIC = zeros(1,h a n d l e s . n u m O f T e s t s ) ;
212 handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC = zeros(1,h a n d l e s . n u m O f T e s t s ) ;
213 handles.phiHrtfCIPIC = zeros(1,h a n d l e s . n u m O f T e s t s ) ;
214 handles.idHrtfCIPICmatching = zeros(1,h a n d l e s .
numOfTests) ;
215 pos = 1;
216 for i = 1:length(choosenIDs)
217 for j = 1:numPositions
218 for k = 1:repetitions
219 handles.idHrtfCIPIC(pos) = choosenIDs(i) ;B.1 experiment.m 167
220 handles.idHrtfCIPICMatching(pos) =
choosenIDsMatching( i ) ;
221 handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC(pos) = positions(j , 1);
222 handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(pos) = positions(j , 2);
223 pos = pos + 1;
224 end
225 end
226 end
227
228 randomOrder = randperm(handles.numOfTests) ;
229 handles.idHrtfCIPIC = handles.idHrtfCIPIC(randomOrder)
;
230 handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC = handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC(
randomOrder) ;
231 handles.phiHrtfCIPIC = handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(
randomOrder) ;
232 handles.idHrtfCIPICMatching = handles.
idHrtfCIPICMatching(randomOrder) ;
233 end
234
235 finalMatrix = [handles.idHrtfCIPIC; handles.
idHrtfCIPICMatching; handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC; handles
.phiHrtfCIPIC];
236
237 %S e t d e f a u l tv a l u e s
238 handles.currentTest = 0;
239 handles.id = id;
240 handles.chosenExternalization = 0;
241 handles.chosenElevation = 0;
242 handles.chosenConfidence = 0;
243 handles.alreadyChosenAzimuth = 0;
244 %H R T F i d , H R T F m a t c h i n g , t h e t a C h o s e n, t h e t a R e a l,
PhiChosen, PhiReal, ext , dist , conf, delay
245 handles.experimentResults = cell(handles.numOfTests, 10)
;
246
247 %D i s p l a y s u b j e c t i n f o
248 handles.subjectData = [lastName ’ ’ firstName ’ ’ gender
’’a g e] ;
249 set(handles.subjectDataText, ’String’, h a n d l e s.
subjectData);
250 set(handles.currentTestText, ’String’, [int2str(handles.
currentTest) ...
251 ’ of ’i n t 2str(handles.numOfTests)]);
252
253 %D r a wo n a x e s
254 axes(handles.azimuthAxes);
255 img = imread( ’img/head_from_top.png’);
256 imagesc([0 , 1], [0, 1], flipdim(i m g,1));
257 set(gca, ’YDir’,’ normal’);
258 rectHandle = rectangle( ’Position’,[0.2 ,0.2 ,handles.
azimuthRadius*2,. . .
259 handles.azimuthRadius*2],’Curvature’
,[1 ,1], ’LineWidth’, 20);
260 set(rectHandle, ’edgecolor’, [0.9 , 0.9, 0.9]);
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262 axes(handles.elevationAxes);
263 rectElevCenterHandle = rectangle( ’Position’
,[ 0.3, 0.3,0.6,0.6],’Curvature’,[1 ,1], ’LineWidth’,
2);
264 set(rectElevCenterHandle, ’edgecolor’, [0, 0, 0]);
265 rectElevHandle = rectangle( ’Position’,[ 1, 1,2,2],’
Curvature’,[1 ,1], ’LineWidth’, 20);
266 set(rectElevHandle, ’edgecolor’, [0.9 , 0.9, 0.9]);
267 axis equal;
268 xlim([01 .5]);
269 ylim([ 1.51 .5]);
270 hold on;
271 global elevationPointH;
272 elevationPointH = plot(1,0,’*’, ’ MarkerSize’, 10);
273 set(gca, ’xtick’, [ ],’ ytick’, [ ] );
274
275 handles.hObject = hObject;
276 guidata(hObject, handles);
277 addlistener(handles.elevationSlider, ’Value’,’ PostSet’,
...
278 @(varargin) elevationMoveCallback(varargin{ : } , handles) )
;
279
280 %S t a r tP u r eD a t aa n dn e t w o r ks o c k e t
281 if ( handles.pureData )
282 startPD;
283 addpath( ’../mex’);
284 pnet( ’closeall’);
285 handles.socket = pnet( ’udpsocket’, 3455);
286 pnet(handles.socket, ’udpconnect’, ’ 127.0.0.1’, 3456);
287
288 %L o a dH R T F
289 waitBarHandler = waitbar(0/100,’Loading. Wait until
you hear 3 impulse trains, ...
290 even if the loading process is completed.’,’
CreateCancelBtn’, ...
291 ’setappdata(gcbf,’’canceling’’,1)’);
292 set(waitBarHandler, ’Name’,’ Loading HRTF’);
293 setappdata(waitBarHandler, ’canceling’,0)
294 handles.waitBarHandler = waitBarHandler;
295 guidata(hObject, handles);
296 pause on;
297 set(hObject, ’Visible’, ’ on’);
298 set(waitBarHandler, ’Visible’, ’ on’);
299 counter = 1;
300 % 20st os t a r tP D a n d20st ol o a de a c h H R T F( t o t a l
time = 80s)
301 for i = 1:800 %L o a d i n gt i m ea m o u n t
302 pause(0.1);
303 if getappdata(waitBarHandler, ’canceling’)
304 break;
305 end;
306 set(waitBarHandler, ’Visible’, ’ on’);
307 if ( i == 200 || i == 400 || i == 600)
308 if ( handles.pureData )
309 %disp(handles.toBeLoadedCipicIDs(counter)) ;B.1 experiment.m 169
310 pd_packet = [single(handles.toBeLoadedCipicIDs(
counter)) single(0)s i n g l e ( 0)];
311 [~, datastring]=cstruct(pd_packet);
312 [~, zerostring]=cstruct(single(0));
313 %O S Cc o d i n g
314 string=char([ ’/pd_packet’z e r o s t r i n g ( 1:2)’ ,
fffffffff’z e r o s t r i n g ( 1:2)d a t a s t r i n g ] ) ;
315 pnet(handles.socket, ’write’, string);
316 pnet(handles.socket, ’writepacket’);
317 counter = counter + 1;
318 end
319 end;
320 waitBarHandler = waitbar(i/800, waitBarHandler) ;
321 end;
322 end;
323 pause(0.5);
324
325
326 set(handles.listenButton, ’Enable’,’ on’);
327 set(hObject, ’Visible’, ’ on’);
328
329 %D e b u gp u r p o s e
330 assignin(’base’,’ handlesExperiment’,h a n d l e s);
331
332 if ( handles.pureData )
333 delete(waitBarHandler) ;
334 end;
335 guidata(hObject, handles);
336
337 varargout{1}=h a n d l e s . o u t p u t ;
338
339 %    Executes during object creation , after setting all
properties.
340 function subjectDataText_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
341 if ispc & & isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), get
(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
342 set(hObject, ’BackgroundColor’,’ white’);
343 end
344
345 %    Executes during object creation , after setting all
properties.
346 function statusText_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
347 if ispc & & isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), get
(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
348 set(hObject, ’BackgroundColor’,’ white’);
349 end
350
351 %    Executes on button press in listenButton.
352 function listenButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
353 if ( handles.currentTest == 0 )
354 if ( strcmpi(handles.trialsOrder, ’latinSquare1’) | |
strcmpi(handles.trialsOrder , ’latinSquare2’) | |
strcmpi(handles.trialsOrder , ’latinSquare3’) )170 source code of psychoacoustic
355 if (handles.repetitions == 1 && handles . p a r t == 1)%
First half of the experiment
356 handles.numOfTests = handles.numOfTests / 2;
357 end
358 if (handles.repetitions == 1 && handles . p a r t == 2)%
Second half of the experiment
359 handles.currentTest = handles.numOfTests / 2;
360 handles.numOfTests = handles.numOfTests;
361 end
362 end
363 disp(handles.currentTest);
364 disp(handles.numOfTests);
365 end
366
367 if ( (handles.part == 1 && handles . c u r r e n t T e s t ~= 0)| |
(handles.part == 2 && handles . c u r r e n t T e s t ~=
handles.numOfTests / 2))
368 handles.endTime = round(etime(clock,handles.startTime)
* 1000);
369 %disp ( handles . chosenAzimuth ) ;
370 %disp ( handles . chosenElevation ) ;
371 %disp ( handles . chosenExternalization ) ;
372 %disp ( handles . chosenDistance ) ;
373 %disp ( handles . chosenConfidence ) ;
374 %disp ( handles . endTime) ;
375
376 %W en e e d to convert a z i m u t h  elevation in order to
match the format:
377 %a z i m u t h= [01 8 0 ]o nt h el e f ta n da z i m u t h=[ 01 8 0 ]
on the right
378 %e l e v a t i o n=[  90 90]
379 currAzimuth = handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC(handles.
currentTest);
380 currElevation = handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(handles.
currentTest);
381 if ( (currElevation > 90)| |( c u r r E l e v a t i o n< 90))%
change elevation
382 if ( (currElevation > 90 && c u r r E l e v a t i o n < 270))
383 handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) = 180  
handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) ;
384 end
385 if ( (currElevation <  90 && c u r r E l e v a t i o n >  270))
386 handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) =  (180
+h a n d l e s . p h i H r t f C I P I C ( h a n d l e s . c u r r e n t T e s t ) ) ;
387 end
388 if ( (currElevation <  270 ))
389 handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) = 360  
handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) ;
390 end
391 if ( (currElevation > 270 ))
392 handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) =
handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest)  
360;
393 end
394 endB.1 experiment.m 171
395 if ( (currElevation > 90 && c u r r E l e v a t i o n < 270)| |(
currElevation <  90 && c u r r E l e v a t i o n >  270))%
change azimuth
396 if ( currAzimuth >= 0 )
397 handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) =
handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest)  
180;
398 end
399 if ( currAzimuth < 0 )
400 handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) =
handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) +
180;
401 end
402 end
403
404 handles.experimentResults{handles.currentTest , 1}=
handles.idHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) ;
405 handles.experimentResults{handles.currentTest , 2}=
handles.idHrtfCIPICMatching(handles.currentTest) ;
406 handles.experimentResults{handles.currentTest , 3}=
handles.chosenAzimuth;
407 handles.experimentResults{handles.currentTest , 4}=
handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) ;
408 handles.experimentResults{handles.currentTest , 5}=
handles.chosenElevation;
409 handles.experimentResults{handles.currentTest , 6}=
handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(handles.currentTest) ;
410 handles.experimentResults{handles.currentTest , 7}=
handles.chosenExternalization;
411 handles.experimentResults{handles.currentTest , 8}=
handles.chosenDistance;
412 handles.experimentResults{handles.currentTest , 9}=
handles.chosenConfidence;
413 handles.experimentResults{handles.currentTest , 10}=
handles.endTime;
414 end
415
416 handles.currentTest = handles.currentTest + 1;
417 set(handles.currentTestText, ’String’, [int2str(handles.
currentTest) ’ of ’i n t 2str(handles.numOfTests)]);
418 guidata(hObject, handles);
419
420 if ( handles.currentTest > handles.numOfTests )
421 cd results ;
422 results = handles.experimentResults;
423 save([int2str(handles.id) ’.mat’],’results’);
424 save([int2str(handles.id) ’_part’n u m 2str(handles.part
)’ .mat’],’results’);
425 cd . . ;
426 uiwait(msgbox( ’Experiment completed and saved.’, ...
427 ’Completed’,’ none’));
428 guidata(hObject, handles);
429 close();
430 return;
431 end
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433 global elevationPointH;
434 %R e s e tG U If o r n e x t t e s t
435 if ( (handles.part == 1 && handles . c u r r e n t T e s t 1 ~= 0)
||
436 (handles.part == 2 && handles . c u r r e n t T e s t 1 ~=
handles.numOfTests / 2))
437 set(handles.externalizationButtonGroup, ’SelectedObject
’, [ ] );
438 set(handles.listenButton, ’Enable’,’ off’);
439 set(handles.elevationSlider, ’Enable’,’ off’);
440 set(handles.externalizationOneRadioButton, ’Enable’,’
off’);
441 set(handles.externalizationTwoRadioButton, ’Enable’,’
off’);
442 handles.chosenElevation = 0;
443 handles.chosenExternalization = 0;
444 handles.chosenConfidence = 5;
445 handles.alreadyChosenAzimuth = 0;
446 delete(handles.azimuthPlotHandler);
447 else
448 set(handles.externalizationButtonGroup, ’SelectedObject
’, [ ] );
449 set(handles.listenButton, ’Enable’,’ off’);
450 handles.chosenExternalization = 0;
451 handles.chosenConfidence = 5;
452 end
453
454 %P a u s ea n ds a v i n g p a r t i a l r e s u l t s
455 if ( handles.currentTest 1 ~= 0 && mod( handles .
currentTest 1,h a n d l e s . p a u s e I n t e r v a l )= =0 )
456 if ( (handles.part == 1)| |
457 (handles.part == 2 && handles . c u r r e n t T e s t 1 ~=
handles.numOfTests / 2 ))
458 cd results ;
459 results = handles.experimentResults;
460 save([int2str(handles.id) ’_autosave.mat’],’results’
);
461 cd . . ;
462 countdownFig = countdown(0, 180);
463 uiwait(countdownFig);
464 box = msgbox( ’Click ok when ready: the next trial
will start.’, ...
465 ’Break finished!’,’ help’);
466 uiwait(box);
467 end
468 end
469
470 handles.startTime = clock;
471
472 set(handles.listenButton, ’Enable’,’ off’);
473 set(handles.continueButton, ’Enable’,’ off’);
474
475 pause(0.5);
476 if ( handles.pureData )
477 pd_packet = [single(handles.idHrtfCIPIC(handles.
currentTest)) single(handles.thetaHrtfCIPIC(B.1 experiment.m 173
handles.currentTest)) single(handles.phiHrtfCIPIC(
handles.currentTest)) ];
478 [~, datastring]=cstruct(pd_packet);
479 [~, zerostring]=cstruct(single(0));
480 %O S Cc o d i n g
481 string=char([ ’/pd_packet’z e r o s t r i n g ( 1:2)’ ,fffffffff’
zerostring(1:2)d a t a s t r i n g ] ) ;
482 pnet(handles.socket, ’write’, string);
483 pnet(handles.socket, ’writepacket’);
484 end;
485
486 set(handles.statusText, ’String’,’ Playing sound...’);
487 pause(2);
488
489 set(handles.statusText, ’String’,’ Please choose sound
elevation.’);
490 set(handles.elevationSlider, ’Value’, 0);
491 set(handles.elevationSlider, ’Enable’,’ on’);
492
493 guidata(hObject, handles);
494
495 %D e b u gp u r p o s e
496 assignin(’base’,’ handlesExperiment’,h a n d l e s);
497
498
499 %    Executes on button press in continueButton.
500 function continueButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
501 guidata(hObject, handles);
502
503 %    Executes when selected object is changed in
externalizationButtonGroup.
504 function externalizationButtonGroup_SelectionChangeFcn(
hObject, eventdata, handles)
505 switch get(get(handles.externalizationButtonGroup, ’
SelectedObject’),’Tag’)
506 case ’externalizationOneRadioButton’, res = 1;
507 case ’externalizationTwoRadioButton’, res = 2;
508 case ’externalizationThreeRadioButton’, res = 3;
509 case ’externalizationFourRadioButton’, res = 4;
510 case ’externalizationFiveRadioButton’, res = 5;
511 end
512 handles.chosenExternalization = res;
513 guidata(hObject, handles);
514 if ( handles.chosenExternalization ~= 0 && handles .
chosenConfidence ~= 0 )
515 set(handles.listenButton, ’Enable’,’ on’);
516 end
517
518
519
520 %    Executes when selected object is changed in
confidenceButtonGroup.
521 function confidenceButtonGroup_SelectionChangeFcn(
hObject, eventdata, handles)174 source code of psychoacoustic
522 switch get(get(handles.confidenceButtonGroup, ’
SelectedObject’),’Tag’)
523 case ’confidenceOneRadioButton’, res = 1;
524 case ’confidenceTwoRadioButton’, res = 2;
525 case ’confidenceThreeRadioButton’, res = 3;
526 case ’confidenceFourRadioButton’, res = 4;
527 case ’confidenceFiveRadioButton’, res = 5;
528 end
529 handles.chosenConfidence = res;
530 guidata(hObject, handles);
531 if ( handles.chosenExternalization ~= 0 && handles .
chosenConfidence ~= 0 )
532 set(handles.listenButton, ’Enable’,’ on’);
533 end
534
535
536 %    Executes during object creation , after setting all
properties.
537 function currentTestText_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
538 if ispc & & isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), get
(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
539 set(hObject, ’BackgroundColor’,’ white’);
540 end
541
542
543 %    Executes when user attempts to close figure1.
544 function figure1_CloseRequestFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
545 if ( handles.currentTest > 1 && handles . c u r r e n t T e s t <=
handles.numOfTests )
546 choice = questdlg( ’Save partial results?’, ...
547 ’Save experiment’, ...
548 ’Yes’, ’ No’, ’ Cancel’, ’ Cancel’);
549 switch choice
550 case ’Yes’
551 cd results ;
552 results = handles.experimentResults;
553 save([int2str(handles.id) ’.mat’],’results’);
554 cd . . ;
555 case ’No’
556
557 case ’Cancel’
558 return;
559 end
560 end
561
562 %C l o s eP u r eD a t a
563 if ( handles.pureData )
564 [~,~] = dos(’taskkill /F /im pd.exe’);
565 end;
566
567 delete(hObject);
568
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570 %R e t u r n t h e a n g l e ( i n d e g r e e s ) b e t w e e np 1,p 2,p 3,
where p1 is the vertex.
571 function output = getAngle(x1,y1,x 2,y2,x 3,y3)
572 temp = atan2(a b s ( ( x 2 x1)*(y3 y1) (y2 y1)*(x3 x1)),
573 (x2 x1)*(x3 x1)+(y2 y1)*(y3 y1)) ;
574 output = radtodeg(temp) ;
575
576
577
578 %    Executes during object creation , after setting all
properties.
579 function currentQuestionText_CreateFcn(hObject,
eventdata, handles)
580 if ispc & & isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), get
(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
581 set(hObject, ’BackgroundColor’,’ white’);
582 end
583
584 %    Executes on mouse press over figure background.
585 function figure1_ButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
586 clickType = get(handles.figure1 ,’ SelectionType’);
587 if strcmp(clickType, ’alt’)
588 if ( strcmpi(get(handles.listenButton,’Enable’), ’on’)
)
589 listenButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
590 end
591 end
592
593
594 %    Executes on slider movement.
595 function elevationSlider_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
596 guidata(hObject, handles);
597 if ( handles.alreadyChosenAzimuth == 0 )
598 chooseAzimuthOnPlot(hObject, eventdata, handles)
599 end
600
601
602 %    Executes during object creation , after setting all
properties.
603 function elevationSlider_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
604 if isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), get(0,’
defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
605 set(hObject, ’BackgroundColor’,[.9 .9 .9]);
606 end
607
608 function elevationMoveCallback(varargin)
609 global elevationPointH;
610 if ( exist(’elevationPointH’) )
611 if ( ishandle(elevationPointH) )
612 delete(elevationPointH);
613 end
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615 chosenElevation = get(varargin{end}.elevationSlider , ’
Value’);
616 chosenElevation = asin(chosenElevation/90)/(pi/2)*90;
617 xElevation = cosd(chosenElevation);
618 yElevation = sind(chosenElevation);
619 elevationPointH = plot(varargin{end}.elevationAxes,
xElevation, yElevation, ’*’, ’ MarkerSize’, 10);
620
621 function chooseAzimuthOnPlot(hObject, eventdata, handles
)
622 set(handles.elevationSlider, ’Enable’,’ off’);
623 set(handles.statusText, ’String’,’ Please choose sound
source position.’);
624 alreadyChosenAzimuth = false ;
625
626 while ( true )
627 try
628 [xChosen,yChosen] = ginput(1);
629 catch M E
630 return
631 end
632
633 if ( xChosen < 0 || xChosen > 1 || yChosen < 0 ||
yChosen > 1 )
634 uiwait(msgbox( ’Please choose a point inside the
image.’, ’ Error’,’ warn’));
635 continue;
636 end
637
638 dist = pdist([xChosen yChosen; 0.50 .5]);
639 if ( dist > 0.5 || dist < 0.2 )
640 uiwait(msgbox( ’Please choose a point near the circle
.’, ’ Error’,’ warn’));
641 continue;
642 end
643
644 if ( gca == handles.azimuthAxes )
645 xAzimuthChosen = xChosen;
646 yAzimuthChosen = yChosen;
647 hold on;
648 if ( alreadyChosenAzimuth == true )
649 azimuthPlotHandler = plot(xAzimuthChosen,
yAzimuthChosen, ’*’);
650 else
651 azimuthPlotHandler = plot(xAzimuthChosen,
yAzimuthChosen, ’*’);
652 alreadyChosenAzimuth = true;
653 end
654 end
655 if ( alreadyChosenAzimuth )
656 break;
657 end
658 end
659
660 handles.chosenAzimuth = getAngle(0.5 , 0.5, 0.5, 1,
xAzimuthChosen, yAzimuthChosen) ;B.1 experiment.m 177
661 if ( xAzimuthChosen < 0.5 )
662 handles.chosenAzimuth =  handles.chosenAzimuth;
663 end
664
665 handles.chosenDistance = pdist([xAzimuthChosen
yAzimuthChosen; 0.50 .5]);
666 handles.azimuthPlotHandler = azimuthPlotHandler;
667 handles.alreadyChosenAzimuth = alreadyChosenAzimuth;
668
669 guidata(hObject, handles);
670
671 %D e b u gp u r p o s e
672 assignin(’base’,’ handlesExperiment’,h a n d l e s);
673
674 set(handles.externalizationOneRadioButton, ’Enable’,’ on’)
;
675 set(handles.externalizationTwoRadioButton, ’Enable’,’ on’)
;
676 set(handles.elevationSlider, ’Enable’,’ on’);
677 %s e t ( h a n d l e s . l i s t e n B u t t o n,’ Enable’,’ on’); will be
triggered by
678 %e x t e r n a l i z a t i o na n dc o n f i d e n c ec a l l b a c k s .178 source code of psychoacoustic
b.2 calculatedweightedmismatch.m
Listing 3: Calculated Weighted Mismatch source code
1 function [ sumMismatch ] = calculateWeightedMismatch(
subject, F0, weightOne, weightTwo, weightThree,
printOutput )
2 %CALCULATEWEIGHTEDMISMATCH Calculates the mismatch
between a given F0 and
3 %all NotchFreq stored in the CIPIC database.
4 %t h e w e i g h t v a l u e s r e f e r t o c o n t o u r 1 ( t h e m o s t
external), contour 2
5 %( i n t h e m i d d l e ) a n d c o n t o u r 3 ( t h e m o s t i n t e r n a l ) .
They must be
6 %i n s e r t e d a s p e r c e n t v a l u e s e x p r e s s e d i n t h e i n t e r v a l
[0, 1].
7 %T h e y s h o u l d s u m a t 1 .
8 %
9 %Y o u c a n u s e t h e p r i n t O u t p u t v a r i a b l e i n o r d e r t o
print the calculated
10 %m i s m a t c h v a l u e s o n t h e M a t l a b C o m m a n d W i n d o w s .
11
12 %L o a dd a t af r o mC I P I CD a t a b a s ea n dc a l c u l a t em i s m a t c h
values for each
13 %c o n t o u r
14 handles.cipicIDs = listCipicIDs();
15 handles.numCipicSubjects = size(handles.cipicIDs,2);
16
17 mismatch = zeros(handles.numCipicSubjects,3);
18 for idNum = 1:handles.numCipicSubjects
19 cd cipic;
20 load([’tracks’ handles.cipicIDs{idNum} ’.m a t’], ’
NotchFreq’);
21 cd ..;
22 for contour = 1:3
23 %S o m ec i p i cs u b j e c td on o th a v eo n e( o rm o r e
contours). We must
24 %c h e c kf o rt h i sa n ds k i pt h e m .
25 emptyContour = true;
26 for phi = 1:17
27 if ( NotchFreq(contour,phi) ~= 0 )
28 emptyContour = false;
29 break;
30 end
31 end
32 if ( emptyContour )
33 mismatch(idNum, contour) = -1;
34 continue;
35 end
36 weight = 0;
37 for phi = 1:17
38 if ( NotchFreq(contour,phi) ~= 0 && F0(contour,phi)
~= 0 )
39 mismatch(idNum, contour) = mismatch(idNum, contour
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40 abs(NotchFreq(contour,phi) - F0(contour,phi))/
NotchFreq(contour,phi);
41 weight = weight + 1;
42 end
43 end
44 mismatch(idNum, contour) = mismatch(idNum, contour)
/w e i g h t ;
45 end
46 end
47
48 if ( printOutput )
49 disp(mismatch);
50 end;
51
52 %C a l c u l a t et h eg l o b a lm i s m a t c hu s i n ga l la v a i a b l e
contours according
53 %t ot h ec h o s e nw e i g h t .
54
55 weights = [0 0 0];
56 sumMismatch = zeros(handles.numCipicSubjects,2);
57 sumMismatch(:,2) = 1:handles.numCipicSubjects;
58 for idNum = 1:handles.numCipicSubjects
59 %F i r s to fa l l ,w ec a l c u l a t et h en u m b e ro fa v a i a b l e
mismatches
60 %c o n t o u r s .W ea l s or e m o v et h ec o n t o u r sw i t hr e q u i r e d
weight of
61 %z e r o .
62 if (weightOne == 0)
63 mismatch(idNum, 1) = -1;
64 end
65 if (weightTwo == 0)
66 mismatch(idNum, 2) = -1;
67 end
68 if (weightThree == 0)
69 mismatch(idNum, 3) = -1;
70 end
71 avaiableContours = [];
72 for contour = 1:3
73 if ( mismatch(idNum, contour) ~= -1 )
74 avaiableContours = [avaiableContours contour];
75 end
76 end
77 %I ft h e r ei so n l yo n ec o n t o u r ,i tg e ta l lt h ew e i g h t
78 if ( length(avaiableContours) == 1 )
79 weights = [0 0 0];
80 weights(avaiableContours(1)) = 1;
81 end
82 %I ft h e r ea r et w oc o n t o u r s ,t h e yg e th a l ft h ew e i g h t
of the other
83 %o n e( w ed on o tc a r ei ft h eo t h e ro n ei sz e r o ) .
84 if ( length(avaiableContours) == 2 )
85 if ( ismember(1,avaiableContours) && ismember(2,
avaiableContours) )
86 localWeightOne = weightOne+weightThree/2;
87 localWeightTwo = weightTwo+weightThree/2;
88 localWeightThree = 0;180 source code of psychoacoustic
89 end
90 if ( ismember(1,avaiableContours) && ismember(3,
avaiableContours) )
91 localWeightOne = weightOne+weightTwo/2;
92 localWeightThree = weightThree+weightTwo/2;
93 localWeightTwo = 0;
94 end
95 if ( ismember(2,avaiableContours) && ismember(3,
avaiableContours) )
96 localWeightTwo = weightTwo+weightOne/2;
97 localWeightThree = weightThree+weightOne/2;
98 localWeightOne = 0;
99 end
100 weights = [localWeightOne localWeightTwo
localWeightThree];
101 end
102 %I ft h e r ea r et h r e ec o n t o u r s ,j u s tu s et h e m !
103 if ( length(avaiableContours) == 3 )
104 weights = [weightOne weightTwo weightThree];
105 end
106
107 %N o ww ec a nc a l c u l a t et h ew e i g h t e dm e a n
108 sumMismatch(idNum, 1) = mismatch(idNum, 1)*weights(1)
+m i s m a t c h ( i d N u m ,2 ) *weights(2) + mismatch(idNum,
3)*weights(3);
109
110 %I fs u m M i s m a t c hi se m p t y( - 1 ) ,d i s c a r dt h ev a l u e .
111 if( sumMismatch(idNum, 1) == -1 )
112 sumMismatch(idNum, 1) = 99;
113 end
114 end
115
116 %I fr e q u i r e d ,w ec a na l s op r i n ts u m M i s m a t c h .
117 %H e r ew ea r ep r i n t i n gi d N u m ,n o tc i p i d I D s ,s o :
118 %
119 %I Dn u m|C I P I CI D
120 %1- >0 0 3
121 %2- >0 0 8
122 %3- >0 0 9
123 %4- >0 1 0
124 %5- >0 1 1
125 %6- >0 1 2
126 %7- >0 1 5
127 %8- >0 1 7
128 %9- >0 1 8
129 %1 0- >0 1 9
130 %1 1- >0 2 0
131 %1 2- >0 2 1
132 %1 3- >0 2 7
133 %1 4- >0 2 8
134 %1 5- >0 3 3
135 %1 6- >0 4 0
136 %1 7- >0 4 4
137 %1 8- >0 4 8
138 %1 9- >0 5 0
139 %2 0- >0 5 1B.2 calculatedweightedmismatch.m 181
140 %2 1- >0 5 8
141 %2 2- >0 5 9
142 %2 3- >0 6 0
143 %2 4- >0 6 1
144 %2 5- >0 6 5
145 %2 6- >1 1 9
146 %2 7- >1 2 4
147 %2 8- >1 2 6
148 %2 9- >1 2 7
149 %3 0- >1 3 1
150 %3 1- >1 3 3
151 %3 2- >1 3 4
152 %3 3- >1 3 5
153 %3 4- >1 3 7
154 %3 5- >1 4 7
155 %3 6- >1 4 8
156 %3 7- >1 5 2
157 %3 8- >1 5 3
158 %3 9- >1 5 4
159 %4 0- >1 5 5
160 %4 1- >1 5 6
161 %4 2- >1 5 8
162 %4 3- >1 6 2
163 %4 4- >1 6 3
164 %4 5- >1 6 5
165
166 sumMismatch = sumMismatch(sumMismatch(:,1)<99,:);
167
168 sortedSumMismatch = sortrows(sumMismatch);
169 if (~exist([’.\results\’ int2str(subject) ’.m a t’], ’file
’))
170 data = ’emtpy’;% # o k < N A S G U >
171 save([’.\results\’ int2str(subject) ’.m a t’],’data’);
172 end
173 if (weightTwo == 0)
174 sortedSumMismatch100 = sortedSumMismatch; %#ok<NASGU>
175 save([’.\results\’ int2str(subject) ’.m a t’],’
sortedSumMismatch100’, ’ append’);
176 else
177 sortedSumMismatch13 = sortedSumMismatch; %#ok<NASGU>
178 save([’.\results\’ int2str(subject) ’.m a t’],’
sortedSumMismatch13’, ’ append’);
179 end
180
181 if ( printOutput )
182 disp(sortedSumMismatch);
183 end
184
185 %P l o tf i g u r ew i t hm i s m a t c h e s
186 plotsHandle = figure;
187 set(gcf,’PaperPositionMode’,’auto’)
188 set(plotsHandle, ’Position’,[ 2 0 02 0 01 2 0 03 0 0 ] )
189 bar(sortedSumMismatch(:,1));
190 title([’Subject ’ num2str(subject) ’m i s m a t c hv a l u e s’
num2str(weightOne) ’’num2str(weightTwo) ’’
num2str(weightThree)]);182 source code of psychoacoustic
191 set(gca,’XTick’,1:45)
192 handles.cipicIDs = handles.cipicIDs(sortedSumMismatch(:
,2));
193 set(gca,’XTickLabel’,handles.cipicIDs)
194 ylim([min(sortedSumMismatch(:,1))-min(sortedSumMismatch(
:,1))/100*5, max(sortedSumMismatch(:,1))+max(
sortedSumMismatch(:,1))/100*5]);
195 set(gca,’FontSize’,8);
196 h=plotsHandle;
197 set(h,’PaperOrientation’,’landscape’);
198 set(h,’PaperUnits’,’normalized’);
199 set(h,’PaperPosition’,[ 0011 ] ) ;
200 print(plotsHandle,’ dpdf’,[ ’.\results\’ int2str(subject
) ’_mismatch_’ num2str(weightOne) ’_’ num2str(
weightTwo) ’_’ num2str(weightThree) ’.p d f’]);
201 close;
202
203 endC
SOURCE CODE OF MULTIMODAL
Source codes presented in this appendix have been dramatically short-
ened in order to be placed here. These codes work just as a reference
and tutorial and it can not be used on real experiments. C.1 contains
the code used in the generation of virtual environment maps and the
code used in the real time experiment (TAMO and audio packets are
sent to the COM port and as OSC UPD packets respectively).
c.1 startmapfigure.m
Listing 4: Start Map Figure source code
1 function completer = startMapFigure(inMap, inCipicID,
2 inEnablePureData, inEnableTAMO, inConfiguration)
3 %i n C o n f i g u r a t i o n :c o n t a i n si n C o n f i g u r a t i o n .
executionTime that is the
4 %m a x i m u ma l l o w e de x e c u t i o nt i m e .S e ti tt oz e r of o r
disable maximum
5 %e x e c u t i o nt i m e .I ta l s oc o n t a i n si n C o n f i g u r a t i o n .
exitDistance thas is the
6 %d i s t a n c ef r o mt h ea u d i os o u r c ei no r d e rt ot r i g g e rt h e
exit from the
7 %e x p e r i m e n t o .S e ti tt oz e r ot od i s a b l et h i sf e a t u r e .
8
9 global A;
10 global refresher;
11 global explorationPath;
12 global iterations;
13 global cipicID;
14 global enablePureData;
15 global enableTAMO;
16 global serialPortHandler;
17 global start_byte;
18 global device_ID;
19 global executionTime;
20 global exitDistance;
21 global minDistanceForAzimuth;
22 global exitCounter;
23 global exitCounterSteps;
24 global soundIntensityScale;
25 global completerGlobal;
26 global soundAttenuationExpTwoValue;
27 global soundAttenuationExpTwo;
28 global enableAudio3D;
29 global tamoMaxElevation;
30 global wallSize;
31 global wallSwitch;
32
33 %P a r s ei n p u tp a r a m e t e r s
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34 cipicID = inCipicID;
35 enablePureData = inEnablePureData;
36 enableTAMO = inEnableTAMO;
37 enableAudio3D = inConfiguration.enableAudio3D;
38 executionTime = inConfiguration.executionTime;
39 exitDistance = inConfiguration.exitDistance;
40
41 %C o n f i g u r a t i o n
42 refreshRateSeconds = 0.08;
43 serial_port = ’COM6’;
44 start_byte = hex2dec(’FF’);
45 device_ID = hex2dec(’0F’);
46 exitCounterSteps = 15;
47 minDistanceForAzimuth = 5;
48 soundIntensityScale = 0.05;
49 soundAttenuationExpTwo = 1; %5 is a good value
50 tamoMaxElevation = 60;
51 wallSize = 0;
52
53 map.xMin = 1;
54 map.xMax = 640;
55 map.yMin = 1;
56 map.yMax = 480;
57 map.zMin = 60;
58 map.zMax = 120;
59 map.soundMarkerX = 320;
60 map.soundMarkerY = 240;
61 map.soundMarkerZ = 60;
62
63 %A u t oc o n f i g
64 soundAttenuationExpTwoValue = 1;
65 exitCounter = exitCounterSteps;
66 wallSwitch = 1;
67
68
69 %S t a r tT A M O
70 if (enableTAMO)
71 a=i n s t r f i n d ;
72 delete(a)
73 serialPortHandler = serial(serial_port);
74 fopen(serialPortHandler);
75 data = 90; % safe values between 40 90
76 data_send = [start_byte device_ID data];
77 fwrite(serialPortHandler, data_send);
78 end;
79
80 explorationPath.x = zeros(1,100);
81 explorationPath.y = zeros(1,100);
82 explorationPath.soundMarker = [map.soundMarkerX map.
soundMarkerY map.soundMarkerZ];
83 iterations = 0;
84
85 %G e n e r a t eM a p
86 A=g e n e r a t e M a p ( A ,i n M a p ,m a p ) ;
87 [mapFigure, mapAxes, ~] = makeMapFigure(A);C.1 startmapfigure.m 185
88 placeSoundMarker(mapAxes, map.soundMarkerX, map.
soundMarkerY);
89 map.figure = mapFigure;
90
91 if ( enablePureData )
92 socket = startAndConnectPD();
93 else
94 socket = 0;
95 end;
96
97 %S t a r tt i m e r s
98 completer = timer(’Name’, ’Completer’, ’TimerFcn’,
@emptyCallback,...
99 ’ExecutionMode’,’singleShot’,’StartDelay’,
100000);
100 start(completer);
101 completerGlobal = completer;
102 readyBox = msgbox(’Click ok or press return w h e n ready:
the experiment will start. ’,. . .
103 ’Ready?’,’help’);
104 uiwait(readyBox);
105 set (mapFigure, ’WindowButtonMotionFcn’,@ m o u s e M o v e ) ;
106 set(mapFigure,’KeyPressFcn’,{@keyDownListener,
mapFigure})
107 refresher = timer(’Name’, ’Refresher’, ’TimerFcn’,{
@refresherCallback, map, socket}, ...
108 ’ExecutionMode’,’fixedRate’,’Period’,
refreshRateSeconds);
109 start(refresher);
110
111 end
112
113
114 function A = generateMap(A, inMap, map)
115 global soundAttenuationExpTwoValue;
116 global soundAttenuationExpTwo;
117 global wallSize;
118 global xCenter;
119 global yCenter;
120 switch inMap
121 case ’Parallelepiped square base’
122 A=c r e a t e E m p t y M a p ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,m a p
.yMax, map.zMin, map.zMax);
123 A=c r e a t e P a r a l l F r o m C e n t e r ( A ,m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,
map.yMin, map.yMax, map.zMin,
124 map.zMax, 320, 240, 380, 30);
125 case ’Parallelepiped triangular base’
126 A=c r e a t e E m p t y M a p ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,m a p
.yMax, map.zMin, map.zMax);
127 A=c r e a t e P a r a l l ( A ,m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,
map.yMax,
128 map.zMin, map.zMax, [320 510 130], [50 380 380],
30);
129 case ’Cylinder’
130 A=c r e a t e E m p t y M a p ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,m a p
.yMax, map.zMin, map.zMax);186 source code of multimodal
131 A=c r e a t e C y l i n d e r ( A ,m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,
132 map.yMax, map.zMin, map.zMax, 320, 240, 30, 190);
133 case ’Random hills ’
134 A=c r e a t e R a n d o m H i l l s M a p ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p .
yMin, map.yMax, map.zMin, map.zMax);
135 case ’Noise’
136 A=c r e a t e N o i s e ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,m a p .
yMax, map.zMin, map.zMax, 60, 120);
137 case ’Inverse’
138 A=c r e a t e I n v e r s e D e c M a p ( A ,m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p .
yMin, map.yMax,
139 map.zMin, map.zMax, 320, 240, 2);
140 case ’Horizontal Lines’
141 A=c r e a t e H o r i z L i n e s M a p ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n
,m a p . y M a x ,m a p . z M i n ,m a p . z M a x ,3 ) ;
142 case ’One Cube Random Small’
143 height = 30;
144 cubeLength = 80;
145 [xCenter, yCenter] = calculateSafeCubeCenterForHRTF(
map, cubeLength, height);
146 A=c r e a t e E m p t y M a p ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,m a p
.yMax, map.zMin, map.zMax);
147 A=c r e a t e P a r a l l F r o m C e n t e r ( A ,m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,
map.yMin, map.yMax, map.zMin,
148 map.zMax, xCenter, yCenter, cubeLength, height);
149 soundAttenuationExpTwoValue = soundAttenuationExpTwo
;
150 case ’One Cube Random Medium’
151 height = 40;
152 cubeLength = 115;
153 [xCenter, yCenter] = calculateSafeCubeCenterForHRTF(
map, cubeLength, height);
154 A=c r e a t e E m p t y M a p ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,m a p
.yMax, map.zMin, map.zMax);
155 A=c r e a t e P a r a l l F r o m C e n t e r ( A ,m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,
map.yMin, map.yMax, map.zMin,
156 map.zMax, xCenter, yCenter, cubeLength, height);
157 soundAttenuationExpTwoValue = soundAttenuationExpTwo
;
158 case ’One Cube Random Big’
159 height = 50;
160 cubeLength = 150;
161 [xCenter, yCenter] = calculateSafeCubeCenterForHRTF(
map, cubeLength, height);
162 A=c r e a t e E m p t y M a p ( m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,m a p . y M i n ,m a p
.yMax, map.zMin, map.zMax);
163 A=c r e a t e P a r a l l F r o m C e n t e r ( A ,m a p . x M i n ,m a p . x M a x ,
map.yMin, map.yMax, map.zMin,
164 map.zMax, xCenter, yCenter, cubeLength, height);
165 soundAttenuationExpTwoValue = soundAttenuationExpTwo
;
166 otherwise
167 msgbox(’Invalid map chosen. ’, ’Invalid m a p’,’warn’);
168 return;
169 end
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171
172 function [xCenter, yCenter] =
calculateSafeCubeCenterForHRTF(map, cubeLength,
height)
173 global wallSize;
174 while (true)
175 xCenter = randInterval(map.xMin+cubeLength/2+wallSize,
map.xMax-cubeLength/2-wallSize);
176 yCenter = randInterval(map.yMin+cubeLength/2+wallSize,
map.yMax-cubeLength/2-wallSize);
177 distance = norm([xCenter yCenter] - [map.soundMarkerX
map.soundMarkerY]);
178 if ( distance < sqrt(2)*cubeLength/2 )
179 continue;
180 end
181 distance = distance - sqrt(2)*cubeLength/2;
182 if ( atand(height/distance) <= 45)
183 break;
184 end
185 end
186 end
187
188 function refresherCallback(~,~, map, socket)
189 global A;
190 global explorationPath;
191 global iterations;
192 global cipicID;
193 global enablePureData;
194 global enableTAMO;
195 global enableAudio3D;
196 global serialPortHandler;
197 global start_byte;
198 global device_ID;
199 global startTime;
200 global executionTime;
201 global exitDistance;
202 global timeStopper;
203 global exitCounter;
204 global exitCounterSteps;
205 global minDistanceForAzimuth;
206 global soundIntensityScale;
207 global tamoMaxElevation;
208 global wallSwitch;
209
210 mapWidth = size(A, 2);
211 mapHeight = size(A, 1);
212 cp = get(gca,’CurrentPoint’);
213 id_x=r o u n d ( c p ( 1 , 1 ) ) ;
214 id_y=r o u n d ( c p ( 1 , 2 ) ) ;
215
216 if ( id_x> =1& &i d _x< =m a p W i d t h& &i d _y> =1& &i d _y
<= mapHeight )
217 id_z=r o u n d ( A ( i d _y, id_x));
218
219 %c a l c u l a t ed i s t a n c ef r o mt h es o u n dm a r k e r188 source code of multimodal
220 dist_2D = norm([id_xi d _y] - [map.soundMarkerX map.
soundMarkerY]);
221 dist_3D = norm ([id_xi d _yi d _z] - [map.soundMarkerX
map.soundMarkerY map.soundMarkerZ]);
222 if ( enableAudio3D )
223 intesity_scale_factor = inverseSquareLawScale(
dist_3D, soundIntensityScale, map);
224 else
225 intesity_scale_factor = inverseSquareLawScale(
dist_2D, soundIntensityScale, map);
226 end
227
228 %c a l c u l a t ea n g l e s
229 azimuth = getAngle(id_x, id_y, id_x, id_y-1,m a p .
soundMarkerX, map.soundMarkerY);
230 if ( map.soundMarkerX < id_x)
231 azimuth = -azimuth;
232 end
233 if ( id_z>m a p . s o u n d M a r k e r Z)
234 elevation = radtodeg(atan(dist_2D/(id_z-map.
soundMarkerZ)))-90;
235 else
236 elevation = radtodeg(atan((map.soundMarkerZ-id_z)/
dist_2D));
237 end
238
239 %I fd i s t a n c ei sv e r ys m a l l ,j u s ts e ta z i m u t ht oz e r o
240 if (dist_2D < minDistanceForAzimuth)
241 azimuth = 0;
242 end
243
244 %s e n dd a t at oP D
245 if ( enablePureData )
246 pd_packet = [single(cipicID) single(azimuth)
single(elevation*enableAudio3D) single(
intesity_scale_factor)];
247 [~, datastring]=cstruct(pd_packet);
248 [~, zerostring]=cstruct(single(0));
249 string=char([’/pd_packet’ zerostring(1:2) ’,
fffffffff’ zerostring(1:2) datastring]);
250 pnet(socket, ’write’,s t r i n g ) ;
251 pnet(socket, ’writepacket’);
252 end;
253
254 %s e n dd a t at oT A M O
255 if (enableTAMO)
256 data = round(A(id_y,id_x));
257 data_send = [start_byte device_ID data];
258 fwrite(serialPortHandler,data_send);
259 end;
260
261 %s a v ep o s i t i o n
262 iterations = iterations + 1;
263 explorationPath.x(iterations) = id_x;
264 explorationPath.y(iterations) = id_y;
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266 %Start timers after the first feedback
267 if ( iterations == 1 )
268 if ( executionTime ~= 0 )
269 timeStopper = timer(’Name’, ’timeStopper’, ’
TimerFcn’,{@timeStopperCallback, map.figure
},...
270 ’ExecutionMode’,’singleShot’,’StartDelay’,
executionTime);
271 start(timeStopper);
272 end
273 startTime = clock;
274 end
275
276 %E x i ti ft h ep o i n t e ri sn e a rt h es o u n ds o u r c ef o ra t
least
277 %e x i t C o u n t e r S t e p s .
278 if ( exitDistance > 0 && dist_2D <= exitDistance )
279 if ( exitCounter == 0 )
280 saveResults();
281 closeExperiment(map.figure);
282 else
283 exitCounter = exitCounter - 1;
284 end
285 else
286 exitCounter = exitCounterSteps;
287 end
288 else
289 %W ea r eo u tf r o mt h em a p .S e tt h eT A M Ot oi t sm a x
elevation as a
290 %w a l l
291 if (enableTAMO)
292 wallSwitch = wallSwitch ~= 1;
293 data = round(map.zMin+tamoMaxElevation-20*wallSwitch
);
294 data_send = [start_byte device_ID data];
295 fwrite(serialPortHandler,data_send);
296 end;
297 end
298 end
299
300
301 function mouseMove (~, ~)
302 %D on o t h i n g .T h i sf u n c t i o ni sn e e d e dj u s tt ou p d a t e
the CurrentPoint
303 %l o c a t i o nf o rp o i n t e ro ft h em o u s e / a p t i c a ld e v i c e .
304 end
305
306 function emptyCallback (~, ~)
307 %D on o t h i n g .T h i sf u n c t i o ni sn e e d e dj u s tt ot r i g g e r
at i m e r
308 end
309
310 function [mapFigure, mapAxes, map] = makeMapFigure(A)
311 mapFigure = figure(’units’,’normalized’,’outerposition
’,[0.01 0.04 0.99 0.96]);
312 set(mapFigure, ’menubar’, ’none’);190 source code of multimodal
313 set(mapFigure, ’CloseRequestFcn’,{
@closeMapFigureCallback, mapFigure});
314 colordef none;
315 colormap jet;
316 set(mapFigure, ’Color’,[ 000 ] ) ;
317 set(mapFigure, ’ToolBar’, ’auto’);
318 mapAxes = axes(’position’,[ 0 . 0 10 . 0 20 . 9 60 . 9 6 ] ) ;
319 grid on
320 box off
321 map = imagesc(A, ’Parent’,m a p A x e s ) ;
322 axis image;
323 end
324
325
326 function placeSoundMarker(mapAxes, soundMarkerX,
soundMarkerY)
327 axes(mapAxes); %#ok<MAXES>
328 hold on;
329 scatter(mapAxes, soundMarkerX, soundMarkerY, ’
LineWidth’,6 ) ;
330 end
331
332
333 function A = createRandomHillsMap(xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax
,z M i n ,z M a x )
334 xDim = xMax - xMin +1;
335 yDim = yMax - yMin +1;
336 A=z e r o s ( y D i m ,x D i m ) ;
337
338 xMin = xMin - round(xDim/2);
339 yMin = yMin - round(yDim/2);
340 xMax = xMax - round(xDim/2);
341 yMax = yMax - round(yDim/2);
342 x=l i n s p a c e ( x M i n , x M a x , x D i m ) ;
343 y=l i n s p a c e ( y M i n , y M a x , y D i m ) ;
344 [xx,yy] = meshgrid(x,y);
345
346 for k = 1:20
347 xc = (xMax - xMin)*rand(1) + xMin;
348 yc = (yMax - yMin)*rand(1) + yMin;
349 zz = exp( - ((xx-xc).^2 + (yy-yc).^2) / (min(xDim,
yDim)*5));
350 A=A+ z z ;
351 end
352
353 A=A . / m a x ( m a x ( A ) )* (zMax-zMin) + zMin;
354 end
355
356
357 function A = createHorizLinesMap(xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax,
zMin, zMax, lines)
358 xDim = xMax - xMin +1;
359 yDim = yMax - yMin +1;
360 A=z e r o s ( y D i m ,x D i m ) ;
361 pixelsPerRow = floor(yDim/lines);
362 pixelsLastRow = yDim - pixelsPerRow*(lines-1);C.1 startmapfigure.m 191
363 zPerRow = round(linspace(zMax,zMin,lines));
364 for i=0:lines-1
365 if (i ~= lines-1)
366 for j=1:pixelsPerRow
367 A(i*pixelsPerRow+j,:) = A(i*pixelsPerRow+j,:) +
zPerRow(i+1);
368 end
369 else
370 for j=1:pixelsLastRow
371 A(i*pixelsPerRow+j,:) = A(i*pixelsPerRow+j,:) +
zPerRow(i+1);
372 end
373 end
374 end
375 end
376
377 function A = createEmptyMap(xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax, zMin
,z M a x )% # o k < I N U S D >
378 xDim = xMax - xMin +1;
379 yDim = yMax - yMin +1;
380 A=z e r o s ( y D i m ,x D i m )+z M i n ;
381 end
382
383 function A = createEmptyMapWithWall(xMin, xMax, yMin,
yMax, zMin, zMax, size) %#ok<INUSL>
384 global tamoMaxElevation;
385 xDim = xMax - xMin +1;
386 yDim = yMax - yMin +1;
387 A=z e r o s ( y D i m ,x D i m )+z M i n ;
388 for x=1:size
389 for y=1:yMax
390 A(y,x) = zMin+tamoMaxElevation;
391 end
392 end
393 for x=xMax-size+1:xMax
394 for y=1:yMax
395 A(y,x) = zMin+tamoMaxElevation;
396 end
397 end
398 for y=1:size
399 for x=1:xMax
400 A(y,x) = zMin+tamoMaxElevation;
401 end
402 end
403 for y=yMax-size+1:yMax
404 for x=1:xMax
405 A(y,x) = zMin+tamoMaxElevation;
406 end
407 end
408 end
409
410 function A = createParall(A, xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax,
zMin, zMax, xv, yv, height)
411 if (height > zMax - zMin)
412 height = zMax - zMin;
413 end192 source code of multimodal
414 [x, y] = meshgrid(xMin:xMax, yMin:yMax);
415 IN = inpolygon(x,y,xv,yv);
416 A=A. * (~IN);
417 A=A+I N. * (zMin+height);
418 end
419
420 function A = createParallFromCenter(A, xMin, xMax, yMin,
yMax, zMin, zMax, xCenter, yCenter, side, height)
421 if (height > zMax - zMin)
422 height = zMax - zMin;
423 end
424 xv =[xCenter-round(side/2), xCenter+round(side/2),
xCenter+round(side/2) ,xCenter-round(side/2)];
425 yv = [yCenter-round(side/2), yCenter-round(side/2),
yCenter+round(side/2) ,yCenter+round(side/2)];
426 A=c r e a t e P a r a l l ( A ,x M i n ,x M a x ,y M i n ,y M a x ,z M i n ,z M a x
,x v ,y v ,h e i g h t ) ;
427 end
428
429 function A = createCylinder(A, xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax,
zMin, zMax, xCenter, yCenter, height, radius)
430 try
431 A=l o a d ( ’./maps/cylinder.mat’, ’cylinder’);
432 A=A . c y l i n d e r ;
433 catch err %#ok<NASGU>
434 if (height > zMax - zMin)
435 height = zMax - zMin;
436 end
437 xDim = xMax - xMin +1;
438 yDim = yMax - yMin +1;
439 IN = zeros(yDim, xDim);
440 for y = 1:yDim
441 for x = 1:xDim
442 if ( pdist([xCenter yCenter; x y]) <= radius )
443 IN(y,x) = 1;
444 else
445 IN(y,x) = 0;
446 end
447 end
448 end
449 A=A. * (~IN);
450 A=A+I N. * (zMin+height);
451 cylinder = A; %#ok<NASGU>
452 save(’./maps/cylinder.mat’, ’cylinder’);
453 end
454 end
455
456 function A = createInverseDecMap(A, xMin, xMax, yMin,
yMax, zMin, zMax, xCenter, yCenter, scaleFactor) %#
ok<INUSL>
457 global tamoMaxElevation;
458 global exitDistance;
459 xDim = xMax - xMin +1;
460 yDim = yMax - yMin +1;
461 A=z e r o s ( y D i m ,x D i m ) ;
462 for y = 1:yDimC.1 startmapfigure.m 193
463 for x = 1:xDim
464 distance= norm([xCenter yCenter] - [x y]);
465 if ( distance <= exitDistance)
466 A(y,x) = zMin + tamoMaxElevation;
467 else
468 A(y,x) = zMin + tamoMaxElevation*((exitDistance/
distance)^scaleFactor);
469 end
470 end
471 end
472 end
473
474 function A = createNoise(xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax, zMin,
zMax, min, max)
475 if (max - min > zMax - zMin)
476 max = zMax;
477 min = zMin;
478 end
479 xDim = xMax - xMin +1;
480 yDim = yMax - yMin +1;
481 A=z e r o s ( y D i m ,x D i m ) ;
482 for y = 1:yDim
483 for x = 1:xDim
484 A(y,x) = randInterval(min,max);
485 end
486 end
487 end
488
489 function A = createPiramid(A, xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax,
zMin, zMax, xCenter, yCenter, height)
490 if (height > zMax - zMin)
491 height = zMax - zMin;
492 end
493 xDim = xMax - xMin +1;
494 yDim = yMax - yMin +1;
495 [x, y] = meshgrid(-xDim/2:xDim/2-1, -yDim/2:yDim/2-1);
496 Z=( h e i g h t / 2 - a b s ( x ) )+( h e i g h t / 2 - a b s ( y ) ) ;
497 Z(Z<0) = 0;
498 Z=i m r o t a t e ( Z , 4 5 , ’crop’);
499 Z=c i r c s h i f t ( Z , [ y C e n t e r - y D i m / 2x C e n t e r - x D i m / 2 ] ) ;
500 A=A+Z ;
501 end
502
503 function A = createPiramids(A, xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax,
zMin, zMax, height)
504 try
505 A=l o a d ( ’./m a p s /piramids.mat’, ’piramids’);
506 A=A . p i r a m i d s ;
507 catch err %#ok<NASGU>
508 for i=0:7
509 for j=0:5
510 A=c r e a t e P i r a m i d ( A ,x M i n ,x M a x ,y M i n ,y M a x ,
zMin, zMax, 40+80*i, 40+80*j, height);
511 piramids = A; %#ok<NASGU>
512 save(’./m a p s /piramids.mat’, ’piramids’);
513 end194 source code of multimodal
514 end
515 end
516 end
517
518 function keyDownListener(~,~, mapFigure)
519 saveResults();
520 closeExperiment(mapFigure);
521 end
522
523 function closeMapFigureCallback(~,~, mapFigure)
524 choice = questdlg(’Save partial results?’,. . .
525 ’Save experiment’,. . .
526 ’Yes’, ’No’, ’Cancel’, ’Cancel’);
527 switch choice
528 case ’Yes’
529 saveResults();
530 case ’No’
531 validResult = 0; %#ok<NASGU>
532 save(’./results/ temp.mat’, ’validResult’);
533 case ’Cancel’
534 return;
535 end
536 closeExperiment(mapFigure);
537 end
538
539 function timeStopperCallback(~,~, mapFigure)
540 saveResults();
541 closeExperiment(mapFigure);
542 end
543
544 function saveResults()
545 global explorationPath;
546 global startTime;
547 global iterations;
548 global xCenter;
549 global yCenter;
550 global A; %#ok<NUSED>
551 explorationPath.iterations = iterations;
552 totalTime = round(etime(clock,startTime) * 1000); %#ok
<NASGU>
553 validResult = 1; %#ok<NASGU>
554 if ( exist(’xCenter’, ’var’))
555 xCenterCube = xCenter; %#ok<NASGU>
556 yCenterCube = yCenter; %#ok<NASGU>
557 end
558 save(’./results/ temp.mat’, ’A’, ’explorationPath’, ’
totalTime’, ’validResult’, ’xCenterCube’, ’
yCenterCube’);
559 end
560
561 function closeExperiment(mapFigure)
562 global enablePureData;
563 global refresher;
564 global timeStopper;
565 global executionTime;
566 global iterations;C.1 startmapfigure.m 195
567 global completerGlobal;
568 stop(completerGlobal);
569 if (executionTime ~= 0 && iterations > 1 )
570 stop(timeStopper)
571 delete(timeStopper)
572 end
573 stop(refresher)
574 delete(refresher)
575 delete(mapFigure)
576 if ( enablePureData )
577 [~,~] = dos(’taskkill / F / i m p d.exe’);
578 end;
579 return;
580 end
581
582 function socket = startAndConnectPD()
583 startPD;
584 addpath(’../m e x’);
585 pnet(’closeall’);
586 socket = pnet(’udpsocket’,3 4 5 5 ) ;
587 pnet(socket, ’udpconnect’, ’127.0.0.1 ’,3 4 5 6 ) ;
588 end
589
590
591 function angle = getAngle(x1,y1, x2,y2, x3,y3)
592 temp = atan2( abs((x2-x1)*(y3-y1)-(y2-y1)*(x3-x1)), (x2
-x1)*(x3-x1)+(y2-y1)*(y3-y1) );
593 angle = radtodeg(temp);
594 end
595
596 function scale_factor = inverseSquareLawScale(distance,
min_scale, map)
597 global A;
598 global soundAttenuationExpTwoValue;
599 distanceFromTopLeft = norm ([map.xMin map.yMin A(map.
yMin, map.xMin)] - ...
600 [map.soundMarkerX map.soundMarkerY map.soundMarkerZ])
;
601 distanceFromTopRight = norm ([map.xMax map.yMin A(map.
yMin, map.xMax)] - ...
602 [map.soundMarkerX map.soundMarkerY map.soundMarkerZ])
;
603 distanceFromBottomLeft = norm ([map.xMin map.yMax A(
map.yMax, map.xMin)] - ...
604 [map.soundMarkerX map.soundMarkerY map.soundMarkerZ])
;
605 distanceFromBottomRight = norm ([map.xMax map.yMax A(
map.yMax, map.xMax)] - ...
606 [map.soundMarkerX map.soundMarkerY map.soundMarkerZ])
;
607 max_distance = max([distanceFromTopLeft,
distanceFromTopRight, ...
608 distanceFromBottomLeft,
distanceFromBottomRight]);
609 if (distance < 1)
610 distance = 1;196 source code of multimodal
611 end
612 distance_scale = (max_distance/distance)^2;
613 min_scale = min_scale * soundAttenuationExpTwoValue;
614 scale_factor = min_scale*distance_scale;
615 end
616
617 function num = randInterval(a,b)
618 num = a + round((b-a).*rand());
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